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Glossary1
Asset class

A group of investments (such as shares or bonds) that display similar
characteristics, behave similarly in the marketplace, and are subject to the
same laws and regulations in a given jurisdiction.

Australian
Charities and
Not-for-Profits
Commission
(ACNC)

The ACNC is designed as a new one-stop-shop regulator for the sector, and
is due to commence operations on 1 July 2012. The ACNC's initial
responsibilities will be to determine charitable, public benevolent institution,
and other NFP status for all Commonwealth purposes; provide education and
support to the sector and implementing a 'report-once use-often' general
reporting framework for charities.

Big Society
Capital (UK)

A wholesale finance organisation designed specifically to channel capital into
the social sector. Launched in July 2011, the group had an initial capital input
of £600 million consisting of £400 million sourced from unclaimed assets
left dormant in UK bank accounts for over 15 years, as well as £200 million
in equity capital from four of UK's largest mainstream banks.

Bond

A medium- to long-term investment issued by governments and companies
which pays a regular and fixed interest amount for the term of the
investment. The invested funds (the principal) are repaid at the end of the
term (maturity).

Capacity

A variety of capital market enablers, such as organisational leadership, skills,
fluency in the use of language of other disciplines, such as finance. In this
report capacity is used interchangeably with 'investment readiness'.

Charities

NFP organisations with a charitable purpose. This purpose is defined in
common law as acting for the relief of poverty; the advancement of
education; the advancement of religion; and other purposes beneficial to the
community.

Community
Development
Finance
Institute
(CDFI)

A form of specialised financial intermediary that tailor their activities to
assist social economy organisations to gain access to capital. CDFIs actively
build capacity within organisations through each step of the financing
process.

Community
Foundation

A type of philanthropic foundation set up to serve the specific needs of a
geographic area.

Community
purpose

Describes the objectives of a NFP as outcomes that are in the interest of the
community.

1

Terms for this glossary have been adapted from: definitions throughout the body of this report;
the Productivity Commission report Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector; and the federal
government's Money Smart website glossary, http://www.moneysmart.gov.au/glossary/
(accessed 4 November 2011).
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Company
limited by
guarantee

Public companies without share capital, where each member's liability is
limited to a predetermined amount. Companies limited by guarantee must
have at least one member, three directors and an appointed secretary. There
are specific disclosure and governance requirements placed on these
organisations, which are enforced by members and the Australian Securities
and Investments Commission. This structure is usually used by larger
organisations.

Competitive
neutrality

A principle that promotes equal treatment of competing organisations to
promote a level playing field.

Cooperative

An organisation structure where the organisation is owned, controlled and
used by members. A cooperative can be either a trading or a non-trading
entity and will face different legal requirements depending on type.

Coupon

The interest, or yield, an investor receives from a bond, usually paid
annually.

Deductible
Gift Recipient
(DGR)

DGR status is granted by the government to eligible NFPs to promote
philanthropic giving from individuals and businesses to these organisations.
Organisations must be endorsed by the ATO or listed by name in the tax law.
Donations made to an organisation with DGR status are tax-deductible.

Debt capital

A social economy organisation will receive finance from an organisation and
in return offer a repayment of the principle and some form of interest.

Economically
significant
NFP
organisations

Organisations with one or more paid employees or revenue above a set
annual threshold. The threshold varies by industry code such that those
organisations included in the scope of economically significant NFPs make
up at least 97.5 per cent of total estimated turnover within that industry code.

Equity capital

A social economy organisation can raise equity capital by offering investors
to buy and hold shares in it. The investor in turn receives income and capital
gains from the equity investment.

Fiduciary duty

Duties imposed upon a person who exercises some discretionary power in the
interests of another person in circumstances that give rise to a relationship of
trust and confidence. Fiduciary duties are the key source of limitations on the
discretion of investment trustees in common law jurisdictions such as
Australia. The fiduciary duties considered by trustees differ between types of
investment funds.

Finance

In this report finance refers to forms of capital including debt and equity
capital, as well as emerging social investment products, which are provided
on the understanding that the investor will be compensated for the use of
capital. As distinct from 'funding' (see below).

Franking
credit

When a company pays tax on its profits and then distributes after-tax
dividends they are described as 'franked'. Franked dividends are distributed to
shareholders with a franking credit which represents the amount of tax the
company has already paid. An investor then receives a credit for any tax the
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company has already paid based on the rate of tax the individual pays.
Fringe
benefits tax
(FBT)

FBT is a tax payable by employers who provide fringe benefits to their
employees or associates of their employees.

Foundation

A philanthropic body set up to receive donations and provide funds to
charitable organisations or causes.

Fourth sector

A sector that sits between the public, private and third sectors, sharing
features of each but with a new form.

Funding

In this report funding refers to income that has no obligation to be repaid
such as untied grants and philanthropic donations. As distinct from 'finance'
(see above).

Governance

The arrangements for decision-making within an organisation, and the
process by which decisions are implemented (or not implemented).

Grant

A gift or donation for a specified purpose directed towards achieving social
goals and objectives.

Impact

The broader effects of an activity, taking into account all its benefits and
costs to the community.

Impact
investment

The use of investment and financing mechanisms which deliver some
measure of both financial and social returns.

Incorporated
associations

A legal organisational structure adopted by many NFP organisations.
Incorporation is governed by state and territory legislation and hence varies
by jurisdiction. Generally, incorporated associations must have at least five
members and be formed for a specific purpose deemed eligible by the
relevant jurisdiction. A management committee manages the incorporated
association and it must hold an annual general meeting each calendar year.

Input

Any resource used by a NFP to achieve its objectives.

Institutional
investors

Organisations which pool large amounts of capital to invest in securities,
property and other assets, often on behalf of others. Includes superannuation
funds, mutual funds and investment banks.

Intermediary

For the purpose of this report, a service provider that offers input support
services for NFP businesses and organisations, or acts as a conduit to connect
two parties.

Mutual

A mutual organisation is a member owned organisation which receives the
benefit of mutuality where income received from transactions with members
is tax exempt. Tax received from non-member transactions and non-mutual
activities will however be subject to income tax.

National
Compact

An agreement between the federal government and the NFP sector which
outlines shared principles, aspirations and priorities for action that will
facilitate the government and the NFP sector working together to improve
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social, cultural, civic, economic and environmental outcomes, enhancing
community wellbeing across Australian society.
National
Rental
Affordability
Scheme
(NRAS)

NRAS is a government initiative to encourage the construction of 50 000
affordable rental properties. The scheme is now expected to be extended to
fund up to 100 000 properties. Tax credits or cash payments are provided
over 10 years to investors providing affordable housing, which is then leased
to residents at a minimum of 20 per cent below the market rate. In practice,
nearly all NRAS properties are managed by not-for-profit housing providers.

Net benefit

The value of the total present value of benefits less the total present value of
costs.

Not for profit
organisation
(NFP)

NFP organisations impose the non distribution of profits to the members of
the organisation, and are established for a community purpose. They are not
part of the business sector because their primary aim is not to generate profits
for their owners.

Not-for-Profit
Sector Reform
Council

Established in December 2010 for a three year term, the Council is comprised
of prominent individuals from within the sector, with the role of advising the
government on various issues relating to NFP reform.

Office for the
Not-for-Profit
Sector

Established in October 2010 within the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet, with a mandate to drive and coordinate the NFP sector policy reform
agenda and the national compact between government and the sector.

Outcome

The effects on a participant during or after their involvement in an activity.
Outcomes can relate to knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, behaviour,
condition or status. Outcomes can be positive (deliver a benefit) or negative
(impose a cost) on individuals.

Output

The product of an activity (for example, the number of people trained in a
program). Outputs lead to outcomes.

Patient finance Patient finance can be either in the form of debt or equity and is a long-term
investment. Returns are contingent on a positive financial performance of the
enterprise. The finance is constructed on 'soft-terms' and may allow for
capital or interest payment holidays, and deferments.
Philanthropic
Funds

Philanthropic intermediary bodies such as foundations, philanthropic trusts,
Public and Private Ancillary funds. These bodies provide a vehicle for
donations from organisations and individuals to be collected and then
distributed to charitable causes.

Private
Ancillary
Fund

Private Ancillary Funds (PAFs) are a type of tax-deductible private
foundation formed by individuals with a charitable purpose. They are unable
to raise funds from the general public and must be controlled by a body
corporate.

Public
Ancillary
Funds

Public Ancillary Funds are deductible gift recipient (DGR) funds that receive
donations which are then distributed through to other DGR organisations for
the stated purposes of the fund. Public Ancillary Funds must offer
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opportunities for the general public to contribute to the fund, and are
managed by members of a committee or board.
Public
benevolent
institution
(PBI)

Charities which act predominantly for the direct relief of poverty, sickness,
suffering, distress, misfortune, destitution or helplessness, that are entitled to
additional tax concessions.

Public sector

Consists of government or 'second sector' organisations.

Retail investor

Individual investors who buy and sell securities or other investment assets for
individual gain, rather than on behalf of others.

Social bond

A bond issued for the purpose of funding a socially motivated organisation or
project. Social bonds have many of the same features as conventional bonds.
Once purchased, interest is paid throughout the life of the bond and the
principal is redeemed at maturity.

Social
business

Social enterprises which take on a for-profit trading structure are often
referred to as 'social businesses' and are commercial businesses that have
social objectives at their core.

Social
economy

Includes a variety of organisations including not-for-profit organisations,
social enterprises and social businesses.

Social
economy
organisation

Social economy organisations operate with a commitment to a stated social
goal or outcome. This commitment to social outcomes differentiates social
economy organisations from commercial enterprises, which exist purely to
maximise profit for owners or shareholders.

Social
enterprise

An enterprise established using a business model to deliver services for the
purpose of providing a social benefit, rather than to provide a profit.

Social
Enterprise
Development
and
Investment
Funds
(SEDIF)

A government initiative which established two investment funds to improve
access to finance and support for social enterprises, and to catalyse the
development of the broader social impact investment market in Australia. In
August 2011, the government announced Foresters Community Finance and
Social Enterprise Finance Australia as the two successful applicants for the
management of the SEDIF funds.

Social impact
bond

A financial instrument to fund social economy organisations to address
complex societal problems through preventative social schemes. A bondissuing organisation offers bonds to investors, based on a contract with
government, to deliver improved social outcomes that generate future cost
savings for government. The government uses these savings to pay investors
a reward, in addition to their principal, if improved outcomes are achieved.

Social
inclusion

Providing people with the fundamentals of a decent life; opportunities to
engage in the economic and social life of the community with dignity;
increasing their capabilities and functioning; connecting people to networks
of local community; supporting health, housing, education, skills training,
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employment and caring responsibilities.
Social
investment
(also social
impact
investment)

The use of investment and financing mechanisms which deliver some
measure of both financial and social returns. This type of investment is
emerging globally as a new asset class with its own unique characteristics.

Socially
responsible
investment
(SRI)

An investment strategy that promotes positive environmental, social or
ethical issues and avoids investment in industries and companies that produce
goods harmful to health, society or the environment e.g. chemicals, tobacco,
armaments. Each fund will have its own interpretation of the values it wants
to protect or promote. It is also known as ethical investment, and sustainable
or socially conscious investment.

Social Return
on Investment
(SROI)

A SROI is similar to a cost-benefit analysis. It places a monetary value on
outcomes so that they can be added up and compared with the investment
made. This results in a ratio of total benefits (a sum of all the outcomes) to
total financial investments.

Sole purpose
test

Superannuation funds are governed by a sole purpose test, which is
established in section 62 of the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act
1993. The section states that superannuation funds must provide retirement
benefits to members, or death benefits to their dependents or deceased estate
in the event of death. Therefore superannuation funds must have regard for
maximising the financial returns for their members.

Standard
Chart of
Accounts
(SCOA)

A common approach to accounting by social economy organisations,
government agencies and other interested parties. It is intended to remedy a
lack of consistency in accounting categories and terms required by
government departments which fund social economy organisations.

Sustainable

A social organisation is considered sustainable if it can maintain both its
financial viability and social mission over the long term.

Tax
Concession
Charity

A charitable organisation which is endorsed by the Australian Taxation
Office as being eligible to receive tax concessions, including income tax
exemption.

Third sector

Consists of organisations that are neither private businesses ('first sector'
organisations) or related to government ('second sector' organisations).

Trustee

An individual or organisation which holds or manages and invests assets for
the benefit of another.
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Executive summary
In its 2010 report Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, the Productivity
Commission (PC) observed that there is a need to develop a sustainable primary
market for not-for-profit (NFP) debt in Australia. It considered that a lack of access to
capital for NFP organisations could be due to concerns that NFPs are unable to service
debt, the high costs for specialist financial intermediaries to provide capital, and the
'still young market' for capital that accepts returns in social as well as financial
benefits. The PC argued the need for change in all three areas but noted that the
Australian Government has limited experience in this area. Accordingly, the PC
recommended that the federal government should establish an advisory panel 'to
consider options and assess progress in developing a sustainable market for not-forprofit organisation debt products'.1
Whereas the PC considered these issues only in passing, this inquiry has focussed on
the barriers and the options available to develop a mature capital market for the social
economy sector in Australia. The committee has found that some of these constraints
reflect on social economy organisations themselves: they lack a steady revenue stream
to attract investment and the collateral to guarantee loans; they remain grant focussed
and risk averse to debt and equity capital; and often lack the capacity and the
organisational structure to raise equity capital. Other constraints to social economy
organisations accessing debt and equity capital reflect the limitations of mainstream
financial institutions. Many are unaware of the needs of social economy organisations,
while others are dissuaded by the large transactions costs relative to the capital
required by these organisations. In addition, the market has been stymied to some
degree by the lack of an enabling regulatory environment and, in particular, the lack of
targeted incentives for financial intermediaries.

A Social Finance Taskforce
In the committee's view, there is a clear need for strategic direction to coordinate the
opportunities for social economy organisations to access capital in Australia.
Currently, these needs are not coordinated and, as a result, many of the potential
benefits for both social economy organisations and investors are not realised.
The central recommendation of this report is that a Social Finance Taskforce should
be established. The Taskforce must have a high-level advisory role, similar to that
which has operated successfully in the United Kingdom and Canada. It should identify
and publicise opportunities for social economy organisations and the investment
community to collaborate and shape a policy framework to develop a capital market

1

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 195.
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for the social economy sector. The Taskforce should be composed of high profile and
influential members from the mainstream finance sector, Community Development
Finance Institutions (CDFIs), the superannuation industry, the philanthropic sector,
the social sector itself and academia. The Taskforce should also have representatives
from the departments of Treasury, Prime Minister and Cabinet and Finance and
Deregulation.
The committee emphasises that the Taskforce must be separate from current
arrangements to establish the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission
(ACNC) and the work of the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector and the NFP Sector
Reform Council. Only as a separate body will social finance issues receive the
prominence and the attention that they have lacked in the past.
Further, the committee is encouraged that key stakeholders support the idea of a
Taskforce. Most notably, during the course of this inquiry, the Community Council
for Australia (CCA) convened a roundtable of 15 social finance experts which
commended a Taskforce. The CCA envisaged that the Taskforce should build on the
work of this inquiry and provide recommendations to government on the capacity of
the sector, its access to capital, enhancing the role of intermediaries and simplifying
the sector's legislation and regulations.

Intermediaries and capacity building
As noted, social economy organisations are accustomed to a culture that is reliant on
grant capital and are often risk averse to debt and equity capital. They often prioritise
resources directly towards their social mission rather than developing the financial
literacy and organisational capacity necessary for long term sustainability. Finding the
means to explore emerging financial products for many social economy organisations
is simply not an option. Additionally, organisations that do seek finance are often
unable to present a robust business case and fail to engage potential investors. Without
adequate capacity among social economy organisations, new forms of finance for
these organisations may go unnoticed, and new types of capital may be mismanaged.
The delicate balance between supply and demand is best met through the work of
specialist intermediaries which work to connect financial investors and mainstream
financial institutions with social economy organisations. Financial intermediaries such
as CDFIs actively engage with social economy organisations to build financial
capacity, providing knowledge about the finance options best suited to the
organisation and helping to link them to suitable sources of capital.
Intermediaries are integral to the infrastructure of a capital market for social economy
organisations, although there are few currently operating in Australia. The committee
has made several recommendations to support the current activities undertaken by
intermediaries. The government's current CDFI pilot provides impetus to guide the
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development of the intermediary market, and the possibility of using tax incentives to
encourage investment in CDFIs is also an option.

Education of financial and corporate stakeholders
The financial and corporate sectors have a crucial role to play in the development of a
capital market for social economy organisations. Mainstream financial institutions are
cautious of lending to social economy organisations, often not understanding the
needs and realities of how these organisations operate. Additionally, there is a lack of
awareness in the financial sector of emerging social investment products that could be
a useful way of channelling capital into the sector. Financial advisors and planners
have little expertise in social finance, and generally do not offer social investment
opportunities as part of the range of options available to investors. Trustees of
superannuation funds, philanthropic trusts and foundations are often unaware of the
potential to make investments in social projects, and there is uncertainty around the
extent to which they can invest in any ventures which may deliver a 'sub-commercial'
rate of return.
The corporate sector is also a significant source of capital for the social economy,
through corporate philanthropy and community investment initiatives. While there is a
trend towards integrating corporate social responsibility and community investment
into the core of business activities for many companies, there is still a need for
company directors and senior managers to become more aware of social investment
opportunities. The committee recommends that investors, financial advisors and
corporate directors undertake educational and training opportunities relating to the
social economy and emerging social investment opportunities. This will facilitate the
engagement of the financial and corporate sectors more fully with social economy
organisations.

Promoting social investment products
One of the primary ways to attract additional capital to the social economy is through
new and innovative financial products. Financial intermediaries such as CDFIs are
increasingly offering social economy organisations tailored financial products that fit
their organisational needs, including new debt instruments, equity-type investments
and long term 'patient finance'. The development of these products reflects the
diversity among social economy organisations and allows them to access capital on a
more consistent and equitable basis.
In addition to new products being offered directly to social economy organisations,
there is a trend towards the development of new financial instruments which will help
attract capital from mainstream investors into social ventures. The advent of social
investment funds, which aggregate capital from a variety of institutional and retail
sources and then provide finance to a range of social economy organisations, can act
as a conduit between large-scale investors and small social organisations. Finance
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mechanisms such as social bonds provide an alternate means for raising capital for
social projects, particularly infrastructure projects such as social housing
developments. Additionally, the utilisation of social impact bonds and other pay-forsuccess financing models can allow government to pay for service delivery only when
specified social outcomes are achieved.
These emerging social investment products have the potential to engage institutional
investors, such as superannuation funds, that have not traditionally been involved in
providing capital to the sector. These products may also increase the effectiveness and
quality of the capital provided from existing sources such as philanthropy and the
corporate sector. Support is required from government, the financial sector, and the
social economy itself if the potential of these emerging options is to be realised and
social investment is to become a mainstream feature of the Australian economy.

Strengthening social enterprise
The social enterprise sector has the capability to foster a great number of innovative
approaches to target social issues. Social enterprises in Australia are currently
servicing a broad range of societal needs and contributing to a diversified economy.
Social enterprises generate a profit as part of their work, and reinvest the majority of
that profit back into the fulfilment of their social missions. This in and of itself is
generating finance for these enterprises. However, without access to suitable seed
capital, the growth of the social enterprise sector is somewhat limited.
Further, providing finance to social enterprises differs to that of a commercial entity.
The financial needs, as well as the social purpose, of a social enterprise must be taken
into account to ensure its long-term viability. For example, a social enterprise should
meet its own core operational costs to guarantee sustainability and guard against a
reliance on fluctuating grant income. On the whole, mainstream financial institutions
demonstrate a limited understanding of the capital needs of social enterprises and
accordingly, do not offer them suitable financial products at start-up and beyond.
Financial intermediaries are best placed to address this void, and the government's
recent development of the Social Enterprise Development Investment Fund effectively
supports two CDFIs to foster innovation in the social enterprise sector.
In addition to the assistance offered by intermediaries, there are a number of existing
government programs supporting small businesses that could be extended to social
enterprises. Measures should be taken to ensure that the extension of these programs
considers the unique needs of social enterprises, and upholds their social purpose.
Government social procurement policies also play a key role in the development of
the social enterprise sector and can provide social enterprises with opportunities to
secure a long-term, stable source of revenue. The committee recommends options to
improve the government's competitive tendering and contracting (CTC) framework
and increase tendering opportunities for social enterprises.
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Developing a measurement framework
Evaluation and measurement are fundamental to the development of a robust capital
market for social economy organisations. Accepted performance metrics for the sector
will instil confidence in potential investors, and offer an assessment of the risks and
returns of different types of investments. Government, as a key investor in the sector,
would also benefit from the development of a measurement framework as it would
provide further insight into the operation of the sector as a whole and better inform
funding decisions.
In addition, the emergence of social investment in Australia is dependent on the
measurement of social returns. Social impact bonds in particular, can only be applied
to policy areas that have measureable results. The committee recommends that policy
areas that already utilise results based funding could inform the development of a
measurement framework.
The committee recognises that the PC has undertaken significant work to develop a
measurement framework for the sector which takes into account the diversity of the
sector's activities and structures. While proposing a measurement framework for the
social economy sector presents a number of challenges, the committee believes a
framework applied consistently across governments will minimise compliance costs
and maximise the value of data collected.
The measurement framework should be flexible and allow for a number of
measurement methodologies. It should consider the sensitivities surrounding
beneficiaries and the core social objective of organisations. To accelerate the take-up
of this framework, and to reduce compliance costs for social organisations, the Office
for the Not-for-Profit Sector should publish guidance material on the measurement
framework that should be supplied to all Australian governments.
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Recommendations
Establishing a Social Finance Taskforce
Recommendation 2.1
2.56 The committee recommends that the government establish a Social Finance
Taskforce to assess mechanisms and options in the progress and development of a
robust capital market for social economy organisations in Australia. The taskforce
should initially report to government by July 2012.
Recommendation 4.3
4.71
The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce
consider the potential for philanthropic trusts and foundations to invest a percentage of
their corpus in social investments options, particularly with regard to:


whether a requirement for philanthropic foundations to invest a percentage of
their corpus in mission or program related investments is appropriate in the
Australian context;



how to develop appropriate social investment vehicles for philanthropic
intermediaries; and



any other mechanisms by which the corpus of philanthropic funds could be
better utilised to invest in the social economy.

Recommendation 4.4
4.96
The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce
consider the potential for superannuation funds and other institutional investors to
invest in emerging social impact investment products, with particular regard to
ascertaining:


what clarification, if any, is necessary regarding the fiduciary duties of
superannuation funds and their ability to engage with social impact
investment opportunities;



how social impact investment classes can be used as a portfolio diversification
tool by superannuation funds;



whether incentives may be required in order to attract institutional investment
to the sector;



how social investment funds can be developed to attract institutional
investment; and



what possible mechanisms are available to lower the transaction costs for
institutional investors seeking to engage with social investment opportunities.
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Recommendation 5.2
5.98 The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Task Force
consider possible options to develop Community Development Financial Institutions
in Australia, taking into account:


the findings of the forthcoming study commissioned by the Department of
Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs into the
current regulatory and legislative environment for Community Development
Financial Institutions in Australia;



whether tax incentives should be established to encourage investment in
CDFIs in Australia; and



any other initiatives that may benefit the development of CDFIs investing in
social economy organisations.

Education, awareness and capacity building
Recommendation 4.5
4.104
The committee recommends that professional organisations such as the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and investment advisory services develop
materials and professional development workshops to inform the corporate sector of
investment opportunities in the social economy.
Recommendation 5.1
5.28 The committee recommends that philanthropic and financial advisory services
promote and encourage opportunities for social investment and engagement with the
sector.
Recommendation 6.1
6.32 The committee recommends that programs and workshops relating to social
impact investment be developed by investment organisations to encourage investors to
engage in social investment projects and opportunities.
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Promoting social investment products
Recommendation 4.1
4.69 The committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office, in consultation
with the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission and other relevant
stakeholders, issue explanatory material for Private Ancillary Fund trustees informing
them of:


the ability of these funds to treat any discount to the market returns on social
investments as benefit for the purpose of the minimum distribution
requirements; and



the necessity of including a clause regarding social investment classes in their
investment strategy documents in order to invest in social investment
products.

Recommendation 4.2
4.70 The committee recommends that the Commissioner of Taxation, Treasury and
the Office for the Not-For-Profit Sector work to create benchmarks and standards for
financial returns on social investment classes such as debt products and social bonds,
in order to help trustees and fund managers make informed investment decisions in
this area.
Recommendation 6.2
6.96 The committee recommends that the Departments of Treasury and Finance and
Deregulation to examine ways to create incentives to invest in a social bond market in
Australia including the feasibility of tax exempt income returns, a government top up
on coupons through cash or tax credits and the use of government guarantees.
Recommendation 6.3
6.97 The committee recommends that the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
identify policy areas where social impact bonds could be applied, including intractable
problems in indigenous communities. The plausibility of creating social impact bonds
in partnership with state governments should also be examined.
6.98 The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector should work with relevant government
departments and agencies and social organisations to implement a social impact bond
trial.
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Strengthening Social Enterprise
Recommendation 8.1
8.75 The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector identify relevant current and future
government programs, such as Enterprise Connect and the New Enterprise Incentive
Scheme, that could be extended to offer specialised support for social enterprises. The
programs should be extended to include support for cooperatives, employee share
ownership plans and employee buyouts.
Recommendation 8.2
8.76 The Department of Finance and Deregulation, Treasury and the Office for the
Not-for-Profit Sector should jointly conduct a review of the competitive tendering and
contracting framework and examine the costs and benefits of:


social tendering to identify a social purpose business rather than a competitive
tendering process; and



including a community/social benefit criterion in the call for and assessment
of competitive tenders.

Developing a measurement framework
Recommendation 7.1
7.38 The committee recommends that the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet identify policy areas where results based funding is already utilised and use
any relevant programs as an evidence base towards the development of a robust
measurement framework for social economy organisations in Australia.
Recommendation 7.2
7.39 The committee recommends the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector in the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet prepare a guide for social economy
organisations to assist in evaluation of their performance. The guide should be based
on the evaluation framework recommended by the Productivity Commission using
inputs, outputs, outcomes and impacts and include Australian case studies and
emerging international measurement tools.
7.40 The guide should provide social economy organisations with a number of
measurement techniques as options to measure their outcomes and impacts. The
committee recommends that the guide be adopted by the Council of Australian
Governments and distributed to all government departments and agencies.
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PART I
Introductory comments and
a Social Finance Taskforce for Australia
The first part of this report has two chapters. The first introduces the types of
organisations that comprise the social economy in Australia, and outlines the
international and domestic context for this inquiry.
The second chapter presents the committee's key recommendation: namely, to create a
Social Finance Taskforce for Australia. This Taskforce is premised on several
witnesses' arguments on the need for cohesion and strategic direction in the
development of a robust capital market within the social economy. The committee
believes that a Social Finance Taskforce is best placed to meet this challenge.

Chapter 1
Introduction and conduct of the inquiry
Referral of inquiry
1.1
On 9 February 2011, the Senate referred to the Economics References
Committee the matter of mechanisms and options for the development of a robust
capital market for social economy organisations in Australia, for inquiry and report by
31 October 2011.1 An extension for this reporting date was subsequently granted, with
the revised reporting date being 22 November 2011.

Terms of reference
1.2

1

The terms of reference for this inquiry direct the committee to inquire into:
(a)

the types of finance and credit options available to not-for-profit
organisations, social enterprises and social businesses, the needs of the
sector and international approaches;

(b)

the role and current activity of financial intermediary organisations and
how these can be strengthened;

(c)

strengthening diversity in social business models;

(d)

the development of appropriate wholesale and retail financial products
and services;

(e)

government actions that would support the potential for social economy
organisations involved in the delivery of government services to access
capital markets;

(f)

incentives to support investment in the sector;

(g)

making better use of the sector's own financial capacity, including
practices relating to purchasing of products and services and use of
reserve capital;

(h)

making better use of the corpus of philanthropic foundations and trusts
to make investments in Australia's social economy organisations, expand
socially responsible investments and impact investments and any current
barrier to their investment;

(i)

policies, practices and strategies that affect the availability of capital
markets for social economy organisations on social innovation,
productivity, growth and workforce issues in these sectors; and

(j)

any other related matters.

Journals of the Senate, 2010–11, No. 18, 9 February 2011, p. 528.
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The social economy
1.3
The terms of reference for the inquiry refer to the development of a robust
capital market for social economy organisations in Australia. The term 'social
economy' is not well defined in the Australian context, and includes a variety of
organisations including not-for-profit (NFP) organisations, social enterprises and
social businesses. Social economy organisations operate with a commitment to a
stated social goal or outcome. This commitment to social outcomes differentiates
social economy organisations from commercial enterprises, which exist purely to
maximise profit for owners or shareholders.
1.4
NFP organisations, social enterprises and social businesses cover a multitude
of organisational types, and there is considerable overlap between the three. Many
social enterprises, for example, have a not-for-profit legal structure, while many social
business models straddle the divide between commercial operations and social
enterprises. This makes clear categorisation within the social economy difficult, and
as new organisational types continue to emerge in the marketplace, the distinctions
between these sub-sectors are becoming increasingly blurred.
1.5
In the Australian context the terms 'Not-for-Profit sector' and 'social economy'
are sometimes used interchangeably. In broad terms, the committee considers that the
umbrella term 'social economy' includes the NFP sector, as well as emerging forms of
social business and social enterprise that may not traditionally be considered part of
the NFP sector. However, rather than making definitive categorical statements about
what exactly constitutes the 'social economy', the committee believes that a better
approach for the purposes of this inquiry is to acknowledge the diversity within the
sector, with reference to specific organisational types wherever possible.
Spectrum of organisations within the social economy
1.6
One useful framework for thinking about the makeup of the social economy
has been developed and articulated by Venturesome, a social investment fund based in
the United Kingdom. Venturesome compares organisations by placing them along a
spectrum ranging from charities fully reliant on grant or fundraising income, through
to commercial businesses. This framework is useful in the Australian context, and is
outlined in Diagram 1.1.
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Diagram 1.1: Spectrum of organisational models

Louisa Mitchell et al., Financing civil society: A practitioner's view of the UK social investment
market, September 2008, p. 7.

1.7
The horizontal axis represents the motivation of the organisation.
Organisations concerned only with 'social returns' are placed at the far left of the
spectrum, organisations concerned only with 'financial returns' are at the far right and
those offering 'blended returns' (i.e. a mixture of social and financial returns) are in the
middle.2
1.8
The section below outlines some of the major categories of organisations
within the social economy.
Not-for-Profit organisations
1.9
NFP organisations impose the non distribution of profits to the members of
the organisation, and are established for a community purpose. They are not part of
the business sector because the generation of profit is not their primary aim.3 The
sector consists of a range of entities including charities, churches and religious
organisations; sporting organisations and clubs; advocacy groups; community
organisations; some cooperatives; trade unions; trade and professional associations;
chambers of commerce; welfare organisations and service providers.4
1.10
The main broad categories of NFP organisations in Australia are outlined in
Diagram 1.2. These include charities, which are NFP organisations with a charitable
purpose. This purpose is defined in common law as acting for the relief of poverty; the
advancement of education; the advancement of religion; and other purposes beneficial

2

Louisa Mitchell et al., Financing civil society: A practitioner's view of the UK social investment
market, September 2008, p. 7.

3

Senate Standing Committee on Economics, Disclosure regimes for charities and not-for-profit
organisations, December 2008, p. 11.

4

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. xviii.
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to the community.5 Some charities which act predominantly for the direct relief of
poverty, sickness, suffering, distress, misfortune, destitution or helplessness, attain
Public Benevolent Institution (PBI) status and are entitled to additional tax
concessions.6
1.11
By numbers, NFP organisations make up the majority of organisations within
the social economy.7 There are many ways of classifying organisations within the
NFP sector. NFPs may be defined according to the type of activities they undertake,
their size, legal structure, charitable status, resourcing or area of focus.8
Diagram 1.2: Broad categories of NFP organisations in Australia

Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission Implementation Taskforce, 'Key Statistics',
http://acnctaskforce.treasury.gov.au/content/Content.aspx?doc=statistics.htm (accessed 26 October
2011).

5

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. xv.

6

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. xviii.

7

The Productivity Commission has identified approximately 59 000 economically significant
NFPs operating in Australia. Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit
Sector, January 2010, p. iii.

8

Foresters Community Finance, 'Finance and the Australian Not-for-Profit Sector',
Submission 4–attachment 2, pp 9–22.
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Social Enterprises
1.12
A January 2010 Productivity Commission (PC) report into the contribution of
the NFP sector defined a social enterprise as an enterprise established using a business
model to deliver services for the purpose of providing a social benefit, rather than to
provide a profit.9
Finding Australia's Social Enterprise Sector (FASES), a recent study on social
enterprise in Australia conducted by the Australian Centre for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Studies at Queensland University of Technology in conjunction with Social
Traders Australia, expanded this definition, finding that social enterprises are
organisations which:


are led by an economic, social, cultural or environmental mission consistent
with a public or community benefit;



trade to fulfil their mission;



derive a substantial portion of their income from trade; and



reinvest the majority of their profit/surplus in the fulfilment of their mission.10

1.13
Social enterprises may use not-for-profit or for-profit legal structures. As
noted in Diagram 1.1, a variety of types of organisations can be generally
characterised as 'social enterprise', including:


charities with 'mission focussed' trading arms;



social benefit enterprises (or social enterprises);



social purpose businesses (or social businesses);



socially responsible businesses; and



businesses whose purpose is to generate funds for charities.

1.14
There are no clear data available establishing the number of social enterprises
operating in Australia, although the FASES study estimated that there may be up to
20 000. The report characterised the social enterprise sector in Australia as diverse,
mature and sustainable, with social enterprises operating in every industry of the
Australian economy.11

9

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. xix.

10

Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C), Submission 9, p. 7.

11

Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies, Finding Australia's Social
Enterprise Sector: Final Report, June 2010, p. 35.
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Social businesses
1.15
Although all social enterprises trade to fulfil their social purpose, the majority
still operate using a not-for-profit legal structure. Social enterprises which take on a
for-profit trading structure are often referred to as 'social businesses'.
1.16
A recent report by Foresters Community Finance (Foresters), Financing
Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and Realities, defined a social business as 'a
commercial business that has social objectives at its core'. The report noted:
A social business, unlike a social enterprise, is a commercial entity, so all
its income is derived from commercial undertakings rather than from grants
or gifts. It may, however, undertake activities that are non-commercial in
nature (or approach issues from a 'more-than-commercial' frame of
reference) or conduct itself as a hybrid between the commercial and social
spheres.12

1.17
Social Business Australia, an organisation created to assist the development of
social businesses in Australia, notes that these businesses have social objectives at
their core and often diversify ownership through democratic membership and
governance structures.13 There is a range of organisational models considered under
the 'social business' umbrella, including co-operatives, mutual businesses, employee
owned businesses and social firms.14 These organisations are considered in detail in
chapter 8.
Towards a 'Fourth Sector'?
1.18
Social economy organisations have been characterised as constituents of the
'third sector'. The term 'third sector' describes organisations that are neither private
businesses ('first sector' organisations) nor related to government ('second sector'
organisations). The terms 'third sector' and 'social economy' are seen by many to be
interchangeable.
1.19
However, some submitters to the inquiry, including Foresters and SENTECH,
have contended that social enterprises and social businesses could be considered as
populating a new 'fourth sector'.15 This new sector sits between the three traditional
sectors, sharing features of each but with a new form, as shown in Diagram 1.3.

12

Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3, p. 8.

13

Social Business Australia and the National UN International Year of Co‐operatives (IYC) 2012
Steering Committee, Submission 14, p. 1.
Social Business Australia and the National UN International Year of Co‐operatives (IYC) 2012
Steering Committee, Submission 14, p. 1; Social Firms Australia, Submission 22, p. 1.

14
15

Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3, p. 9; SENTECH, Submission 18–attachment 2, Heerad
Sabeti, Fourth Sector Network, The Emerging Fourth Sector: Executive Summary, pp 1-2.
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Diagram 1.3: The 'Fourth Sector'

Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and Realities',
Submission 4–attachment 3, p. 9.

Promoting access to capital for a diverse sector
1.20
The diversity of purpose, organisational structure and resourcing requirements
for social economy organisations is particularly pertinent when considering
mechanisms for developing a capital market for social economy organisations.
Organisations within the social economy have different financial needs, goals and
capabilities, and a prescriptive approach to developing new financing options will
inhibit the progress of the sector. As Foresters noted:
One of the difficulties of working in the sphere of social enterprise is the
sheer diversity of organisations / entities that are starting to identify as
social enterprises and populate space under this umbrella. It is increasingly
difficult to make meaningful comparisons across social enterprises and it is
important to realise that broad generalisations and ‘one-size-fits-all’
solutions are not the answer to addressing the undercapitalisation and
financial exclusion of social enterprise. This also means, unfortunately, that
this is a space that is not straight-forward to operate in.16

Context of the inquiry
1.21
This inquiry occurs at a significant time for the social economy both in
Australia and globally. In Australia, the significant growth of the NFP sector over the
last decade, combined with the current support to improve the efficiencies and the
accountability of the sector, has created a pressing need to develop adequate capital
arrangements for social organisations. Simultaneously, there is a global trend towards
the convergence of the business and social economy sectors through the emerging
field of 'social impact investment'—for-profit investments which deliver some
measure of both financial and social returns.

16

Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3, p. 11.
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The need for a capital market for social economy organisations
1.22
The Australian NFP sector has grown significantly over the last decade, with
average annual growth for the sector of 7.7 per cent from 1999–00 to 2006–07. The
2010 PC report noted that despite this rapid growth in the sector, many NFP
organisations in Australia struggle to access the capital they require to grow to scale
and achieve their potential.17 Similar concerns have been raised regarding social
enterprise in Australia, most notably by Foresters.18 The financial needs of social
economy organisations are discussed in chapter 3.
1.23
This lack of access to adequate financial products and services is not unique
to social economy organisations. A recent report by the National Australia Bank and
the Centre for Social Impact detailed, for the first time, the extent of financial
exclusion for individuals in Australia. The report noted that over 15 per cent of
Australian adults are either fully or severely excluded from basic financial services.19
These individuals often require the most support from the NFP and charitable sector,
making it even more important that these organisations have adequate financial
resources to continue delivering services to the most underprivileged in Australian
society.
Global context—the rise of 'social impact investment'
1.24
In the current era of fiscal restraint and ongoing economic uncertainty, it is
imperative that governments, philanthropists and mainstream investors maximise the
value of their financial investments. Governments are increasingly constrained in their
ability to fund social service delivery, and there is an emerging realisation that 'the
resources of government and philanthropy alone are insufficient to address the world's
biggest problems'.20
1.25
In this context, there is a great need for innovative and creative solutions to
social and environmental problems, and governments around the world are turning to
the emerging fields of the innovation of social enterprises and 'impact investment'21 to
foster these solutions. These approaches involve mobilising capital from a broader
range of sources than traditionally associated with the social economy sector,
17

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, pp xxiii,
pp 184–187.

18

Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3.

19

Centre for Social Impact, University of New South Wales, for National Australia Bank,
Measuring Financial Exclusion in Australia, May 2011, p. 4.
Insight at Pacific Community Ventures & The Initiative for Responsible Investment at Harvard
University, Impact Investing: A Framework for Policy Design & Analysis, January 2011,
preface; as cited in DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 10.
In the literature, the terms 'impact investment' and 'social investment' have both gained some
currency as descriptors of this kind of investment. For the purposes of this report they are
considered synonymous and used interchangeably.

20

21
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including mainstream banks, superannuation funds, wholesale investment funds and
retail investors. Sir Ronald Cohen, one of the world's leading private-equity investors
and a key proponent of impact investment in the UK,22 stated in his submission to this
inquiry:
Just as hi-tech business enterprise and venture capital, working in tandem,
have attracted increasing numbers of talented risk-takers since the 1970s, so
social enterprise and impact investment are now attracting a new generation
of talented and committed innovators seeking to combine new approaches
to achieving social returns. Social enterprise and impact investing, in short,
look like being the wave of the future.23

1.26
Internationally, organisations such as the Global Impact Investing Network
(GIIN) have emerged to champion the role of impact investments and seek to develop
them as an emerging asset class worldwide.24 Infrastructure to support this asset class
is being developed, through initiatives such as the Global Impact Investment Ratings
System (GIIRS). The GIIRS is a project which acts as an independent ratings agency
for social economy sector businesses and investment funds, providing impact
investors with social and environmental impact ratings for potential investment
opportunities.25
1.27
Concurrently, governments around the world have increasingly focussed on
developing investment in the social economy sector. In the UK, a government Social
Investment Taskforce operated from 2000—2010, making key recommendations to
encourage social investment. The Taskforce's final report noted that in the decade of
its operation, a social investment market emerged in the UK, marked by an increase in
the flow of investment to disadvantaged communities, the establishment of new and
innovative types of social investment organisations offering a range of financial

22

Cohen founded Apax partners in the early 1980s, which has grown to be Europe's largest
private equity firm, with over $20 billion under management. He has subsequently been a
pioneer in the area of social investment. In 2000, he became Chairman of the Social Investment
Task Force (SITF). In 2002, he co-founded and became chairman of Bridges Ventures, a
sustainable growth investor that delivers financial, social and environmental benefits. In 2007
he co-founded and became a non-executive director of Social Finance, an organisation which
provides access to capital, designs social finance interventions and offers advice to investors
and social sector entities. In September 2010 the organisation initiated the first Social Impact
Bond pilot (see chapter 6). He is currently the chair for Big Society Capital (formerly Big
Society Bank), a pioneering UK social investment bank that aims to develop a social
investment market.

23

Social Finance Ltd, Submission 16, p. 7.

24

Global Impact Investing Network website, http://www.thegiin.org/cgibin/iowa/home/index.html (accessed 1 September 2011).

25

Global Impact Investing Ratings System, 'What GIIRS Does', http://giirs.org/about-giirs/about
(accessed 29 August 2011).
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products to the third sector, and increased interest in social investment from the
mainstream financial sector (see chapter 2).26
1.28
In Canada, a similar taskforce has been established, making its initial report to
government in December 2010 and setting out seven primary recommendations to
mobilise new capital for social purposes (see chapter 2). The report stated:
Canadians have long relied on governments and community organizations
to meet evolving social needs, while leaving markets, private capital and
the business sector to seek and deliver financial returns. However, this
binary system is breaking down as profound societal challenges require us
to find new ways to fully mobilize our ingenuity and resources in the search
for effective, long-term solutions.
Mobilizing private capital to generate, not just economic value, but also
social and environmental value, represents our best strategy for moving
forward.27

1.29
In the United States, several key government initiatives, including strong tax
incentives and requirements for mainstream financial institutions to invest in
underdeveloped areas, have attracted tens of billions of dollars worth of private
investment to the social economy sector over the last fifteen years.28 More recently,
the Obama administration has allocated up to US$100 million in its 2011–12 budget
to fund a new social investment vehicle known as pay-for-success bonds (an
investment vehicle originally developed in the UK under the name 'social impact
bonds'–see chapter 6).29 In recognition of the growing importance of impact
investment and social entrepreneurship, the White House recently hosted a forum of
over 150 key social and financial sector leaders to discuss the future of the 'Impact
Economy'.30
1.30
In Australia, there is recognition within government of the importance of
social investment. As the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector within the Department
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet noted during this inquiry:

26

UK Social Investment Task Force, Social Investment Ten Years On: Final Report of the Social
Investment Task Force, April 2010, pp 2, 6.

27

Canadian Task Force on Social Finance, Mobilizing Private Capital for Public Good,
December 2010, p. 1.

28

US Department of the Treasury, CDFI Fund: New Markets Tax Credit Program,
http://www.cdfifund.gov/what_we_do/programs_id.asp?programID=5 (accessed 27 May
2011).

29

The White House Office of Management and Budget, Paying for Success: The Federal Budget
Fiscal Year 2012, http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/factsheet/paying-for-success (accessed
29 August 2011).

30

Melody Barnes, US Domestic Policy Council, The White House Blog – Building an Impact
Economy, http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/06/22/building-impact-economy (accessed
29 August 2011).
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From the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet's perspective,
encouraging increased social investment is critical for at least three reasons.
The first is that the social sector is growing rapidly, and we have seen the
Productivity Commission's estimates of the contributions of not-for-profits
and how that has grown over the recent decade. Second, there are
increasing demands on government's limited resources, and yet many policy
problems are actually growing in their complexity, so we have got a real
tension in that area. Thirdly, leveraging community and private assets is not
only likely to promote efficiency and help bridge the resource gap; it is
likely to promote broader community ownership of the social change that
we are trying to seek as well. There is not only a good resource reason;
there is actually a deeper policy benefit from this area.31

1.31
While Australia has a less developed capital market for social economy
organisations than some overseas jurisdictions, the committee has heard there are
encouraging developments in the nascent Australian market. Additionally, being able
to learn from international experiences in this area will enable Australia to take
confident steps in the coming years.
Current Australian reforms
1.32
As noted earlier, the Australian government is currently seeking to implement
a reform agenda within the intention of the Australian government to strengthen the
NFP and social economy sector in Australia. Some of the key developments over the
last two years provide important context for this inquiry.
The National Compact
1.33
In March 2010, a national compact between the federal government and the
NFP sector was released. The National Compact: Working Together is described as an
agreement which outlines shared principles, aspirations and priorities for action that
will facilitate the government and the NFP sector working together to improve social,
cultural, civic, economic and environmental outcomes, enhancing community
wellbeing across Australian society.32
The Productivity Commission report and subsequent reforms
1.34
The PC was tasked with assessing the contribution of the NFP sector in
Australia and impediments to its development. In January 2010, it presented its report
to the government. The report examined various aspects of this contribution including
funding by government, the sector's workforce, its productivity and knowledge base,

31

Mr Paul Ronalds, First Assistant Secretary, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 55.

32

Australian Government, National Compact: Working Together,
http://www.nationalcompact.gov.au/sites/www.nationalcompact.gov.au/files/files/national_com
pact.pdf (accessed 7 July 2011).
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as well as the ability of the sector to build relationships with business. The report
stated:
Given the sectors' wide reach and diversity, improving its efficiency and
effectiveness will have broad benefits, especially in the field of human
services. While there have been a number of reviews and inquiries over the
years, implementing identified reforms has been slow.
While the future of the sector rests largely in its own hands, a wide range of
regulatory, institutional and funding reforms are needed to enhance its
effectiveness and achieve even better outcomes for the community.33

1.35
The report examined the issue of access to capital for NFP organisations, and
recommended that Australian governments should assist in the development of a
sustainable market for NFP organisations to access debt financing. This inquiry seeks
to build on the work of the PC report in this area and examine in some detail the
options for developing a robust capital market for social economy organisations.
1.36
The PC report made a total of 38 recommendations about various aspects of
the sector. The government agreed 'in principle' to all but one of these
recommendations34 and has implemented a significant suite of reforms in the sector in
response to the report.
Office for the NFP Sector and the Reform Council for the NFP Sector
1.37
In October 2010, the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector was established
within the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, with a mandate to drive and
coordinate the NFP sector policy reform agenda and the national compact between
government and the sector.
1.38
In December 2010, a Reform Council for the Not-for-Profit Sector was
established for a three year term. The Council is comprised of prominent individuals
from within the sector, with the role of advising the government on various issues
relating to NFP reform.35 The Council has established working groups in the
following areas:


scoping of a national regulator (see below);



red tape reduction for the sector;



harmonisation of legislation across Australian jurisdictions;

33

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. iii.

34

Not-for-profit-Sector Reform Council Communiqué, 18 May 2011,
http://www.notforprofit.gov.au/node/140 (accessed 24 October 2011). The one
recommendation not supported was recommendation 9.5 pertaining to program related social
innovation funds.

35

Australian Government, Office of the Not-for-Profit Sector: About the Office,
http://www.notforprofit.gov.au/about-us/about-us-page-1 (accessed 7 July 2011).
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National Compact and other reforms; and



better targeting tax concessions for the sector.36

Establishment of the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission
1.39
In the 2011–12 budget, the government allocated funds for the establishment
of an implementation taskforce for the new regulator: the Australian Charities and
Not-for-Profits Commission (ACNC). The ACNC is designed as a new one-stop-shop
regulator for the sector, and is due to commence operations on 1 July 2012. The
ACNC's initial responsibilities will be:
...determining charitable, public benevolent institution, and other NFP
status for all Commonwealth purposes; providing education and support to
the sector; implementing a 'report-once use-often' general reporting
framework for charities; and establishing a public information portal by
1 July 2013.37

1.40
The implementation taskforce has been established within the Department of
Treasury, and commenced work in July 2011 to ensure that the ACNC can commence
its activities as planned from 1 July 2012. The implementation taskforce launched its
website in October 2011 to ensure the sector is informed on developments of the
ACNC.38
1.41
Currently, the Implementation Taskforce for the ACNC is receiving advice
from the Reform Council, of which Mr Fitzgerald is an ex officio member. An ACNC
Advisory Board will be established on 1 July 2012 to support the work of the ACNC.
Mr Robert Fitzgerald39 of the PC will chair this board.
1.42

The infrastructure of the NFP sector reforms is detailed in Diagram 1.4.

36

Australian Government, Office of the Not-for-Profit Sector: Reform Council Working Groups,
http://www.notforprofit.gov.au/about-office/not-profit-sector-reform/not-profit-sector-reformcouncil/reform-council-working-groups (accessed 28 October 2011).

37

The Hon Bill Shorten MP, Assistant Treasurer, 'Next Stage for Not-for-Profit Reforms
Announced', Media Release, no. 2011/ 083, 27 May 2011.

38

Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission Implementation Taskforce website,
http://acnctaskforce.treasury.gov.au/content/content.aspx?doc=home.htm (accessed 15
November 2011).

39

Mr Robert Fitzgerald AM was a member of the Commonwealth Inquiry into the Definition of
Charities and Related Organisations in 2001. He was appointed as a full-time Productivity
Commissioner in January 2004 and has recently been reappointed until 2014. During this time
(January 2010), the PC released its Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector report.
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Diagram 1.4: Primary infrastructure of NFP sector reforms

Government

Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet

Office for the Not-forProfit Sector (est.
October 2010)

Department of the
Treasury

Advisory Board to ACNC
Chair: Robert Fitzgerald
(est. 1 July 2012)

New regulator:
Australian Charities and
Not-for-Profit
Commission (ACNC)
(est. 1 July 2012)

Not-for-Profit Sector Reform
Council (est. Dec 2010) for 3
year term
Robert Fitzgerald ex officio
member advising on ACNC
implementation

Implementation
Taskforce for the ACNC
(est. 1 July 2011)

Committee secretariat, adapted from The Treasury, Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits
Commission Implementation Taskforce, Submission 35 and the Office for the Not-for-Profit website,
'Not-for-Profit Sector Reform' http://www.notforprofit.gov.au/office-not-profit-sector (accessed 27
October 2011).

Additional reform announcements
1.43
As well as the establishment of the ACNC implementation taskforce, two
other announcements were made in the 2011–12 Federal Budget relating to the NFP
sector. These are a tightening of the tax concessions available to NFP organisations
(discussed further in chapter 9) and the introduction of a statutory definition of
'charity'.40 Additionally, the government announced on 14 July 2011 that Public
Ancillary Funds, a commonly used financial structure for philanthropic organisations,

40

A consultation paper on the definition of charity was released by the Treasury on 28 October
2011, see http://www.treasury.gov.au/contentitem.asp?NavId=037&ContentID=2161 (accessed
9 November 2011).
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will be reformed 'to improve their governance and accountability'.41 A public
consultation process on these proposed changes is currently underway.
Australian Government initiatives in the sector
1.44
Several government initiatives designed to make an impact in the social
economy have been brought to the attention of the committee over the course of this
inquiry.
Social Enterprise Development and Investment Funds (SEDIF)
1.45
In July 2010, the federal government announced it would provide a
$20 million investment for the establishment of at least two SEDIF funds, to be
managed by fund managers appointed through a competitive tender process. The main
objectives of the investment funds are to improve access to finance and support for
Australian social enterprises, and to catalyse the development of the broader social
impact investment market in Australia.42 In August 2011, the government announced
Foresters and Social Enterprise Finance Australia as the two successful applicants for
the management of the SEDIF funds. The SEDIF initiative is discussed in chapter 8 of
this report.
National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS)
1.46
As a response to poor housing affordability, the NRAS was created in 2008 as
a supply-side initiative to encourage the construction of 50 000 affordable rental
properties. The scheme is now expected to be extended to fund up to 100 000
properties. Tax credits or cash payments are provided over 10 years to investors
providing affordable housing, which is then leased to residents at a minimum of
20 per cent below the market rate. In practice, nearly all NRAS properties are
managed by not-for-profit housing providers, where the credit is provided as an
equivalent cash payment.43
Community Development Finance Institution (CDFI) pilot program
1.47
In January 2010, the federal government announced a CDFI pilot program to
be administered by the Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and

41

The Hon Bill Shorten MP, Assistant Treasurer, 'Changes to the way Philanthropic Funds are
Managed', Media Release, no. 2011/113, 14 July 2011.

42

Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations website, Social Innovation,
The Social Enterprise Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF),
http://www.deewr.gov.au/Employment/Programs/SocialInnovation/SocialEnterprise/Pages/SE
DIF.aspx (accessed 1 September 2011).

43

Centre for Social Impact, Submission 27, p. 25.
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Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA).44 Under the program, the government is investing in
the CDFI sector by providing $6 million to five Australian CDFIs to fund operational
and business development costs. This organisational funding is being matched by
investment from the private sector for service delivery, enabling the CDFIs to offer
products to help address financial exclusion in Australia.

Conduct of inquiry
1.48
The committee advertised its inquiry on the Senate website and in
The Australian, calling for submissions by 15 April 2011. The committee also wrote
directly to a range of key individuals and organisations inviting written submissions.
These included government departments, social organisations, academics, and
research and policy institutes. The committee received 39 submissions, which are
listed at Appendix 1.
1.49
The committee held four public hearings for the inquiry: in Canberra on
1 August 2011 and 26 September 2011, in Melbourne on 9 September 2011, and in
Sydney on 23 September 2011. A list of the committee's public hearings and the
names of the witnesses that appeared is found in Appendix 2.
1.50
The committee thanks all those who made a contribution to the inquiry, and
acknowledges the many NFP organisations that made submissions to the inquiry with
limited time and resources available to them.
1.51
In particular the committee would like to thank officers from the Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations and the Office for the Not-forProfit Sector for their assistance in providing resources and suggestions to the
committee; the Community Council for Australia, for bringing together a roundtable
of experts to provide additional input to the inquiry; Dr Richard Seymour from the
University of Sydney for providing information to the committee; and Mr Stephen
Nash of Home Ground Services for giving secretariat staff a tour of the Common
Ground facility in Melbourne.

Structure of report
1.52

The report consists of nine chapters, divided into four parts.

Part I: Introductory comments
1.53
Chapter 1 has introduced the types of organisations that comprise the social
economy in Australia, and outlined the international and domestic context for this
inquiry. Chapter 2 draws together the main arguments presented to the committee on

44

Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 'Community
Development Financial Institution Pilot',
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/indigenous/funding/Pages/CommunityDevelopmentFinancialInsti
tutionPilot.aspx (accessed 11 May 2011).
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the need for a Social Finance Taskforce to bring cohesion and direction to the
development of a robust capital market within the social economy.
Part II: Demand, supply and the role of intermediaries
1.54
Chapter 3 discusses the main financial needs amongst organisations within the
social economy, in particular the challenges of attracting investment and the
importance of different types of finance.
1.55
Chapter 4 outlines the main sources of financial investment available to the
social economy, and discusses options for expanding the pool of capital available to
social economy organisations and encouraging investment in the sector.
1.56
Chapter 5 discusses the role that intermediary organisations play in helping
develop capital markets for the social economy by supporting social organisations and
building links between investors and investment opportunities.
Part III: Emerging investment vehicles and innovation
1.57
Chapter 6 discusses innovative new financial instruments being developed in
the social economy, particularly focusing on the use of social bonds, social impact
bonds and social investment funds.
1.58
Chapter 7 discusses the need to develop a measurement framework that will
enable emerging investment vehicles, facilitate analysis and performance comparison,
establish track records and offer potential investors an assessment of the risks and
returns related to different investments.
1.59
Chapter 8 discusses the specific needs and challenges relating to social
enterprises in Australia, and mechanisms for strengthening the diversity in social
business models.
Part IV: The role of government in promoting access to finance for social economy
organisations
1.60
Chapter 9 discusses the current regulatory framework for social economy
organisations, its implications for the financing options for different types of social
organisations, and possible regulatory reforms. It also offers concluding thoughts from
the committee on the role of government within the sector.

Chapter 2
A Social Finance Taskforce for Australia
2.1
The social economy sector has grown rapidly over the past decade. There are
approximately 600 000 social economy organisations in Australia, of which around
59 000 are economically significant. As reported in January 2010, the sector makes up
just over four per cent of GDP (around $43 billion) and has close to five million
volunteers contributing $14.6 billion in unpaid work.1 The sector is diverse,
comprising small, medium and large enterprises residing in both the for-profit and not
for profit (NFP) sectors. And there is no single legal entity that applies to social
economy organisations. Often, they will enlist hybrid models to achieve their social
objectives.2
2.2
A strong and vibrant social economy sector depends on offering a wide
variety of financial options to the full spectrum of social economy organisations.
These options are important if social economy organisations are to diversify their
revenue streams.
2.3
This inquiry has collected considerable evidence concerning deficiencies in
the ability of social economy organisations to access mainstream capital, particularly
non-grant and non-gift capital.3 Some of these deficiencies relate to the shortcomings
of the social economy organisations themselves:


they lack a steady revenue stream to attract investment;



they lack the collateral required to guarantee loans;



there are limited organisational structures that are suitable for social
organisations to raise equity capital;



they are generally accustomed to a culture that is reliant on grant capital and
are often risk averse to debt and equity capital;



they often lack the capacity to manage new forms of capital; and



small and medium sized social economy organisations often have difficulty
accessing start-up capital and finance to invest in new capacity.

2.4
Other aspects of social economy organisations' difficulties in attracting
mainstream capital reflect deficiencies in mainstream financial institutions:

1

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit sector, January 2010, p. iii, xxiii,
xxvi.

2

The Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies and Social Traders, 'Social
Enterprise in Australia: a preliminary snapshot', June 2010, p. 2.

3

Social Ventures Australia, Submission 2, p. 1; Foresters Community Finance, Submission 4–
attachment 3, 'Financing social enterprise: understanding needs and realities', 2010, p. 5.
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the majority of these institutions have limited understanding of the capital
needs of social economy organisations; and



the current range of financial products that they offer carry large transaction
costs relative to the capital required by social economy organisations.

2.5
In addition, there are a limited number of specialist intermediaries to build a
support framework for the sector and connect commercial finance institutes with
social organisations. And finally, there are specific challenges for government:


the sector needs a measurement framework to provide consistent terminology
and metrics to enhance transparency and reporting for social organisations and
to build investors' confidence; and



during a time of rapid international developments in the social economy
landscape, there is limited awareness of emerging finance options among
social organisations and investors in Australia.

2.6
This report examines each of these challenges and explores the options to
address them. In broad terms, the solutions will require:


structuring traditional forms of grant capital to direct funds towards
infrastructure costs and capacity building, to attract additional investors and
to encourage collaboration amongst stakeholders in the sector;



strengthening specialist intermediaries that cultivate 'investment ready' social
organisations and connect them with mainstream financial institutions and a
range of suitable financial products such as debt and equity capital;



building a new asset class—social impact investment—which blends social
and financial returns to engage with a broader spectrum of investors,
including institutional investors such as superannuation funds;



supplying adequate seed capital to foster innovation in the sector by
developing viable social enterprises; and



a crucial role for government to implement legislative reforms and tax
incentives designed to attract further investment to the sector.

2.7
In the committee's view, this represents a significant program of action for the
social economy sector, mainstream financial institutions, existing and prospective
financial intermediaries and government. Crucially, there is a need to coordinate these
efforts among these four groups. If opportunities to finance the social economy sector
are to be realised, they need to be planned and publicised. It is in this context that the
convening power of government is important.
2.8
The committee also believes that, the task of matching the complex and
disparate financing needs of the sector with the emerging financing options requires
direction and advice from a body with expertise in both the social and financial
sectors. It is the view of the committee that this oversight is best suited to an expert
taskforce that is facilitated by government.
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2.9
The idea of a high level taskforce to assist in the development of a social
economy capital market is not new. The United Kingdom and Canada have both
implemented successful social finance taskforces (see below). In the Australian
context, the recent Productivity Commission (PC) report, Contribution of the Not-forProfit Sector, recommended that an advisory panel be established to provide options
for the development of a sustainable market of debt products for the sector.4

The need for a Social Finance Taskforce
2.10
The principal benefit of a Social Finance Taskforce is to provide strategic
policy direction to raise awareness of finance and investment opportunities in the
social economy and to encourage collaboration in the sector. The social economy
sector in Australia is currently at a stage where there is a need for this direction,
awareness and collaboration.
2.11
In their joint submission to this inquiry, the Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and the Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) highlighted the work of the Monitor Institute in the
United States, which developed a framework outlining the stages of development for a
social impact investment market (see Diagram 2.1).
Diagram 2.1: Phases of development in a social impact investment market

Monitor Institute 2009, as cited in Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
and Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Submission 9, p. xi.

2.12
The Monitor Institute characterised the essential activities necessary for the
marketplace building stage under three broad categories:


building efficient intermediation in the market;



building enabling infrastructure for the industry; and



developing the absorptive capacity of social organisations seeking investment
capital.5

4

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p.195.

5

Monitor Institute, Investing for Social and Environmental Impact: A design for catalyzing an
emerging industry, 2009, p. 45. As cited by Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C),
Submission 9, p. xi.
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2.13
The current stage of development for the social finance market in Australia is
best described as being at the 'uncoordinated innovation stage', with some early
marketplace building activities occurring.6 There is a need for a coordinated approach
across government, the social and financial sectors in order to ensure that marketplace
building occurs as efficiently and effectively as possible.
2.14
Infrastructure needs to be developed to manage the sector's evolution and to
support it with sound institutional and regulatory arrangements.7 Commonwealth,
state and territory government agencies will need to prepare their staff with skills and
knowledge of the sector to progress the reforms.8
Raising awareness of investment opportunities in the social economy
2.15
The committee has received evidence that there is limited awareness of
financial options among social economy organisations, investors and the general
community. An awareness of these options is crucial. As one witness highlighted:
I know you have talked about investment readiness, and I think this is a
really critical point, but it is almost as though there is a step before that
about investment awareness and understanding within not-for-profits and
the sector as a whole about the need for moving away from funding as an
all-consuming source of revenue and to include possibilities such as debt
and equity.9

2.16
In this context, the committee also heard that the financial industry must
become more engaged with the social economy sector and the emerging opportunities
presented by social impact investment (see chapter 6). Mainstream financial
institutions often struggle to understand the unique nature of social economy
organisations when undertaking credit assessments.10 The trustees of many
philanthropic foundations are unaware of the opportunities to make social investments
with their corpus of funds.11
2.17
Moreover, institutional investors are often wary about engaging with new or
unproven investment classes. The 'blended value' proposition offered by social
investment projects, offering both financial and social returns, is difficult for some
investors to understand:

6

Ms Kylie Charlton, private capacity, Committee Hansard, 26 September 2011, pp 8–9;
DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, pp 22–23.

7

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit sector, January 2010, p. xxxiii.

8

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit sector, January 2010, p. xxxix.

9

Dr Ingrid Burkett, Knode Pty Ltd, Committee Hansard, 9 September 2011, p. 31.

10

Ms Therese Wilson, Chairperson, Foresters Community Finance, Committee Hansard,
1 August 2011, p. 30.

11

Ms Julie White, Global Head, Macquarie Group Foundation, Committee Hansard,
23 September 2011, p. 54.
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With the notion that you are either investing or supporting, it is really hard
to get to the middle ground—'Am I investing or am I supporting?' It is
much easier for people conceptually to think it is either an investment or it
is supporting. My understanding from talking to people involved in
providing high-level financial advice to high-wealth individuals is that
many of them are confused by the notion of reduced return for social
benefit. They are happier to say, 'Let's just do a social benefit. What is the
return stuff about? That's just confusing.'12

2.18
Mr Toby Hall, the Chief Executive Officer of Mission Australia, told the
committee that if social investment products are to be developed to leverage finance
from institutional investors, a forum that brings together the various sectors involved
is necessary:
In terms of unlocking superannuation funds there needs to be some
government interaction with the superannuation funds to look at how this
can happen. It is complicated and I understand where they are coming from.
However, I think it is something that is achievable. It is about having the
right instrument. That takes a partnership with the superannuation funds to
say, 'Can we work together to create the right instrument?' ...
I think there needs to be a round table with superannuation funds, the major
banks, some of the non-profits and the guys from Bendigo [Bank] to
actually nut through what the product looks like, what tax requirement is
needed and what risk model we are comfortable with. You are then in a
position to look at legislation to enable that.13

2.19
Fundraising Institute Australia argued that the public, as major contributors to
the social economy, should be informed of the financial innovation opportunities in
the sector.14 The Community Council of Australia (CCA) highlighted that while the
Australian community is actively engaged in the sector through receiving services,
volunteering and financial giving, most are not aware of the emerging financial
options available to support the sector:
...this is fundamentally an issue of awareness, knowledge, having
appropriate products available and having appropriate ways of engaging,
allocating, monitoring, and reporting on financial investment and other
products. There is clearly untapped potential here to influence the extent
and nature of giving if appropriate products can be developed.
Without appropriate brokerage and awareness campaigns, it is difficult to
see how demand for more innovative NFP investment and financing options
might become more accessible.15

12

Mr David Crosbie, Community Council for Australia, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011,
p. 28.

13

Committee Hansard, 23 September 2011, p. 55.

14

Fundraising Institute Australia, Submission 23, p. 5.

15

Community Council for Australia, Submission 15, p. 4.
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2.20
The Centre for Social Impact argued that government has a key role to
support initiatives to raise awareness of finance options among stakeholders.16
Mr Paul Ronalds of PM&C elaborated on the need for government to collaborate with
a range of stakeholders to promote the growth of the sector and address policy
changes:
Responding to today's policy challenges can no longer just be the role of
government or even bureaucrats such as myself. This is particularly the case
in a constrained fiscal environment. Instead it must be much more of a
collaborative effort involving the public, private and not-for-profit sectors
working together to bring their respective strengths and resources to the
table.
In this context, government must become much better at using its
convening power to catalyse, promote and to encourage the private and notfor-profit sectors as well as individual citizens to become active agents of a
change that we would like to see in our society.17

2.21
In the committee's view, a taskforce of talented and experienced people with
high-profile positions within banks, the superannuation sector, consulting firms and
the social economy sector could promote interest in, and galvanise support for, a
robust social capital market and emerging financial products and investment vehicles.
Collaborative efforts
2.22
The challenge of developing a social economy capital market is
fundamentally about communicating the benefits for stakeholders in becoming
involved and promoting partnerships. As the National Australia Bank (NAB) has
argued:
If Australia is truly to build a robust not-for-profit capital market we need
to clearly articulate the benefit of such a market. This will also require cross
sector collaboration and commitments from diverse stakeholders.18

2.23
Mr Ronalds of PM&C told the committee that the department is considering
collaboration, or co-creation, as a means of tackling social problems:
Examples perhaps to draw to the committee's attention would be more
effective use of existing grant money—so going out with your tenders and
rather than perhaps saying, 'The government would like to have an
organisation do X for it', say, 'This is a social policy goal that the
government has. What organisations, for-profit and not-for-profit, are
willing to come together and co-create in relation to the sorts of things?' ...

16

Mr Les Hems, Centre for Social Impact, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 38.

17

Mr Paul Ronalds, First Assistant Secretary, The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
Committee Hansard, 26 September 2011, p. 28.

18

Mr Tim O'Learly, General Manager Corporate Responsibility, National Australia Bank, in
Foresters Community Finance, 'Finance and the Australian Not-for-Profit Sector', Submission
4–attachment 2, p. 4.
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That is a bit of a culture shift again for government. The whole notion
round co-creation of these sorts of things challenges some cultural settings
in government. It can raise issues around accountability and a whole range
of political issues and things like that. So we are having to work through all
of those in these sorts of trials.19

2.24
The PC highlighted new configurations to raise finance for the sector. 20
Mr Robert Fitzgerald told the committee:
What we are starting to see around philanthropy—and you will see this in
Australia at the moment—is that a number of philanthropists are saying,
‘We are prepared to put in $2 for the project provided government puts in
$1 and the not-for-profit organisation puts in X’, which might be in-kind or
other. Those sorts of arrangements are very exciting. Again, there is
certainly no reason why the government could not and should not look at
the opportunities to provide some sort of support.21

2.25
A recent example of collaboration in the sector is the GoodStart Consortium,
comprised of four not-for-profits and the assistance of Social Ventures Australia
(SVA). The transaction included $15 million in government support, $45 million in
social finance and $120 million of debt from the NAB. The capital was used to
purchase 659 child care centres which are now run with business disciplines for social
purposes.22
2.26
Joint ventures within the sector increase the ability to raise capital for projects
of significant scale. A number of submitters highlighted the trend of cross-sector
collaboration, and the advantages of pooling resources from the public, philanthropic
and corporate sectors. Finance, human capital, networks, knowledge and expertise can
be combined to maximise impact and cost-sharing across organisations.23 Christian
Super argued that collaboration also encourages accountability between organisations
and acts to provide default diversification for investors.24 The law firm Catherine
Brown and Associates suggested that peak bodies in the sector could be encouraged to
facilitate national or state-wide purchasing programs to enable a superior negotiating
position for organisations sharing similar needs and facing similar risks.25

19

Mr Paul Ronalds, First Assistant Secretary, The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 61.

20

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit sector, January 2010, p. xxiv.

21

Mr Robert Fitzgerald, Commissioner, Productivity Commission, Committee Hansard,
26 September 2011, p. 26.

22

Social Ventures Australia, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, pp 18–19; Social Ventures
Australia, Submission 2, p. 1.

23

Social Ventures Australia, Submission 2, p. 2; DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, pp 10–11.

24

Christian Super, Submission 12, p. 5.

25

Catherine Brown and Associates Pty Ltd, Submission 11, p. 2.
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2.27
A key role of a Social Finance Taskforce should be to design and commend
collaborative projects between mainstream financial institutions, social economy
organisations and governments. The Taskforce should provide policy advice to
government on the most effective ways to encourage these stakeholders to finance the
social economy sector.

Social Finance Taskforces in the United Kingdom and Canada
2.28
Several witnesses to this inquiry drew the committee's attention to the
important role that social finance taskforces played in the UK and Canada to develop a
capital market for the social economy.26
The UK Social Investment Task Force (SITF)
2.29
The UK SITF was established at the request of Treasury in April 2000. Its
purpose was 'to set out how entrepreneurial practices could be applied to obtain higher
social and financial returns from social investment, to harness new talents and skills,
to address economic regeneration and to unleash new sources of private and
institutional investment'.27 The first report of the SITF, Enterprising Communities:
Wealth Beyond Welfare, was published in October 2000 and was followed by two
progress reports published in 2003 and 2005. Thereafter, the taskforce met
periodically to monitor progress and consider ways to progress the social investment
agenda. A final report, Social Investment Ten Years On, reviewed the achievements of
the taskforce and considered further policy development.28 A number of policy
suggestions from the final report were included in the UK Cabinet Office's Growing
the Social Investment Market, which was published in February 2011.29
2.30
The initial report of the taskforce made five recommendations which were all
(at least partially) implemented, resulting in:


the introduction of Community Investment Tax Relief;



matching finance to help set up the first community development venture
capital fund;

26

Foresters Community Finance, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 31; Social Ventures
Australia, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, pp 18, 23; Department of Education
Employment and Workplace Relations, Committee Hansard, 23 September 2011, p. 60;
Ms Kylie Charlton, private capacity, Committee Hansard, 26 September 2011, p. 9;
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Committee Hansard, 26 September 2011, pp
28-29; Foresters Community Finance, Supplementary Submission 4, p. 10; The Centre for
Social Impact, Submission 27, p. 12; Community Council for Australia, Submission 15a; Knode
Pty Ltd, Submission 30.

27

Social Investment Task Force, Final Report: Social Investment Ten Years On, April 2010, p. 2.

28

The Social Investment Task Force, http://www.socialinvestmenttaskforce.org/ (accessed 30
September 2011).

29

Ms Kylie Charlton, 'Does Australia need a social investment taskforce?', Centre for Social
Impact blog, 8 April 2011.
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additional disclosure by banks of their lending activities;



legislative and regulatory changes to provide greater latitude and
encouragement for charitable trusts and foundations to invest in community
development finance; and



the creation of the Community Development Finance Association (CDFA), a
trade association to provide support for community development finance
institutions (CDFIs).30

2.31
Sir Ronald Cohen, the Chair of the UK SITF, told the committee how the
SITF encouraged social investment:
...in the UK, this whole process started at the end of 2000, when the Social
Investment Task Force reported that, in addition to philanthropy, there was
the possibility of bringing in social investment to play a major role in
resolving social issues.
Basically, our capitalist systems deals brilliantly with its business and
financial consequences but does not really have a part of the system that is
powerful enough to deal with the social issues, and that between the public
sector and the private sector there is a very considerable social sector,
generally called the voluntary sector or the third sector. In the UK it
comprises about 100 billion pounds of foundation assets and 800,000 fulltime equivalents working in not-for-profit organisations. If one wants to
focus on developing the capability of the social sector to deal with social
issues then we need to create a system to support that role, and we need to
innovate in order to make it effective.31

2.32
JBWere, a subsidiary of the National Australia Bank, noted that the UK SITF
assisted in efforts to avoid a disjointed and sporadic approach to reform and was
important to setting the agenda for impact investing.32
The Canadian Taskforce on Social Finance
2.33
The Canadian Task Force on Social Finance (TFSF) was conceived by Social
Innovation Generation, a social innovation think-tank, in partnership with the MaRS
Discovery District. The TFSF's charter was to alter the mindset about investing and
philanthropy in Canada. The TFSF report, Mobilizing Private Capital for Public
Good, was published in December 2010. It made seven recommendations including:33
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encouraging Canadian public and private foundations to invest at least 10 per
cent of their capital (totalling $34 billion) in mission-related investments
(MRI) by 2020, potentially unlocking $3.4 billion for social enterprise;



establishing a federal partnership with private, institutional and philanthropic
investors to create the Canada Impact Investment Fund that will support
existing and new regional funds using a range of instruments (debt, equity,
quasi-equity); and



increasing the engagement of Canadian pension funds in impact investing
through clarification of fiduciary duty and annual disclosure of impact
investing allocations.34

2.34
The work of the Canadian Taskforce has been well received, with members of
the investment and social enterprise sectors and government departments expressing
interest in advancing the taskforce's recommendations.35 The committee was informed
that a ministerial committee will examine the work of the taskforce, headed by the
Canadian Minister for human development and human capital and the Deputy
Minister for Finance.36

The demand for a social finance taskforce in Australia
2.35
A number of submitters to the inquiry proposed that Australia should establish
a Social Finance Taskforce, similar to that in the UK and Canada.37 Mr Michael Traill,
Chief Executive Officer of SVA commended the work of the UK SITF, and
highlighted that the taskforce had been influential in the development of a
sophisticated and sustainable social capital market:
That [UK] task force in the late nineties was instrumental in establishing it
in a structured and coherent way with the best input from heavyweight
players from across the sectors driven by Sir Ron himself. It created a
structural and sustainable framework that means the UK is now quite a
sophisticated developed market. I think there is a bit of light on the hill

34
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around some of the opportunities and lessons from the UK that we should
think about applying here.38
My sense is, having observed the UK and having visited there... the
footprints from that, now 10 or 12 years down the track, are everywhere.
What it also galvanised was a level of interest in support for and where it is
back to: 'the war for talent'. Ron Cohen and others have made that market
interesting... This is drawing highly talented, experienced people out of the
top end investment banks and consulting firms, as well as experienced
people from the non-profit sector. So people arrive in that space thinking
about scale opportunities with access to capital... I think it is both a
combination of doing the homework and coming up with practical
recommendations and also being a bit of a magnet for talent in terms of
drawing people into the idea that they can be constructively involved.39

2.36
The PC report has extensive commentary on deficiencies in the supply of
capital to the sector and observed many barriers and limitations within the capital
market for social economy organisations.40 To address these deficiencies, the PC
recommended that the government establish an Advisory Panel to:
...consider options and assess progress in developing a sustainable market
for not-for-profit organisation debt products with the aim of establishing
mainstream financial products for investors who are willing to accept a
lower risk adjusted financial return for an accompanying social return.41

2.37
In evidence to the committee, Mr Robert Fitzgerald, who chaired the PC
inquiry into the NFP sector, emphasised that an Advisory Panel was foundational to
the development of a capital market for social economy organisations. He particularly
emphasised the practical advice that such a Panel could provide to government to
advance a social investment agenda:42
Senator MARK BISHOP: We are hearing different approaches to solving
this issue of appropriate products for social investment. Who is best
charged with doing that type of work?
Mr Fitzgerald: We saw that the first step in that was this advisory panel by
Treasury, which would bring together the various parties and then, having
identified the opportunities, work out a pathway by which you could
actually turn the opportunities into reality. I suppose that is the only place
we can start. This is why government is so essential. It can bring the
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relevant parties together, identify the appropriate opportunities and then
work out those implementation pathways.43

2.38
The PC report recommended that the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
should facilitate the establishment of an advisory panel.44 However, the committee
notes that the office is quite small, with only 12 staff and that it has 'a far-reaching
agenda'.45
2.39
Foresters Community Finance (Foresters) suggested that a taskforce could
progress development of intermediaries in the industry, such as CDFIs, that bring
financing institutions and social economy organisations together:
One thing that would be great would be coordination across various
government agencies about the pursuit of this goal. This is where the
market and the industry look at something like a social investment task
force. Whether it is exactly that or not, it seems to make some sense
because it would create that forum in which various players could come
together in one place and have this kind of debate and discussion regularly,
with a common set of goals to be in pursuit of.46

2.40
Ms Kylie Charlton, an expert in social finance, also called for a forum similar
to that of the UK and Canadian taskforces to coordinate the development of the capital
market in the social economy:
In both these jurisdictions the respective task forces were instrumental in
galvanizing stakeholders across the private, government and non-profit
sectors around a common vision and strategy for development of a social
capital market. While there is an increasing level of conversation in
Australia on the topic it is largely uncoordinated and needs to be structured
to ensure that we move forward in a considered manner that truly
recognises success is dependent on cross sectoral engagement.47

The CCA roundtable
2.41
In response to this evidence, in September 2011, the CCA convened a
roundtable of 15 social finance experts including intermediaries, financial institutions,
philanthropists, foundations, government and NFPs. The purpose was to discuss their
shared priorities to develop a capital market for the social economy.
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2.42
The roundtable recommended that an expert taskforce be established to shape
a policy framework, build on the work of this inquiry, and provide recommendations
to government. The roundtable suggested that the taskforce examine four key areas:


capacity of the sector;



access to capital;



strengthening the role of intermediaries; and



reviewing structural barriers to investment (including regulation, legislation
and terminology).

2.43
It also highlighted the need to develop an evaluation of social impact and
other forms of performance measurement.48
2.44
The roundtable suggested that the taskforce operate for 6 to 12 months and,
given the extensive regulatory and taxation reforms for the sector over the next
12 months, 'the Taskforce should work rapidly to provide some clear guidance that
aligns with these processes'.49 It outlined that the taskforce should consist of a range of
key players across sectors and 'have a high level inter-face with government,
particularly with involvement of the Treasury as well as the other central federal
government agencies':
An Expert Taskforce would require some resources to work effectively. In
bringing together the roundtable discussion, it is apparent to CCA there are
a small but passionate group of players who have many ideas about what
can be done to grow the finance capacity of the sector. By bringing these
champions together in a coherent way a solid and innovative policy
framework can be established.50

2.45
Knode Pty Ltd and Foresters both suggested that the Australian taskforce
should be led from outside government.51 Foresters argued that the taskforce 'should
not be prone to the influence of vested interests and should be capable of engaging
both sides of the political divide'.52
2.46
The PC recommended in its report that the proposed advisory panel should be
chaired by Treasury.53 In evidence to the committee, Mr Fitzgerald explained that
having Treasury chair the panel included government in consideration of
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recommendations relating to government costing and tax arrangements for the social
economy. However, he added that the PC report was not prescriptive about the model
of the taskforce.54
Building on the work of the previous taskforces
2.47
Mr Ronalds of PM&C supported the calls for a taskforce to accommodate a
coordinated approach to developing a robust social capital market. He argued that the
taskforce could have a more ambitious timeframe than the UK's SITF as Australia is
in a position to build on the work that has been done in other jurisdictions:55
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector in Prime Minister and Cabinet has
been continuing to work on many of the issues that have come before this
committee, and we believe three initiatives in particular have significant
merit. The first is a social investment taskforce that could lead a national
dialogue, report on developments in social investment both here and
internationally, advise on steps to support the emergence of an effective
social impact investment market, oversee the development of initiatives to
encourage the emergence of new social enterprises, and build new
collaborations to support the role of social investment.56

2.48
Ms Rosemary Addis from DEEWR also highlighted the importance of
focused dialogue and convening multiple sectors to develop the capital market for the
social economy:
Ms Addis: Dialogue and leadership are incredibly important. There is no
doubt that in the UK, as evidenced by the profile that Sir Ronald Cohen
now has in this space, that the task force there has been hugely influential.
...
In any kind of innovation it is helpful to have both shared spaces and
credible people to coalesce people around the issues and conversations. It is
also helpful to have people who are fluent and able to talk about the issues
across sectors because the cultural issues are different. Whether they are in
government, the community sector or the private sector in investment, the
issues of everybody's landscapes are absolutely legitimate and real. If we
are going to carve new paths, we have to work out how we do that well,
how we work out what parts of the system are there for very good reason
and really matter, and where the room for change is. I think people do look
to high-profile leaders to also set an example and to help create the view
that these things are possible as well as paint a picture in concrete terms, as
some of those reports have done, of how people might actually go about
making some of it real.57
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2.49
Knode considered Australia could take advantage of the work of the
international taskforces to 'leap-frog' the development of a policy framework for a
robust capital market for the social economy in Australia.58

Conclusion
2.50
From the foregoing discussion, three things are apparent. First, the financing
of the social economy sector in Australia is at an important stage of its development.
To catalyse potential financing opportunities for the sector and move beyond the
'uncoordinated innovation' that has occurred to date, there is a clear need for a body to
advise stakeholders on how best to raise awareness and promote collaboration.
Second, this type of body has worked well overseas. The UK and Canadian taskforces
attest to how they can provide strategic direction and encourage social investment.
Third, on the evidence received during this inquiry, there is clearly the demand for
such a body. Broad-based stakeholder support is important if the new body is to be
effective. In this regard, it would seem that the positive international experience has
been influential.
2.51
The committee recommends that a Social Finance Taskforce be established to
explore mechanisms and options for the development of a robust capital market for
social economy organisations in Australia. The taskforce should build on the evidence
of both the PC report and this inquiry, and can expedite progress by examining the
direction and accomplishments of the UK and Canadian taskforces.
2.52
The Taskforce should include high profile, influential members who can raise
awareness of the progress of social investment in Australia. Taskforce members
should have a financial background and a keen appreciation of the needs of the sector.
The taskforce should have representation from:


the Departments of Treasury, Prime Minister and Cabinet and Finance and
Deregulation;



the mainstream finance sector;



CDFIs;



the superannuation industry;



the philanthropic sector;



the social sector (including social enterprise); and



academia.

2.53
Importantly, the creation of a Social Finance Taskforce should be distinct
from the current arrangements to establish and advise the Charities and Not-for-Profit
Commission (ACNC) and the work of the Office for the Not-for-Profit and the NFP
Sector Reform Council (see Diagram 1.4). The Taskforce should be a separate body,
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focused on financing the social economy sector. If it is not, it would lose profile and
the imperative of building a capital market could be subsumed within other, albeit
important, not-for-profit issues. It is unclear how the mandate to increase social
investment is currently being addressed by the government, beyond the limited scope
and resources of the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector. A taskforce will address this
gap.
2.54
That noted, the committee believes that the Taskforce should be established
while the current regulatory reforms of the sector are underway to ensure that these
developments align with the social investment agenda.
2.55

A Social Finance Taskforce will have several benefits:



it will provide strategic policy direction and recommend architecture for a
sustainable framework for a sophisticated capital market within the social
economy;



it will provide ongoing advice to government to improve efficiencies in
funding of the sector and ensure that the provision of ongoing government
funding does not distort the market or constrain long-term progress;



it will guide the development of this emerging social capital market and
balance the supply of capital with the quality of organisations and projects
requesting it. Supply and demand must be progressed in parallel to avoid
imposing substandard products on investors, or a surge of social projects with
inadequate finance available. A taskforce will analyse supply and demand
within the social economy, and recommend options to coordinate the
development of social projects that correlates with an equivalent increase in
financial products and investors;



it will consider options to develop a viable and vibrant financial intermediary
market and assist financial intermediaries and financial institutes to develop
products that are suitable to the unique needs of social economy
organisations; and



it will raise the profile of social investment options in Australia for social
organisations and financial investors, and diversify the investment options for
the philanthropic sector.59 A taskforce could investigate options to create
social investment opportunities of the scale to attract institutional investment
to the sector.

Recommendation 2.1
2.56
The committee recommends that the government establish a Social
Finance Taskforce to assess mechanisms and options in the progress and
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development of a robust capital market for social economy organisations in
Australia. The taskforce should initially report to government by July 2012.

PART II:
Demand, supply and the role of intermediaries
Part II of this report examines the main arguments from the demand and supply sides
of the social economy in relation to the development of a robust capital market for
social economy organisations. It then proceeds to examine the role of intermediaries
to bring financial institutions and social economy organisations together.
Chapter 3 explores the needs and barriers to obtaining finance within the social
economy, with an emphasis on the need to create a diversity of financial options and
products for the broad spectrum of organisations in the sector. The chapter focuses on
the need to develop the capacity of social economy organisations and ensure that
organisations are 'investment ready' in order to engage with a capital market. The
application of the Standard Chart of Accounts (SCOA) is discussed and the role of
intermediaries, organisational forms and a measurement framework are briefly
explored as a pre-cursor to subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4 discusses the current supply of capital to the social economy and the scope
to expand the sources of investment available to social economy organisations.
Methods of accessing capital from sources previously untapped by the sector are
explored, with a particular emphasis on accessing funds from the investment corpuses
of philanthropic bodies and attracting investment from institutional investors such as
superannuation funds. The social investment role of financial intermediaries,
mainstream financial institutions, the corporate sector, retail and community investors
and government are also discussed.
Chapter 5 discusses the development of intermediaries in the social capital market.
Intermediaries play a key role in ensuring that the amount of capital available
develops in parallel with organisations equipped to manage the finance. The
development of a strong intermediary market will balance the supply of capital and a
diverse range of financial products with investment ready organisations. Financial
intermediaries are explored in detail and different forms of non-financial
intermediaries are also discussed with an emphasis on the role of intermediaries to
develop the capacity of the sector.

Chapter 3
Needs and barriers to obtaining
finance within the social economy
3.1
This chapter explores the demand among social economy organisations for the
development of a robust capital market in Australia.
3.2
The recent Productivity Commission (PC) report on the contribution of the
not-for-profit (NFP) sector distinguished between funding and finance. Where funding
refers to income that has no obligation to be repaid such as untied grants and
philanthropy, finance refers to either debt or equity capital which is provided on the
understanding that the investor will be compensated for the use of capital.1
3.3
Many social economy organisations have difficulty accessing the capital they
require. Some of the key impediments to finance for social economy organisations are
the lack of collateral to guarantee loans, the lack of a reliable revenue stream to
service debt, the large transaction costs relative to the capital required and the lack of
a suitable organisational structure to allow the organisation to raise equity capital.2
Social Ventures Australia (SVA) informed the committee:
Over the last eight years SVA has worked with over 100 social ventures
with proven track records in tackling the issues behind social disadvantage.
By partnering with these innovative, entrepreneurial ventures we know that
traditional avenues for capital raising are not available to them. There is
limited funding available to the social sector to help grow proven ventures,
particularly to support the building of quality organisations though the
provision of appropriate infrastructure funding.3

3.4
The capital market for the social economy in Australia is 'at an early stage of
evolution' and there is much to be done to meet the financial services and product
needs of the sector.4 Social economy organisations need access to capital and labour,
and good relationships with their stakeholders, including government.5 To meet these
needs, the market requires a change in mindset from funders, investors and social
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economy organisations to move the sector from grant dependency towards social
investment.6
3.5
The PC report Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector acknowledged the
diversity of the sector and the varying needs for capital across the broad spectrum of
organisations. The PC noted however, that the capital needs for smaller NFPs were
particularly pertinent. The PC made a submission to this inquiry in which it
summarised the capital needs of the sector as follows:
...access to capital varied considerably across the not-for-profit (NFP)
sector. Large NFPs providing services to their members, largely on a fee for
service basis, did not appear to face any significant constraints on their
access to capital. For large NFPs providing human services, often with
substantial funding support from governments, access to capital was also
not considered a major problem. In the main this was because of the
substantial assets of these organisations that could be used as collateral. In
addition, some large faith-based organisations operate an internal capital
market for their members. However, for smaller NFPs providing social
services, often on a partly government funded basis, capital for start-up, and
to invest in new capacity or trial innovative approaches to service delivery,
was difficult to access.7

3.6
Submitters to the inquiry agreed with the PC report's findings, and argued that
smaller social economy organisations suffered greater exclusion from capital markets
than their larger counterparts.8 Foresters Community Finance (Foresters) noted that
smaller organisations were predominantly grant reliant, and those that have a local
focus or were located in rural and remote areas were typically the most excluded. By
contrast, very large organisations with diverse revenue streams with a state or national
focus and based in urban areas were the least excluded from capital markets. Foresters
argued that 'there is a growing sense that small and medium sized organisations can,
particularly if they are locality based, have a deep impact on addressing social and
economic exclusion'.9
3.7
The joint submission (departments' submission) from the Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and the Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) noted the following as the key mechanisms
and options for the development of a capital market for the social economy:


capacity and investment readiness;



product development and innovation;
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the role of intermediaries and networks;



risk, measurement and metrics; and



organisational forms and structures.

3.8
The relationship between these factors is not linear, but interdependent.10 This
chapter explores these interrelated issues and concludes with a discussion on the
sector's relationship with government.
3.9
The Community Council for Australia (CCA) acknowledged in its submission
to this inquiry that access to finance is only one requisite for the social economy, and
that it is interrelated with a range of additional components:
...the access to finance issue is one of several critical issues the not-forprofit sector (NFP sector) is currently struggling to address. Even if it were
possible to instantly provide a broader range of financing products and
increase investment and engagement in the NFP sector, there are a number
of critical issues relating to workforce, evaluation and measurement,
accreditation, regulation, contracting and compliance, relationship with
government and community, governance and technology that all remain
central to the future of the not-for-profit sector. Many of these areas are also
the subject of review and reform creating a challenging environment for the
sector.11

Capacity and investment readiness
3.10
'Capacity' can refer to the quality of various market enablers within an
organisation including leadership, skills and skill development and fluency in the
language used by other disciplines. To build demand, the market will need investment
ready social economy organisations with a range of skills and capabilities to
effectively access capital markets to develop business plans, financial accounts and
sound investment opportunities to comply with mainstream financial market
requirements in a language that investors can understand.12
3.11
The majority of submitters agreed that social economy organisations need to
develop skills and expertise for business and financial planning.13 Social Firms
Australia noted that a lack of commercial management experience is a significant
barrier to expansion and is 'inhibiting a confident proactive approach to business
development'.14 Whilst lack of capacity may not differ significantly from the
10
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challenges faced by other small to medium enterprises in other sectors, capacity
limitations for social economy organisations can be magnified by a focus on social
purpose,15 less direct revenue, lack of working capital and the complexity of
identifying suitable finance options.16
3.12
Social Ventures Australia (SVA) suggested that the sector could not compete
with the commercial sector to attract and retain quality staff:
We are a non-profit organisation, so we live and breathe the challenge of
maintaining our own funding capacity. I can assure you, with my kind of
midlife reincarnation as a social entrepreneur, some of the biggest lessons
for me are about the challenges of building a sustained funding base,
getting quality people on board and finding the capacity funding to do
that.17

3.13
A related issue raised by submitters is the tendency for many boards of social
organisations to be risk averse and reluctant to take on debt or other non-grant
capital.18 The CCA describes this as a cultural barrier and a belief that fulfilling a civic
responsibility requires adopting a conservative approach to financial risk
management.19 The Fundraising Institute Australia (FIA) ties the resistance to nongrant capital to fluctuating income streams:
... uncertain income means there is naturally a strong resistance to taking
any financial risks by both management and boards. Better business
planning by charities can only come about when a critical level of income is
assured.20

3.14
PM&C noted that the area of investment readiness was of key concern,
although some progress was being made across the sector:
Senator STEPHENS: ...One of the underpinning questions, really, is: are
not-for-profit organisations investment ready? Do you see that as an issue
in our sector?
Mr Ronalds: I certainly think it is a significant issue on the demand side. I
think the number and sophistication of not-for-profits that are able to
engage in capital markets is pretty limited. I think it is rapidly changing.
We are seeing more sophisticated management either growing up within the
not-for-profit sector or moving to the sector from other places that have
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those sorts of skills. We are slowly seeing boards of directors of not-forprofits grow in terms of appetite for risk in this. I think we still have a long
way to go both from a management perspective and from a governance
perspective. So things that we can do to help that, I think, are well worth
looking at.21

3.15
The Centre for Social Impact conducted a study on behalf of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors, The Directors Social Impact Study. The report was
released in October 2011 and followed an online survey of 1 912 directors operating
in the for-profit and NFP sectors and a number of interviews with survey respondents.
The survey results indicated that half of the respondents with experience in both
sectors felt that the quality of governance for NFPs was equal to, or greater than forprofit organisations. The report suggests that 'due to the sheer volume of directors who
are now operating across both sectors, an improvement in governance [for NFPs] has
followed accordingly'.22
3.16
Foresters argued that solutions for sustainability and capitalisation of the
sector should be addressed by building on the existing strengths of an organisation and
that simplistic formulas based solely on training are not the answer.23 Foresters
suggest a model whereby finance is contingent on adequate financial management
skills and offer three models:


capital only model: non-grant capital could be accessed only after enterprises
have developed sufficient capacity to manage it, or conditionally based on
meeting certain capacity-building objectives;



capital plus model: enterprises access capital through a capacity building
process where, for example, they are guided through a business planning
process which at completion, if the plan is deemed to be viable, they are
eligible for the capital; and



capacity-building only model: capacity building alone will lead to the
development of skills needed to access capital more effectively from
mainstream or specialist institutions.24

3.17
The departments' submission noted that capacity for social economy
organisations should be developed with an understanding of a social context, and
capacity building should not be mistaken as a requirement for organisations to become
more 'business-like':
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This requires the capacity to obtain and make good strategic use of finance
in a context where profit is not the driver of the business model.
Demonstrating business capabilities promotes trust, legitimacy and
accountability. This challenge should not be confused with making social
economy organisations more ‘business-like’.25

3.18
Further, capacity building does not lie solely with not-for-profit organisations;
financial institutions and intermediaries must be included in the equation 'in order to
ensure that the role of capital in all its forms is fully appreciated within the sector'.26
3.1
The R. E. Ross Trust has published a document Inviting Investment in Social
Enterprise which provides 'a step by step introduction for social enterprises to inform
experienced business investors as to why there is value in making a financial
contribution to their enterprise'.27 Our Community and Westpac have also developed
'The Community Financial Centre' and offer a range of financial literacy resources to
build the capacity of community groups.28
Anomalies in financial statements
3.19
The PC report discussed the need for social economy organisations to develop
business plans and accounts that meet mainstream standards.29 As a Community
Development Finance Institution (CDFI), Foresters has experienced first-hand the
challenge of determining the viability of a social enterprise to repay debt or generate
investment based on its financial records. Many financial statements include irregular
items or are missing information that would typically be found on the statements of a
small business or charitable organisation. Inclusion of line items such as 'sweat
capital', or not specifying where grant or certain income is restricted, or not showing
where costs were covered in-kind are all issues that can lead to misunderstandings by
a financial institution assessing financial statements.30
3.20
Foresters argued that both enterprises and financial institutions need to work
together to create financial statements that accurately reflect the work of social
enterprises:
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For social enterprises this may mean finding ways to structure their
financial accounts in ways that demonstrate more clearly what is restricted
income, what impact costs are incurred, what portion of their surplus is
operational, and what part of their net assets or equity is actually available
(either as a reserve or for business development).
For financial institutions this may mean approaching the social enterprise
much more relationally than is now the case with business lending. This is
necessary to really understand the nature of the enterprise and to enable the
financiers to gain a fuller picture of the financial realities of the enterprises
than that which evident from a cursory and objective assessment of their
financial statements.31

Standard Chart of Accounts
3.21
The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed in December 2009 to
adopt a Standard Chart of Accounts (SCOA) for NFP organisations receiving
government grants. The Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies
(ACPNS) at the Queensland University of Technology developed the SCOA which
was formally approved by COAG for implementation on 1 July 2010. Federal and
state governments adopted the SCOA and agreed to an implementation plan to
develop a nationally consistent approach to fundraising regulation in order to reduce
regulatory burdens and improve public confidence in the sector.32
3.22
The ACPNS explained that the SCOA provides a common approach to
accounting by social economy organisations, government agencies and other
interested parties. It is intended to 'remedy a lack of consistency in accounting
categories and terms required by government departments'33 which fund social
economy organisations:
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It is a tool designed primarily for small to medium nonprofits which
typically do not have an accounting department or a sophisticated
accounting system. Larger nonprofits have adopted the data dictionary
component of the standard chart of accounts aligning their systems to
comply with a consistency across the sector.34

3.23
It was put to the committee that government departments have requirements
of social economy organisations that do not align with the SCOA. Both Matrix on
Board and Our Community argued that the governments' take up of SCOA is lagging:
Ms Nettelbeck: I wish I was seeing it more from government departments,
as in I wish more of them were taking it up sooner, but still in some parts of
the country nonprofit organisations are told they have to acquit and they
have to give these lines which are different to the standard chart of
accounts.
Senator STEPHENS: Still?
Ms Nettelbeck: Still. So, we go out there and say, ‘Actually, why don’t you
tell them about the COAG agreement’, and send it back up the line. I think
a lot has changed and a lot has moved and a lot of nonprofits have taken it
up. I think it is probably going to take another four or five years for it go
through the whole system, but it is one of the most significant changes that
we have been able to make—or that everyone has made—to help reduce red
tape, and it has been well received and it works well when everyone does it.
...
Mr Moriarty: ...following on from what Ms Nettelbeck says, the standard
chart of accounts is probably the best thing that has happened in such a long
time in the not-for-profit sector. Governments, state and federal, are still
incredibly slow in doing it. When they are putting up their grant
applications they are still asking community groups to put it into an old
format rather than following the new standard.35

Committee view
3.24
The committee urges Australian governments, through COAG, to issue a
reminder to all departments and agencies about the agreement to implement the
Standard Chart of Accounts in funding agreements with the not-for-profit sector.

Product development and innovation
3.25
Social economy organisations need the right type of financial product for the
relevant phase of growth and development. The current difficulty, however, is the
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limited number of financial products available to them.36 They need access to finance
from a range of sources including government, philanthropic and commercial lenders
and each type of investor needs to offer innovative products to meet the specific needs
of the sector. JBWere emphasised the importance of using the appropriate mechanism
of finance and that '[p]oor decisions or choices could result in severe consequences for
the Not for Profit entity and investors alike'.37
The need for funding diversity
3.26
One of this inquiry's terms of reference relates to the types of finance and
credit options available for social economy organisations. The social economy
comprises small, medium and large enterprises residing in both the for-profit and NFP
sectors. There is no single legal entity that applies to social economy organisations.
Moreover, social economy organisations will enlist hybrid models to achieve their
social objectives. It is not surprising therefore that the sector calls for diversity in
funding options.
3.27
Social economy organisations are often significantly undercapitalised and
struggle to access mainstream sources of capital, particularly non-grant and non-gift
capital.38 While grants and gift capital to the social economy sector can help stabilise
cash flows and provide a revenue diversification tool,39 a number of submitters to the
inquiry argued that growing grant and gift capital has been the focus within the sector
and that this has resulted in a lack of coordinated discussion about viable capital
alternatives for the sector.40
3.28
New approaches to capital are required to shift the culture 'away from a
culture of philanthropy, paternalism and dependence towards one of empowerment,
entrepreneurship and initiative'.41 A Harvard Business School Social Enterprise
Initiative forum noted that 'in order to garner the capital necessary to foot the bill for
social change, not-for-profits need to think less about traditional grants and more in
terms of innovation, and so do the organisations that fund them'.42
3.29
The departments' submission highlighted the need for capital within the
sector, and noted the PC report's findings 'that it can be difficult for not-for-profit
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organisations to plan beyond short term funding cycles and much time and resources
are invested in securing grants'.43 A common concern raised by submitters is that the
immediate priority for most social economy organisations is the programs and
services they provide to their communities, meaning that there is often little focus on
planning for the long term and financial stability, and even less focus on developing
innovative approaches to financing. Any surplus income is spent immediately to
improve service provision, redirected to other urgent services, or held short-term in
reserve as liquid assets for future program enhancement.44 The FIA elaborated:
A continuing dilemma for the charity sector is the uncertainty of their
income stream which is largely reliant on donations and government
funding. This factor, coupled with the driving force for charities – that is, to
better meet the needs of the communities they serve, inevitably places
limits on planning for the long term.45

3.30
In addition, many social economy organisations are of the belief that should
they accumulative wealth or assets, they will no longer be deemed in need of
philanthropic or government support. Dr Ingrid Burkett of Knode Pty Ltd comments:
Unfortunately, there is still a hand-to-mouth culture in many places and a
fear of actually owning assets and building up equity in an organisation that
that will turn funders away. I think, in fact, the opposite is true; we should
reward organisations who demonstrate their long-term commitment to
achieving impact by building organisational capacity to respond
innovatively. We are not talking here about building fat-cat organisations,
but building strong, interdependent organisations who are able to link
impact and financial sustainability. I would really like to see a bit more
activism from within the not-for-profit sector around sustainability rather
than just increasing grant revenue.46

Forms of capital
3.31
A number of innovative financial products are currently being explored within
the sector in Australia. These include:


alternate ways of structuring grant capital to encourage long term viability and
sustainability in the sector (see chapter 8);



utilising patient finance, or long-term loans in recognition that social economy
organisations do not yield high profit margins;



debt capital with 'soft-terms'; and
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equity capital with reduced financial returns, or equity-like investments
structured as subordinated debt or a performance based loan.

3.32
Mr Glen Saunders from Triodos Bank told the committee that 'patient' equity
investments are a central part of Triodos' lending strategy in supporting the social
economy in Europe:
...where we invest in entities like SEFA, Prometheus Ethical Finance in
New Zealand or New Resource Bank in the US, we expect there is a
reasonable financial return for the risk we are taking, but we have taken the
stance that we will be a patient investor. We look for a return over
something like 10 to 15 years. That should be, to set a benchmark,
something like a 10 per cent return over that period. It is very low at the
beginning, and as the organisation builds up its resources and so on it
becomes correspondingly higher. That is what I would call a soft return
from our point of view. We do not try to force the initiatives into that level
of return, but that is what we think they should be trying to achieve.47

3.33
Foresters warned that patient finance and other 'soft-terms' of finance should
not be considered 'a grant dressed up as a loan':48
...any changes in conditions of loans should not in any way diminish the
rigour and seriousness of due diligence, nor in any way give enterprises the
impression that the debts are forgivable or are merely grants in the form of
debt. Reducing rigour will only serve to reduce the effectiveness of offering
debt into this sector over time.49

Debt capital
3.34
Hepburn Wind Park discussed the challenges associated with accessing debt
finance for its venture. In the case of some cooperatives, debt finance for both
construction and operation typically comes from a mainstream bank and has priority
over member's equity. The debt funding was given prescriptive terms in order for the
lender to guard against the perceived risks of an inexperienced management team and
a single asset project. Eligibility for the debt finance required projected income from
the venture and the projected percentage of debt to the total cost. Due to the calculated
risk of the project's incompletion, a higher interest rate was offered and if the project
were to default, the lender could dispose of the assets to recoup their funds or take
over the project and complete or sell it. As Hepburn Wind Park noted it its submission
'...the banks are reluctant to participate unless the community can demonstrate
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significant levels of equity or demonstrate that it has access to additional sources of
funding, as an example, government grants or third party guarantees'.50
3.35
Hepburn Wind Park was offered operational debt finance consisting of a
medium term of 5 to 10 years to be repaid in the form of interest and principal. It
relies on the venture producing revenue to cover operational and loan expenses. As a
project with an unproven track record, lenders looked for a Debt Service Cover Ratio
(DSCR) of 1.5, which is revenue after tax of 1.5 times the annual principal and
interest repayments. In addition to a viable DSCR, the venture needed to offer an
acceptable debt to equity ratio, or in the case of community co-operatives show 'how
much "skin in the game" the community has'.51
3.36
Financial institutions face significant challenges to address social economy
organisations' needs (such as overdrafts for fluctuating cash flows) while taking into
account the possibility of limited capacity to safely hold capital.
3.37

Foresters suggests a number of options to address this tension:



no interest loans which require rigorous structures and some subsidisation of
administration costs;



low interest loans often undertaken by a mainstream financial institution in
partnership with a capacity building intermediary;



commercial interest loans with special conditions offered within the legal and
regulatory frameworks governing credit and lending practices—flexible
conditions may be included such as unsecured loans, repayment holidays, or
built-in capacity building; and



above market interest loans with patient conditions often undertaken by
CDFIs who need to obtain financial sustainability in their own right—whilst
the market rates may be higher, the loan would be based on a long-term
relationship and flexible payment plans whilst targeting the specific needs of
social enterprises and facilitating access to debt capital.52

3.38
Mr Saunders from Triodos Bank raised concerns with the provision of debt
capital for social organisations and projects at sub-commercial interest rates. He told
the committee that such provision of debt products runs the risk of creating 'a sort of
ghetto of low interest returns. If a project cannot manage a reasonable commercial
interest rate, the project is probably not strong enough anyway to be invested in'.53
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Equity capital
3.39
A social economy organisation can raise equity capital by offering investors
to buy and hold shares in it. The investor in turn receives income and capital gains
from the equity investment.54
3.40
Foresters, after surveying a number of social enterprises, found there was little
understanding or appetite for equity capital within the sector, and that relatively few of
the enterprises would be attractive for equity investors looking beyond a social return:
When asked about equity capital only one of the longest standing
enterprises indicated that they had knowledge of the opportunities this
provided. There was a decided lack of knowledge about equity or its
functions and an even greater level of suspicion and fear of this sort of
capital than there was around debt capital. In addition, an examination of
the financial statements of the enterprises over their lifetimes suggested
that, even if they had legal structures that could accommodate traditional
equity investments, none of the enterprises would currently look attractive
from a traditional investors perspective. Though equity-like instruments
may present some possibilities, there are very few current options available
and a high degree of education and awareness-raising would need to take
place in order for demand for such products to materialize.55

3.41
Many Rivers Microfinance argued that 'a well designed and run equity
product would leverage and allow significant loan capital to flow into the sector from
current financial markets'.56 The CCA noted that accumulation of assets is rare in the
sector. Only 10 per cent of NFPs engage in economic activity and have 'considerable
potential to both leverage investment and attract new sources of financing'.57
3.42
Foresters argued that to develop the market, education on equity investment is
required for both enterprises and investors alike (particularly when legal structures do
not accommodate enterprises to hold true equity). A marketplace, or intermediaries, to
connect equity investors and enterprises would need to be established, as well as a
consistent and comparable means of reporting social returns across the sector.58 Some
innovation for equity capital in the sector includes:


quasi-equity or equity-like investments where the legal structure is that of
subordinated debt, or a performance based loan—rather than dividend
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repayments, there could be royalty payments when the enterprise reaches
particular revenue goals—they are generally coupon based and demonstrate
longer term returns than standard debt products;59


patient equity structured as subordinated debt with an expectation of some
level of financial return with the rise of revenue for the enterprise, but with an
emphasis on the social return—this may be accompanied by capacity building
within the enterprise; and



social enterprise equity, or real equity investments, would require the
enterprise to have a legal structure of a company limited by shares, or be a
cooperative with shares—it may be structured with reduced financial returns
for investors, this approach would allow an enterprise to raise capital at any
stage of its development.60

3.43
SVA expanded on the concept of quasi-equity investments, and how it would
overcome some of the hurdles that social enterprises have in relation to equity:
The majority of social enterprises in Australia cannot accept equity
investments due to their legal form preventing them from disbursing
dividends. It is estimated that 50 per cent are incorporated associations and
25 per cent are companies limited by guarantee. Additionally there is some
concern of social enterprise management around the loss of control of their
organisations. A more appropriate alternative is a quasi-equity investment
whereby the financial return is dependent on the operating success of the
enterprise. SVA believes that over time, these forms of financing will close
the funding gap that exists in the social investment continuum between
grants and commercial investments.61

Patient finance
3.44
Patient finance can be either in the form of debt or equity, and as the name
suggests, it is a long-term investment. Returns, sometimes including retained capital,
are contingent on a positive financial performance of the enterprise. The finance is
constructed on 'soft-terms' and may allow for capital or interest payment holidays, and
deferments.62 Social Traders agreed that patient capital is required in recognition that
social enterprises typically do not yield high profit margins, yet still have commercial
pressures.63
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The life-cycle of capital needs for social economy organisations
3.45
Foresters conducted a study into the different capital needs of a social
enterprise at different stages of its life-cycle, including the start-up phase,
development phase,64 growth phase65 and maturity phase.66 The study underscored the
need for funding diversity and various forms of capital including:


start-up capital;



fixed asset capital for acquiring initial assets that are small and essential,
replacing poor quality equipment, or purchasing equipment that will build the
enterprises viability and sustainability;



working capital in the form of overdrafts or standby facilities to smooth
lumpy cash flows without resorting to an enterprise accessing personal funds;



growth and development capital for asset development, the attraction, training
and retention of staff and acquisition of equipment; and



sustainability and consolidation capital to build asset purchases and the
balance sheets of enterprises, thereby supporting the development of financial
sustainability.67

Start-up capital and seed capital
3.46
The FASES report noted that the first five years in the development of a social
economy organisation holds extensive capital needs including debt finance,
philanthropic grants, and contributions from individual members.68 Social Traders
argued that the start-up phase holds the biggest gap in finance availability for a social
enterprise.69 Foresters' research indicates that organisations have cited the importance
of loans from friends, family and the founders themselves. A number of organisations
also suggested that pro-bono contributions from people with particular skills were
crucial, as was a workspace or premises to operate from.70
3.47
Hepburn Wind Park argued that capital availability can create time delays in
the progress of a social infrastructure project due to the need for available capital
before contracts are signed with developers. Without an excess of capital in the early
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stages of the project, co-operatives cannot guarantee to fulfil contractual obligations,
nor can they offer advanced payments that are often required.71
3.48
Foresters offered a lender's perspective on providing start-up capital to social
economy organisations:
...lending at such an early stage of an enterprises’ development involved
very high levels of risk for the financial institution or funder. Unless there
are provisions to work alongside the enterprise to build capacity and offer
technical assistance, then the failure rates of loans can be extremely high.
Seed capital grants are also not readily available, probably for similar
reasons. However there may be creative ways in which grants could be
developed that may help to bring some greater ‘discipline’ into the process
and prepare enterprises for other forms of capital by offering the
opportunity to develop a financial track-record.72

3.49
Foresters suggested two approaches to develop financial discipline within the
start-up phase for social enterprises; matched funds and planned loans. The former
would require the enterprise to raise an amount of money as seed capital which the
financial institution would then match. The latter would involve the development of a
business plan, with finance contingent on the plan being analysed and supported by an
independent panel. The financial institution would then maintain a connection with the
enterprise to develop the business plan over time.73

The role of intermediaries and networks
Social economy organisations often require the assistance of intermediary
organisations in order to attract finance and become investment ready. Financial
intermediaries play a key role in linking suppliers of capital with social investment
opportunities,74 and offer a diverse range of finance products to social organisations.75
CDFIs for example, are a form of specialised financial intermediary that tailor their
activities to assist social economy organisations to gain access to capital. CDFIs
actively build capacity within organisations through each step of the financing process
(see paragraph 3.16).76
3.50

3.51
Non-financial intermediaries influence a range of areas within the social
economy including through capacity building, developing the frameworks for the
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market, fostering innovation, encouraging collaboration and monitoring and reporting
on the work of the sector. Intermediaries play a valuable role in offering advice
relating to legal and business structures that create avenues to appropriate types of
investment and capital for an organisation at various stages of its growth.77
3.52
Specialist intermediary organisations, including financial advisors, analysts
and brokers and industry associations with a genuine understanding of the social
economy are required to support the social economy. At this stage, 'the scale and
scope of specialist support for social economy organisations in Australia remains
limited'.78 This was reflected in the evidence from a number of submitters to the
inquiry that suggested that the intermediary sector needs to be further developed in
order to provide expert advice on the most appropriate form of finance for each stage
of a social venture.79 JBWere commented:
It is becoming more evident that well-resourced commercial intermediaries
need to be established and encouraged if we are to develop a robust social
capital market in Australia. These organisations need to be staffed by
professionals who understand both the needs of all clients they are trying to
serve as well as having the ability and authority to modify or tailor existing
commercial offerings for the specific needs of Not for Profit
organisations.80

3.53

The work of intermediaries and CDFIs is discussed further in chapter 5.

Risk, measurement and metrics
3.54
Internationally, there has been a growing recognition of the need to move
beyond economic indicators to develop more holistic measures that include social and
environmental progress. The departments' submission acknowledged that the efficacy
and success of a social economy organisation cannot be measured in purely economic
terms, and must include social measures.81
3.55
The sector needs common terminology and metrics systems for measuring
social impacts in order to facilitate analysis and performance comparison, establish
track records and offer potential investors an assessment of the risks and returns
related to different investments.82 Social Traders commented:
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It's easy to say that social enterprise makes a difference, but it's much
harder to prove it. Anyone running a business or program needs to know if
they are achieving their mission and objectives. This is an issue that affects
the whole not-for-profit sector but as social enterprise increasingly attracts
grants and support from philanthropy and government, there is a need to
understand its real benefits.83

3.56
The challenges associated with measuring social outcomes, however, are a
significant barrier to greater and more effective investment in social economy
organisations. The financial costs of reporting and measuring may place undue
burdens on social economy organisations and thereby impact on the quality of service
they are able to provide their clients.84 In addition, focussing on milestones or
achievements, rather than on the quality of the service provided when measuring
success may provide a skewed result.85
3.57
Creating a standard or uniform set of measurements presents a significant
challenge given the varied work of the sector. Triodos Bank, which invests in a wide
variety of projects, has experienced this challenge first hand. The bank initially used
internal qualitative assessments for each project. As the bank has grown, however,
these assessments became untenable:
We are [now] looking for limited forms of measurement. We invest in a
huge range of projects. How do you measure social return on an ecological
and affordable housing project alongside a renewable energy project? We
think it is inherently impossible to do that. What we are trying to do at the
moment, with our intensive project internally, is to develop simple
measures that give reassurance that we are really doing what we say we are
doing. We think that there is a lot of academic interest in this area, and we
are sceptical that you can turn qualitative matters into quantitative measures
on a credible basis.86

3.58
Social impact measurement can be critical to the structure of certain financial
products. In the case of performance based loans for example, it would be
advantageous to develop consistent and comparable means of reporting social returns.
Social impact bonds (SIBs) require a baseline outcome and set targets to measure the
achievement of outcomes and impacts (see chapter 6).87
3.59
The PC report recommended that Australian governments implement a reform
agenda for reporting and evaluation requirements for organisations in the delivery of
government funded services based on a common measurement framework. In
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consideration of the diversity of the sector, the PC recommends that the framework
'embody the principles of proportionality, transparency, robustness, flexibility, and
relevance'.88 A more detailed discussion on this issue is in chapter 7.

Organisational forms and structures
3.60
The lack of access to equity capital for the vast majority of social economy
organisations has been cited as a considerable barrier to accessing finance.89 Social
economy organisations in Australia take a variety of legal forms including cooperatives, community associations, companies limited by guarantee and proprietary
limited companies. A legal form defines the parameters by which an organisation can
raise and service different forms of equity and debt finance. It also determines the
governance of an organisation, and directs the compliance duties of a chief executive
officer or board.90 In its submission, Foresters outlined the challenges presented by
social enterprise legal structures as twofold:


the legal impositions surrounding the types of capital that can be accessed
(whether that be market capital or grant capital); and



the imprint a legal structure can make on the cultural and governance legacies
of an enterprise that in turn can influence what types of capital they seek to
access.91

3.61
The legal form chosen by an organisation can also affect tax concession
arrangements.
3.62
In relation to legal forms, the PC report noted that the only social economy
organisations that can access equity capital are cooperatives, a small number of notfor-profits which are companies limited by shares, and incorporated associations in
Queensland.92
3.63
A number of new legal forms have been established internationally that aim to
introduce greater flexibility for social economy organisations and investors. Some of
these bring a greater focus on the social purpose of an organisation, while others open
up access to equity and other forms of capital. These new models are discussed further
in chapters 8 and 9. In the Australian context, the PC considered that addressing
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organisational structures which allow equity raising is less important than developing
a sustainable market for debt financing.93
3.64
Given the extent of the impact a legal structure can have on the operations of
a venture, organisations should be given assistance at the start-up phase of a venture to
make an informed decision about an appropriate legal structure. The role of
intermediary organisations such as Our Community and PilchConnect, which links
not-for-profits with pro bono legal services, is vital in this area.94

Relationship with government
3.65
Following the development of the National Compact: working together95 (see
chapter 1), there has been considerable discussion in the sector on how the compact
will be applied within the sector. Submitters argued that government should build
relationships, rather than contacts, when engaging with social economy organisations,
as a bureaucratic approach can lead to compliance burdens and dysfunctional
contractual relationships. Concerns were raised relating to the shifting of social
service delivery costs to the sector and the planning limitations created by short-term
contracts, both of which constrain financial innovation and sustainability in the sector
and exacerbate difficulties surrounding staff recruitment and retention and
infrastructure development.96
3.66
Father Brian Lucas of the Catholic Bishops Conference and Mr Trevor
Ruthenberg of the Lutheran Church commented on the limitations of short-term
government contracts:
Father Lucas: ...a funder has to make the prudential decision: if you are
going to lend money over a five-year, 10-year or 15-year payback horizon,
will the cash flow support that? If you are at the mercy of some change of
government fashion then prudentially that is impossible. So, much of the
welfare sector, as Harry Herbert has said, is at the mercy of tender
processes, short-term contracts and consistent changes of approach in that
sector according to the whims of government policy.
Mr Ruthenberg: When you get on the ground and you start delivering a
service, irrespective of whether it is in town or in a remote Aboriginal
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community, it takes time to develop reputation and trust and connections.
To be looking over your shoulder consistently to determine whether you are
going to have funding next year is incredibly debilitating, especially when
you are looking for quality staff and the people who care.97

3.67
The government's National Compact: working together (see chapter 1) to
work with social economy organisations to strengthen the capacity of the sector and
'collaborate on workforce strategies to improve attraction, retention, development and
recognition of paid workers and volunteers in the sector'.98 The committee notes the
PC's recommendation that compacts between the government and the sector should be
supported by well documented plans of action.99
3.68
Chapter 9 discusses these themes further, along with the role of government
as an investor, regulator and an advocate for change.100

Conclusion
3.69
The development of a robust capital market for social economy organisations
goes beyond a sole focus on the creation of financial products. The interdependence
between capacity, the role of intermediaries, product development, measurement,
regulation and the sector's relationship with government illustrate the need for broad
sweeping policy initiatives to support the sector and catalyse a capital market.
3.70
This chapter has examined the demand side of the equation with calls from
social economy organisations for innovative financial products, further development
and support of intermediaries, tools for measuring social return and improvements to
the regulatory environment. These issues will be discussed in further detail in
subsequent chapters. The supply side of the sector will be addressed in chapter 4.
3.71
A recurring argument presented to the committee was the need for social
economy organisations to build their capacity and become investment ready. The
committee recognises that an increased flow of capital to the sector needs to be
matched by capacity growth in social economy organisations. Without improvements
in financial management and planning, the resources invested into the sector are at
risk of mismanagement. Further, the inappropriate allocation of various forms of
capital could result in dire consequences for investors and social economy
organisations and in turn the communities they serve.
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3.72
The committee concludes that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce (see
chapter 2) would play a key role in managing this emerging capital market and the
interdependence of building capacity, supplying suitable financial products and
encouraging intermediaries to flourish in the sector (see chapter 5). The taskforce
would also align the current regulatory reforms with the social investment agenda, and
ensure that legal forms are also considered in social investment terms.

Chapter 4
Supply of capital to the social economy
4.1
For a robust capital market to develop in support of social economy
organisations in Australia, innovative approaches to financing the sector must be
pursued. There is a need for more effective and coordinated demand for capital from
the sector, as discussed in chapter 3, and a need to increase the supply of capital
available to social economy organisations, which is the subject of this chapter. There
is scope to both increase the effectiveness of existing sources of funding for the sector,
as well potential to access capital from commercial sources previously untapped by
the social economy sector.
4.2
The committee has heard that the following stakeholders have a role to play as
potential sources of capital for the Australian social economy:


government (federal, state and local);



specialist financial intermediaries such as Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFIs);



mainstream financial institutions;



superannuation funds and other institutional investors;



philanthropic trusts and foundations;



the broader corporate sector; and



individual retail or community investors.

4.3
JBWere noted that each source of capital available to the sector has its own
limitations and restrictions on what it can fund and how it can provide finance.1 Some
types of investors will be better suited to offering social economy organisations
existing forms of finance, such as debt and equity (or quasi-equity) capital, while
other investors are unlikely to put capital into the social economy at all without new
and innovative social investment products. Some will invest in social economy
organisations directly, while others will invest through intermediary structures. In
addition, the motivation for providing finance varies greatly across these different
types of investors, which affects the kinds of investment each group is likely to make
into the sector and the level of financial returns they expect.
4.4
The broad potential capital flows within a well developed social economy
capital market are outlined pictorially in Diagram 4.1. This diagram does not represent
capital flows as they currently exist in Australia, but is a conceptualisation of the
future possibilities for this market, as suggested by submitters to this inquiry.
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Diagram 4.1: Possible investment flows in a social economy capital market

Committee secretariat, adapted from Centre for Social Impact, Submission 27, p. 5.
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4.5
Under the depiction outlined in Diagram 4.1, the main source of direct capital
for investor-ready social economy organisations is specialist financial intermediaries
such as CDFIs. This would occur both through direct lending to organisations by
CDFIs, and through social investment funds and new social investment products
managed by these intermediaries.
4.6
This intermediary layer is in turn capitalised by investment from mainstream
financial institutions, institutional investors such as superannuation funds, and
philanthropic trusts and foundations. The corporate sector and community or retail
investors provide additional sources of direct investment into social economy
organisations, particularly organisations and projects with a specific geographic or
community focus.
4.7
Diagram 4.1 also notes that there will still be some direct capital provision to
social economy organisations from mainstream financial institutions (predominantly
through debt financing) and philanthropic sources (through traditional philanthropic
grants and increasingly through the provision of loans and equity-like investments).
The role of government is seen as a cross-cutting issue, as stakeholders have informed
the committee that government can play an enabling role across all three layers of
organisations in the social economy.
4.8
The evidence gathered by the committee over the course of this inquiry
concerning the supply of capital to the social economy has focused predominantly on
three areas:


strengthening the role of financial intermediaries in providing capital to the
sector;



expanding opportunities for philanthropic bodies to make investments into the
sector; and



encouraging institutional investors, particularly superannuation funds, to take
up social investment opportunities.

4.9
In line with the weight of this evidence, the remainder of this chapter focuses
mainly on the potential roles of philanthropic bodies and superannuation funds as
capital providers. The role of mainstream financial institutions, the corporate sector,
and retail or community investors is also discussed, and the importance of government
as a social investor is highlighted. The role of financial intermediaries is briefly
discussed, before a more detailed discussion in chapter 5.

Financial Intermediaries and CDFIs
4.10
Financial intermediary organisations such as CDFIs can play a key role in
allowing social economy organisations to access capital. They can do this in several
ways:


by providing tailored deposit-taking and banking services for the social
economy sector, as offered in Australia by organisations such as Community
Sector Banking (CSB);
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by providing tailored debt products to social economy organisations (as
offered by organisations such as CSB and Foresters Community Finance);



by providing advice and consultancy services to social economy organisations
to help them build capacity and become finance-ready; and



by acting as conduits for larger wholesale investment into the sector, through
mechanisms such as the social investment funds managed by Foresters
through their subsidiary Social Investments Australia.

4.11
The role of financial intermediaries such as CDFIs is considered crucial in the
development of social capital markets in Australia, and as such they are considered in
more detail in chapter 5, which covers the broader issue of intermediary organisations
required to support the growth of the social economy.

Mainstream Financial Institutions
4.12
As discussed in chapter 3, social economy organisations often lack the ability
to access debt finance or other forms of capital from mainstream financial institutions.
The joint submission from the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace
Relations (DEEWR) and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C)
(the departments' submission) noted that lenders can be myopic about the actual risks
and returns associated with social investment, attributing much higher risk than is
actually present.2
4.13
Foresters Community Finance (Foresters) told the committee that the credit
assessment processes undertaken by mainstream lenders may not be entirely
appropriate for not-for-profit organisations:
First of all in relation to the risk assessment or the credit assessment,
mainstream financial institutions often struggle to understand the risk
profile of not-for-profits. It is not that they are necessarily not credit worthy
but just that a mainstream financial institution may not understand their
sources of income, for example. What is required is a different type of
credit assessment, a more individualistic credit assessment.3

4.14
Mr Glen Saunders, a Director of Triodos Bank, commented that small social
organisations may receive adverse credit ratings simply because of their size:
...there is a general expectation that if you are a small initiative then you are
higher risk... within the credit agencies like Standard & Poor's and so on,
small organisations get an adverse credit rating simply because they are
small. We think that there should be greater objectivity. If you look at
where the problems arose from the global financial crisis, it was not the
very small organisations that were the problem. There should be greater
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1 August 2011, p. 30.
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rigor around how those valuations are undertaken, because they are very
influential in terms of what can happen.4

4.15
Our Community told the committee, however, that Westpac has established a
new NFP section within its structure to work specifically with community groups.5
Additionally, the committee heard that National Australia Bank (NAB) have
introduced several initiatives designed to combat financial exclusion amongst
individuals and families in Australia.6
4.16
A 2011 report on financing the NFP sector commissioned by the NAB and
written by Foresters noted that the current services offered to social economy
organisations by mainstream financial institutions in Australia do not generally extend
beyond basic banking (i.e. deposit-taking) services, and discussed the potential roles
for mainstream financial institutions in creating a NFP capital market.
4.17
Their discussion noted that in the United States (US), mainstream lenders
offer a much wider variety of products and services to NFP organisations than in
Australia. Products offered include debt capital (mainly focused on acquisition of
property and facilities) and the provision of working capital, although the report noted
that low transaction profitability has limited the ability of smaller organisations to
access the debt market. Mainstream financial institutions in the US also provide
significant capital to specialist lenders such as CDFIs.7
4.18
The NAB report suggests three ways in which mainstream institutions could
help develop a NFP capital market in Australia, as outlined below:


engage directly with NFP organisations, developing more specialist
knowledge about the sector and a broader range of capital relationships with
the sector;



contribute to and capitalise the development of specialist intermediaries who
could then provide capital for not-for-profit organisations. This method would
pool capital from a number of financial institutions through intermediaries
who have specialist knowledge and could mitigate the risks of direct capital
provision; and



become part of a range of investors who capitalise a wholesale fund which
would provide capital to a range of specialist intermediaries (blending
philanthropic funds, grant funding and funds from financial institutions). This
provides the greatest potential for blended capital types and returns, and
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allows for a systematic response to NFP capital needs, but would require
incentives to encourage financial institutions' involvement.8
4.19
The three options above involve different types of risk for mainstream
financial institutions which are discussed below.
4.20
The first, directly relating to investing in social economy organisations,
exposes lenders directly to financial risk. As a result it requires extensive knowledge
and due diligence research, which often heightens transaction costs. The public
relations and social responsibility benefits associated with working with NFP
organisations may encourage many mainstream lenders to engage with the sector.
There is however some degree of reputational risk associated with the negative
consequences of enforcing a contract should a NFP default, leading to the closure of a
social service.9
4.21
The second option, investing in intermediaries who then provide capital to
NFPs, involves less direct risk for the mainstream lenders. However, due diligence is
still required to ensure that intermediary organisations are able to operate in a
sustainable manner. One prominent example of this in Australia is the strategic
alliance between Westpac and Many Rivers Microfinance, to deliver microfinance
business loans to start-up enterprises in underserved communities.10
4.22
The third option, investing in wholesale funds which then invest in
intermediaries, is viewed as a more distant possibility in Australia due to the present
early stage of development in the intermediary market. Wholesale investment funds
investing in intermediaries do have an active role in more developed social capital
markets overseas, as discussed further in chapter 5.

Philanthropic sources of investment
4.23
Many submitters to the inquiry have commented on the potential role for
philanthropic trusts and foundations to invest in social ventures in Australia.11
Philanthropy is a significant contributor to the social economy; Philanthropy Australia
estimates that 5000 philanthropic foundations operate in Australia, controlling
seven to ten billion dollars worth of funds and disbursing between $600 million and
$1 billion to the community sector each year.12
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4.24
Over the course of this inquiry the role of traditional philanthropic grants and
donations as a source of capital for social economy organisations has been discussed,
and emerging possibilities for philanthropic bodies to utilise their investment corpus
to finance social projects have also been canvassed.
The role of traditional philanthropic funding
4.25
Traditional grants and donations from philanthropic individuals and
organisations are currently one of the major sources of funding for many social
economy organisations.13 The committee has heard varying views about the utility of
this funding source in the overall picture of financing the sector.
4.26
Several submitters highlighted the necessity for the social economy sector to
move beyond dependence on grant funding from the government and philanthropic
sectors to more reliable and stable forms of finance.14 JBWere argued that while
incentives to promote philanthropy and encourage private giving are positive,
traditional philanthropy will only ever be a small part of overall funding for the social
economy.15 CSB stated that access to philanthropic grant funding can be unreliable
and competitive, and using philanthropic income to leverage further finance is
difficult unless there is a long history of donations to the organisation.16
4.27
Foresters noted that the utility of philanthropic donations to an organisation
can depend on whether the funds are restricted (where there are conditions attached to
the donation regarding how it is to be used) or unrestricted. In the case of unrestricted
donations, such as those solicited through public fundraising drives, there is often
pressure to spend the revenue on direct service delivery rather than 'overhead' or
organisational expenses.17 Sir Ronald Cohen noted that insistence on philanthropic
money reaching beneficiaries directly can preclude the structured, long-term
commitments necessary to build and finance sustainable organisations.18
4.28
Despite the limitations associated with traditional philanthropic revenue, it is
likely that grants and donations will still play a role in the overall financing picture for
the social economy into the future. Christian Super argued that establishing new
capital markets for the social economy should complement rather than supplement
philanthropy, and noted that while a dependence on philanthropy alone can be
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unstable for an organisation, philanthropic donations can be used to stabilise cash
flows from other sources and provide a revenue diversification tool.19 In addition,
philanthropic capital can be particularly useful at the start-up phase for social
organisations when access to other forms of finance may not be viable, a practice
sometimes referred to as 'venture philanthropy'.20 CSB argued that the development of
philanthropic venture capital markets will be critical to maximise the potential of
social organisations.21
4.29
In addition to traditional grants and donations from philanthropic individuals
and organisations, the committee has heard that there is potential for philanthropic
bodies which hold investment funds to use these funds to offer loans to social
economy organisations, and to invest in emerging social investment products. 22 The
remainder of this section will focus on these emerging possibilities.
The potential role of philanthropic intermediary bodies
4.30
The Productivity Commission (PC) report noted that while the majority of
philanthropic transfers in Australia occur directly between donors and recipients, there
are various types of philanthropic intermediaries which distribute donations or
earnings from endowments to recipients,23 as outlined in Diagram 4.2. These
intermediaries include philanthropic foundations, of which there are various
subcategories. Some of these include:


corporate foundations;



private foundations such as Private Ancillary Funds (PAFs); and



public foundations such as Public Ancillary Funds and community
foundations.24

4.31
These intermediaries are often established with an initial capital lump sum,
which is then invested in mainstream financial investment vehicles, with the return
from these investments being distributed as grants to charitable causes. Different types
of foundations are established for different purposes and have different rules regarding
investment and grant-making.
4.32
The PC report noted that 'even if only a small proportion, say 5 per cent, of
the billions of dollars held by philanthropic intermediaries in Australia were made
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available as a source of capital for NFP investment, it would greatly increase the
supply of finance available to NFPs'.25 Ms Kylie Charlton, an expert in the field of
impact investment and social innovation, argued that with an enabling policy
environment, philanthropic foundations can play a catalytic role in the development of
a robust social capital market in Australia.26
Diagram 4.2: The structure of philanthropy in Australia

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-For-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 169.

4.33
Accessing the corpus of philanthropic intermediaries would involve changing
the traditional investment approach of these foundations, whereby they would invest
some amount of their funds into social investment opportunities with a social benefit
and potentially lower financial return, rather than simply investing their entire corpus
into the highest-yielding investments. The committee heard that within the
philanthropic sector there is some movement towards a social investment mindset,
where a blended financial and social return is gained.27
4.34
This shift towards social investment among philanthropic foundations is more
clearly developed in the UK. Sir Ronald Cohen noted in his evidence to the committee
that in a recent offering of a new social investment product—social impact bonds
(discussed further in chapter 6)—capital was accessed from the balance sheets of
25
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philanthropic foundations (i.e. their investment corpus), rather than from their grants
allocation:
In September last year, having raised the money, we launched the first
social impact bond...we raised £5 million entirely from foundations, and
two-thirds of the 17 foundations and charitable trusts that put money up
kept it on their balance sheets rather than taking it out of their grants
allocation. That is a very significant development because you have £100
billion of assets in foundation balance sheets, and you have a couple of
billion pounds that are given away by foundations—£2 billion to £3
billion—a year [in the UK]. So if you can begin to use these financial
instruments to attract capital from the balance sheets of charitable
foundations, you start off with a massive amount of money that can be
focused on social issues.28

4.35
Evidence has also been given to the committee on the potential role of Private
and Public Ancillary Funds, the possibilities presented by mission and programrelated investments, and the role of community foundations.
Private and Public Ancillary Funds
4.36
Mr David Ward from Philanthropy Australia noted that Private and Public
Ancillary Funds are the two most likely segments of the philanthropic sector to take
up new social investment options.29 There are currently approximately 900 Private
Ancillary Funds (PAFs) operating in Australia holding over $2 billion in 2008-09, as
well as around 1600 Public Ancillary Funds.30
4.37
Private Ancillary Funds (PAFs) are a type of tax-deductible private
foundation. They are unable to raise funds from the general public and must be
controlled by a body corporate. A PAF can be endorsed as a charity, in which case it
must fund only charitable deductible gift recipient (DGR) organisations, or it can be
endorsed as an Income Tax Exempt Fund (ITEF), in which case it may be able to
distribute to a wider range of DGRs depending on the state in which it is established.31
PAFs cannot make grants to other ancillary funds or other PAFs. Commonwealth
guidelines for PAFs specify that a PAF must distribute at least five per cent of the
market value of the fund's net assets every year, and must have a formal investment
strategy.32
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4.38
Public Ancillary Funds are similar to Private Ancillary Funds in that they are
DGR funds which receive donations which are then distributed through to other DGR
organisations for the stated purposes of the fund. The main differences are that Public
Ancillary Funds must offer opportunities for the general public to contribute to the
fund, and must be managed by members of a committee or board, meaning that donors
may have no control over the investment decisions of the fund.33
4.39
The public ancillary fund structure is currently under review. Legislation
currently before the federal parliament would enable the Treasurer to issue guidelines
relating to the establishment and operation of public ancillary funds.34 Draft guidelines
for public ancillary funds were released for public consultation in July 2011. These
draft guidelines include provisions stating that public ancillary funds must have a
formal investment strategy and must distribute at least four per cent of the market
value of the fund's net assets every year.35 This review is intended to bring the
standards of accountability and governance of public ancillary funds in line with
private ancillary funds.
Program and mission related investments
4.40
The PC report also noted that in the US, philanthropic intermediaries are
encouraged to undertake 'program related investments' and 'mission related
investments'36 to further the impact of their philanthropic activities, which can take on
a variety of investment forms, including common loans, cash equivalent deposits,
equity stakes and loan guarantees.37 This type of investment is aimed at furthering the
social objectives of the foundation (for example, education or healthcare), and is based
on the premise that the purpose of a foundation is to facilitate the creation of social
value, through both investing foundation assets and grant-making.38
4.41
The Canadian Taskforce on Social Finance, which presented its initial report
to government in December 2010 (see chapter 2), recommended that Canada's public
and private foundations should invest at least 10 per cent of their capital in mission-
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related investments by 2020 and report annually to the public on their activity.39
Provided there is an enabling environment, there is potential for this kind of
investment to be encouraged by philanthropic intermediaries in Australia.
Community Foundations
4.42
Submitters have also noted the importance of community foundations in the
philanthropic landscape in Australia. Community Foundations are public funds
established to serve a particular geographic region, which build up a corpus of
donations from the local community in order to invest in social causes within that
community.40 Ms Rosalind Strong from the Sydney Community Foundation noted that
that the potential role of community foundations is underdeveloped, largely due to the
fact that community foundations are not widely recognised in Australia and do not
attract the same public attention as PAFs.41 Catherine Brown and Associates
contended that the amount of philanthropic funds available to community foundations
could be broadened if Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) Item 1 status was extended to
all community foundations.42
4.43
Mr Paul Ronalds from the PM&C told the committee that there is potential for
community foundations to play a greater role in supporting local initiatives, and
eventually transition to become fully-fledged CDFIs in some circumstances.43
Religious charitable development funds
4.44
The committee has also heard about the role of religious charitable
development funds, a funding mechanism utilised by many churches and religious
organisations in Australia.44 Father Brian Lucas, General Secretary of the Australian
Catholic Bishops Conference, explained how these funds generally operate:
Parishioners will make a deposit, generally on slightly less than commercial
terms—and that will vary from place to place: perhaps 50 basis points or a
percent below what they might get in a more commercial setting. That
enables the church to use those funds to construct a school or other capital
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facility. Those parishioners then have the money on deposit, generally at
call, sometimes on a term-deposit basis. But the capital that was able to be
acquired in that way is combined with other provisions and investment
opportunities that the church has. They have become very successful and
are [a] very important vehicle for providing capital.45

Committee view
4.45
Given the inherent social purpose for which philanthropic intermediaries are
created, the committee believes that philanthropic intermediaries should have the
option to invest a percentage of their corpus in social investment products.
4.46
The committee urges that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO), in
conjunction with the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission (ACNC),
work to develop guidance material outlining the ability of all philanthropic trusts and
foundations to make mission-related and social impact investments.
Unlocking philanthropic investment
4.47
The PC report noted that for the philanthropic corpus to be made available as
capital for the sector, it would require 'the development of appropriate investment
vehicles and clarification of the fiduciary duties of trustees, allowing approved loans
to be included in meeting (possibly expanded) disbursement requirements'. 46 Each of
these issues were raised in evidence given to the committee, and are discussed below.
Appropriate investment mechanisms
4.48
A lack of appropriate investment mechanisms could hinder the ability of
philanthropic intermediaries to make social or mission-related investments. There are
only a limited number of examples of philanthropic bodies providing loan financing to
social organisations using existing mechanisms:
Philanthropic trusts and foundations have occasionally provid[ed] finance
to enable the purchase of key real estate, usually through the provision of
bridging finance. One excellent example of this was the loan giv[en] to
Trust for Nature Victoria by The R E Ross Trust to enable the purchase of
Ned’s Corner Station, a site of conservation significance on the Murray
near Mildura. Trust for Nature was able to fundraise and repay the large
grant within a reasonable period. This was considered quite ground
breaking and is a model that could be replicated more often.47

4.49
Mr Robert Fitzgerald from the PC told the committee that mechanisms to
allow loan financing from philanthropic funds would have a significant impact for the
NFP sector:
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One of the things that we are very clear about is that even a small releasing
of the corpus by way of loans to non-profit organisations at favourable
terms and conditions would have a significant impact. We believe there
needs to be serious consideration of amendments to the fiduciary duties that
would allow philanthropic foundations and trusts, more generally, to be
able to lend at favourable terms a portion of the corpus.48

4.50
As well as the potential for providing loans directly to organisations, there is
potential for philanthropic funds such as PAFs to invest in emerging social impact
investment vehicles such as social bonds and social impact bonds (which are
discussed further in chapter 6).
Fiduciary duties of trustees
4.51
A trustee is an individual or organisation which holds or manages and invests
assets for the benefit of another. Trustees are obligated to act in accordance with
certain fiduciary duties in the investment decisions they make in their role. Broadly
speaking, fiduciary duties are duties imposed upon a person who exercises some
discretionary power in the interests of another person in circumstances that give rise to
a relationship of trust and confidence.49 Fiduciary duties are the key source of
limitations on the discretion of investment trustees in common law jurisdictions such
as Australia. The most important fiduciary duties are the duty to act prudently and the
duty to act in accordance with the purpose for which investment powers are granted
(also known as the duty of loyalty).50
4.52
The specific requirements or fiduciary duties which must be considered by
trustees differ between types of investment funds, such as superannuation funds,
managed investment schemes, and philanthropic funds. The fiduciary duties that need
to be considered by a trustee of a philanthropic trust or foundation are as follows:


foundations and trusts need to comply with any limitations in their governing
constitutions and/or trust deeds.51 A foundation's investment strategy must be
in line with its purpose as stated in these governing documents.



for philanthropic trusts, the trust must comply with the Trustee Act of the state
or territory in which it is established.52 This includes complying with the
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'Prudent Person Rule' which states that trustees must act as a prudent person
would, performing their duties with diligence, care and skill.
4.53
The fiduciary framework for philanthropic intermediaries necessitates the
development of social impact investment products which are structured so as not to
breach the obligations of trustees.53 Philanthropy Australia noted that many
foundations will not be able to consider specific social investments simply because of
restrictions in their deeds about use of capital, or restrictive defined purposes of those
trusts.54
4.54
The committee has heard, however, that trustees arguably do have a duty to
consider the social and environmental implications of their investment strategies. In
April 2010 the then Assistant Treasurer, Senator the Hon Nick Sherry, noted at an
address for the Centre for Social Impact (CSI) Investing for Impact Conference, that
the obligations of trustees evolve with the societies in which they operate:
The argument about trustees’ duties and obligations is that trustees, in
common law, broadly need to reflect society and, particularly, the goals of
the organisation that they owe a fiduciary duty to. Therefore, the role of a
trustee in a superannuation fund, and the role of a trustee in a PAF, today is
very different from the role they would have had 20 or 25 years ago, for the
obvious reason that the world has changed. The world in which we are
considering issues of investment, the placement of funds and the
distribution of funds requires a consideration of a much broader and almost
certainly more complex set of issues than 20 or 25 years ago. I think for a
PAF, it’s even more important to consider these issues because invariably,
the stated goal of a PAF will have a direct link to issues relating to socially
responsible investment...
Trustees, I would argue in today’s world, actually need to go further than
simply passing the money over to a financial institution. They need to be
actively engaged in examining where that financial institution is placing
those investments - not just to maximise the return to the fund but also to
ensure that where those monies are invested aligns with the interests of the
fund itself. So what the law arguably requires from trustees is a
significantly broader range of activities than in the past, as well as a
consideration of a more complex set of issues.55

4.55
Philanthropy Australia noted that there are many foundations that are not
overly restricted in their governing documents and that could, in the right
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circumstances, seek social returns as well as financial returns on their investment
portfolio.
4.56
Despite this, it is clear that currently philanthropic trustees are generally
conservative in their investment strategies. Representatives from Philanthropy
Australia told the committee that philanthropic trustees tend to exercise caution rather
than innovation in their investment strategies in order to protect their donated corpus,
and foundations are less able to take risks in their investments than larger institutional
investors.56 Ms Catherine Brown agreed with this sentiment, noting that it would be
unlikely that foundations and trusts could invest in untried, speculative businesses.57
4.57
JBWere also commented on this issue, and expressed concern that if
foundations target investments with a social benefit but decreased financial returns,
they may gradually lose their ability to provide grant capital to the causes for which
they were established:
All investments, whether they have a social impact or not, will have varying
levels of risk associated with them. Therefore, different forms of impact
investments will not be suitable for Trusts and Foundations as they provide
an inappropriate balance of risk and return when considered in the light of
the objectives of the trust.58
...with the existing philanthropic capital that is being used to invest to
generate an income stream to provide social benefit, it is important that it
does not get diverted into products or investments that might take it away
from funding the reason it was set up.59

Disbursement requirements for ancillary funds
4.58
Regulatory guidelines determine how some philanthropic foundations can
manage and distribute their funds, including setting minimum annual disbursement
requirements (see paragraphs 4.37–4.39). Submitters to the inquiry noted that the
reluctance by trustees to invest in social investment opportunities that offer lower
financial returns may be ameliorated by including social investments as part of a
foundation's mandatory distribution requirements:
PAFs are required to distribute five per cent of their previous 30 June
corpus each 12 months. There are costs to cover and inflation to offset to
preserve the value of the fund. Many PAF trustees believe they cannot
afford to have a significant amount of fund tied up in low yielding assets
however socially beneficial those investments may be. But if any discount
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to the market returns on social investments can be treated as benefit for the
purpose of the five per cent minimum distribution, the calculation is
changed significantly.60

4.59
Existing PAF guidelines do provide for this kind of distribution in some
circumstances. Example 2 under PAF guideline 19.3 states: '[i]f a private ancillary
fund leases office space to a deductible gift recipient at a discount to the market price
the fund is providing a benefit, the value of which is equal to the amount of the
discount'.61 The PC report noted that this provision can be used to allow funds to offer
organisations sub-commercial transactions to DGR organisations:
Public and private ancillary funds can enter into uncommercial transactions
(for example, subsidised loans) with DGRs that are in furtherance of the
PAF’s purpose. The difference between the interest on the actual loan and
the interest that would have accrued if it were provided on a commercial
basis is considered to be a charitable DGR distribution by the ATO. These
funds may engage with non-DGRs but only for commercial transactions. It
is unknown exactly how many loans are provided to the NFP sector by
these funds but it is thought to be relatively low.62

4.60
Mr Les Hems, Director of Research at CSI, agreed that this framework should
allow PAFs to make social investments. Mr Hems told the committee:
As part of the New South Wales government work looking at the tax
implications, we have had a look at the private ancillary funds, and we
think the existing rules would allow PAFs to invest in, say, a social impact
bond or, indeed, any investment which might offer a below-market rate of
return. The PAF guidelines already articulate that, if a PAF holds office
space which it decides to rent out at a peppercorn rent, it can include the
difference between the market rate and the peppercorn rate as part of its
distribution. If that is a precedent, then I do not see how that is any different
from a PAF investing in a financial instrument which may not yield a full
market return.63

4.61
Philanthropy Australia noted that they are only aware of one instance of this
provision in the PAF guidelines being utilised beyond rent, with limited success. They
state the reasons for this are a lack of awareness among trustees and a lack of clear
benchmarks for what constitutes standard returns for different social investment
products.64
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Awareness and education for philanthropic trustees
4.62
The first issue, lack of awareness amongst trustees, can be addressed through
the education of trustees. This includes raising awareness about the potential for PAFs
to make social investment, and also ensuring that foundations include a clause in their
investment strategy documents enabling them to invest in social investments as an
asset class.65 This call for greater education and assistance for philanthropic trustees
was echoed by the Macquarie Group Foundation:
I think one of the things with the growth of PAFs and the various changes
to the legislation around PAFs is that it is a matter of education—of people
not understanding what it is they can and cannot do within a PAF. It sounds
silly, but I think it is as simple as that in some cases. They are really
confused. They are focused on the fact that they need to distribute 10 per
cent and that they must have an external trustee, but then they begin to get
bogged down in what it is they can and cannot do. I think it comes down to
having better awareness and better education.66

4.63
The departments' submission noted that clarification of fiduciary duties
through the provision of guidelines for trustees has helped clarify how foundations can
make social investments overseas:
In some jurisdictions, research reinforces that trustees and boards are more
likely to proceed if they are confident they can manage the risks and if there
is clear policy and regulatory guidance. This has led to the development of
guidance material. For example, in the United Kingdom the Charities
Commission publishes a detailed guidance note on the duties of trustees and
potential for funds to make mission related investments.67

Setting benchmarks on standard returns for social investment products
4.64
In order for PAFs to count the discount provided in social investments as part
of their mandatory disbursements they need to demonstrate that they are providing a
loan or investment at a sub-commercial rate of return. Philanthropy Australia
recommended that benchmark rates for various classes of social investment be
established:
Our suggested response to this is that between the Office for the Not-forProfit Sector, PM&C, Treasury, which we know is supportive of this
concept, and the Commissioner of Taxation along with some of
Philanthropy Australia’s members who have expertise in this area, we draw
up and publish a set of market prices for different classes of social
investment—secured debt, bonds and subordinated debt, to name three.
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Philanthropy Australia suggests that an early establishment of some market
benchmarks would be beneficial and these rates can always be adjusted in
following issues if they turn out to be not exactly right, but the benchmark
rate needs to be publicly available prior to the issue launch and needs to
apply for the whole term of the issue, hence I believe that the commissioner
needs to be involved in the setting of those market rates.68

4.65
Mr Brent Cubis from the Chris O'Brien Lifehouse at RPA agreed that the
ATO should issue clear guidelines about benchmark rates for these investments, in
order to assist PAFs invest in emerging social investment products.69
4.66
The current guideline which enables PAFs to make sub-commercial
transactions does not currently apply to other types of philanthropic foundations. This
limits the opportunity for other types of foundations to make similar investments
without breaching their fiduciary obligations.70
Committee view
4.67
The committee notes the potential for philanthropic intermediaries,
particularly private and public ancillary funds, to invest a percentage of their corpus in
approved social impact investment vehicles. To enable this to occur more broadly,
there needs to be clarification of the ability of foundations to treat any discount to
market returns on social investment as part of their minimum distribution
requirements. Appropriate benchmarks and standards also need to be established for
social investment products. The committee also considers that the role of
philanthropic trustees needs to be strengthened through the provision of more
adequate support and advisory services (see recommendation 5.1 in chapter 5).
4.68
Given that this potential for philanthropic funds to invest in social economy
organisations and social investment products is at an early stage, the committee
believes that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce should consider this issue as part
of its deliberations, with a view to providing further recommendations about how
philanthropic bodies can become informed and engaged with social investment
opportunities.
Recommendation 4.1
4.69
The committee recommends that the Australian Taxation Office, in
consultation with the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission and
other relevant stakeholders, issue explanatory material for Private Ancillary
Fund trustees informing them of:
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the ability of these funds to treat any discount to the market returns on
social investments as benefit for the purpose of the minimum distribution
requirements; and



the necessity of including a clause regarding social investment classes in
their investment strategy documents in order to invest in social
investment products.

Recommendation 4.2
4.70
The committee recommends that the Commissioner of Taxation,
Treasury and the Office for the Not-For-Profit Sector work to create
benchmarks and standards for financial returns on social investment classes such
as debt products and social bonds, in order to help trustees and fund managers
make informed investment decisions in this area.
Recommendation 4.3
4.71
The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce
consider the potential for philanthropic trusts and foundations to invest a
percentage of their corpus in social investment options, particularly with regard
to:


whether a requirement for philanthropic foundations to invest a
percentage of their corpus in mission or program related investments is
appropriate in the Australian context;



how to develop appropriate social investment vehicles for philanthropic
intermediaries; and



any other mechanisms by which the corpus of philanthropic funds could
be better utilised to invest in the social economy.

Superannuation Funds
4.72
As of June 2010, the superannuation industry in Australia held approximately
$1.23 trillion dollars in funds.71 Numerous submitters have noted the potential for
superannuation funds to engage with social investment opportunities.72 Mr Gordon
Noble from the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia (ASFA) told the
committee that there is a high level of interest within the superannuation sector about
making investments which take into account environmental, social and corporate
governance (ESG) factors.73
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4.73
Over 100 superannuation funds and investment management companies in
Australia have signed the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, a voluntary set
of six principles devised to encourage institutional investors to incorporate ESG issues
into investment analysis and decision-making.74 These principles are implemented
through a variety of investment practices, as outlined by the Responsible Investment
Association of Australasia in their annual research report on responsible investment in
Australia and New Zealand.75
4.74
Christian Super, a relatively small Australian superannuation fund with
approximately $560 million in funds under management and around
20,000 members,76 is taking a leading role in this area through its investments in the
Australian social economy. Christian Super was recently announced as a $6 million
investor in Foresters' Social Enterprise Solutions Program, an investment that was
matched with $6 million in funding from the federal government under the Social
Enterprise Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF) initiative.77 Christian Super
also holds over $15 million of investment capital in microfinance initiatives.78
4.75
Mr Glen Saunders, a director of Triodos Bank, a social investment bank based
in the Netherlands, told the committee that while there are limited current examples of
super funds engaging with the sector, as much as two to four per cent of some
superannuation fund portfolios could be invested in this area within the next few
years.79 This represents a large potential pool of capital for social investment.
4.76
Several factors were discussed over the course of this inquiry in relation to
super funds engaging with the social economy sector, including:


the requirement for super funds to focus solely on maximising financial
returns on their investments;



the potential to use social investment types as a portfolio diversification tool;



the need to create appropriate risk and return structures for investments;
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the need for investment vehicles large enough to attract investment from
wholesale funds; and



the lack of awareness among fund managers about social investment options
(as discussed above in relation to philanthropic trustees).

The 'sole purpose test' for superannuation funds
4.77
Superannuation funds are governed by a principle known as the 'sole purpose
test', which is established in section 62 of the Superannuation Industry (Supervision)
Act 1993. The section states in essence that superannuation funds must provide
retirement benefits to members, or death benefits to their dependents or deceased's
estate in the event of death. This means that superannuation funds must have regard
only for maximising the financial returns for their members for these purposes, and
therefore cannot consider any potential social benefits when making investment
decisions.
4.78
Mr Gordon Noble from the Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia
commented that there is universal support for the sole purpose test in its current form
within the superannuation industry, and that there would not be support for any
attempts to require superannuation funds to invest in any particular asset classes.80
4.79
CSB noted that the sole purpose test, which is designed to protect the interests
of fund members, has not prevented superannuation funds from investing in new or
speculative financial products in the past:
Mr Quarmby: I think the whole notion of the 'sole purpose' test is somewhat
of a shield for the superannuation funds. It is a sacred cow, but what it has
not done is truly protect the members of super funds. We have seen huge
volatility over the last 15 years where super funds were investing in highly
speculative ventures, and when the market goes down we see people losing
10 or 15 per cent of the value of their superannuation funds, and it takes
some years to come back. If we are able to manufacture a product that is a
capital guaranteed product then I truly believe that that can satisfy the 'sole
purpose' test.81

4.80
Within the sole purpose test framework there is still scope for superannuation
funds to invest in social investment classes in the right circumstances, for instance
when social projects can produce a return that is comparable to commercial rates of
return. JBWere discussed this matter with the committee:
CHAIR: ...To what extent does the sole purpose test that applies to trustees
impact on trustees' decision-making powers? Are they constrained from
marketing themselves as a superannuation fund that invests in socially
beneficial investments? Are they constrained by taking a cut in the
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commercial return which they would accept in return for a social return by
the sole purpose test and other regulations that apply to them?
Mr Thorn: Again it depends a little bit on which investment we are talking
about in the sense that if you are supplying capital at a commercial rate of
return that is commensurate with a return you get from the sole purpose test
then that is fine but if it is not it does become an issue. It just depends
where you sit along the spectrum of what the investment you are looking at
is. If you can get the same commercial return with an ethical screen
arguably there is not an issue. If all of a sudden the discount is such that it is
taking you out of the realm of that sole purpose test, that is an issue you
need to consider.82

4.81
Foresters told the committee that it had operated a superannuation fund which
made investments that were of a social nature, without breaching the sole purpose test:
Ms Drew: ... We previously operated a superannuation fund and we made
investments through that fund which were of a social nature. The regulator,
APRA, said very clearly to us at the time that if we wanted change in the
space we ought not talk to them, that they are just the regulator, that we
ought to talk to the politicians. That comment stuck with me over a number
of years.
CHAIR: Did APRA have a view at the time on those investments?
Ms Drew: Yes, a very clear view that as long as the investments were
considered with financial returns first and the best interests of the members
of the funds first, and all those criteria were met, there was no impediment
to making the investment, which I think is a very important point.83

4.82
Mr Fitzgerald told the committee that superannuation funds can currently
offer members a choice of investment options with various projected rates of return,
with the onus falling on the member to decide what risk profile is appropriate for
them:
One of the significant issues that people fail to understand is that currently
members of funds are able to in fact invest in products that provide less
than a commercial return through a superannuation fund. The issue here is
the choices with the member, but of course the fund has to actually provide
the product. So, whilst there is debate about whether or not superannuation
funds should be required to invest any portion of their activities in social
purpose investments, what is clear is that there should be a much greater
activity on the part of superannuation funds in finding products, including
in the non-profit space, and offering that to members who may choose to
invest part of their superannuation funds in that product. That is an
attractive way. Again, it does not in any way conflict with the fiduciary
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duties of the trustees, because the decision is with the members. The
members are currently able to choose a whole range of investments from
very high risk to very low risk. We think that avenue is also available. With
a freeing up of some of the corpus in trusts more generally, with a new
product mix in superannuation funds, you start to get potential sources from
a number of different areas without in any way conflicting trustees of these
sorts of instruments.84

4.83
Despite this, there is a reluctance on the part of superannuation funds to offer
their members investment options with sub-commercial financial returns. The
committee had the following exchange with Christian Super:
Senator STEPHENS: Just getting back to the crux of the issue: lots of
submissions asked us to look at how we can facilitate superannuation funds
investing in this very nascent market. Can you very succinctly tell us where
you think the sole purpose test lies in terms of your fiduciary duty and the
capacity you might see that super funds have to invest in this?
Mr Macready: Our sole purpose is to provide superannuation benefits,
retirement benefits, to our members. We, as all super funds do, have to do
that in a way that is consistent with our values. We have been very clear in
nailing our colours to the mast there and saying to our members, 'We will
reflect your values in the way we invest and we will not take a penalty in
terms of risk adjusted returns for doing so.' It is a fairly clear position of the
fund.
Senator STEPHENS: That is a challenge.
Mr Macready: Over the time I have been at Christian Super, there have
been a number of times when we have had people ring up say, 'But you're a
Christian fund, can't you invest at subcommercial rates?' We have
members—both people who want the money and people who have given us
their money—saying, 'I'd be willing to accept a lower return if you could do
excellent things with it,' and we have to say, 'No. Our purpose is to provide
you with the best retirement benefits.'
CHAIR: So it rests on the fiduciary duty to discover that? You have the
flexibility to look at allowing your members to take a social return in
addition to the economic return.
Mr Macready: Yes, that is right. We do not feel that there is a strong
enough argument to be made that we could do that. We did have some
discussions with APRA along those lines a few years ago, and they
ultimately said, 'If you disclose everything to the members you're probably
fine.' But we felt that it was not in our mandate as a superannuation fund
within the regulatory framework. That being said, I think reflecting the
values of our members gives us opportunities to look at things that other
funds would not.85
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4.84
Mr Saunders of Triodos Bank told the committee that another complicating
factor when considering fiduciary duties for superannuation trustees and expected
returns on investments is that there is no simple definition of what is a commercial
market return.86 This lack of clarity can make it more difficult to ascertain whether or
not a particular investment in a social investment product is a prudent one. This
highlights the need for appropriate benchmarks and standards to be developed for
social investment options (see recommendation 4.2).
Creating an appropriate risk and return profile for social impact investments
4.85
Christian Super highlighted that the primary concern for superannuation funds
is not purely the rate of financial return, but the level of risk associated with an
investment yielding a particular return. This 'risk-adjusted return' is generally the
primary determinant of whether or not an investment deal is an attractive proposition
for institutional investors.87
4.86
Newer investment types without a well established track record are generally
considered to be higher-risk, lowering their risk-adjusted return. Over time as new
asset classes develop and there is less uncertainty about their performance, the risk
allocation can drop. In this context, Christian Super noted that government
involvement in a project can substantially lower the risk of an investment proposition,
making the risk-adjusted return more attractive. Mr Peter Murphy, Chief Executive
Officer of Christian Super, told the committee:
It all comes down to providing adequate risk-adjusted returns. We looked
at the Foresters program, probably 12 to 18 months prior to investing in it,
and we actually could not invest in it at that point because we did not
believe the risk-adjusted return was significant. But with the work done by
the Australian government in being a subordinated co-investor changed the
risk structure of that very significantly, and made the risk-adjusted return
fine for us to invest in it. As a result it is actually a good investment for
us.88

4.87
Mr Michael Traill from Social Ventures Australia noted that when
establishing the Goodstart consortium, it was not allowed to state that government was
an investor, which would potentially have made the proposition more attractive to
other investors:
Accessing that funding is extremely challenging and, if you know where to
go to find it, we believe that it is possible to access it and that it can be
accelerated if you can access it in partnership with government. Very
simply, the GoodStart transaction would not have happened without the $15
million of government support...
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The double jeopardy with the fundraising hat on was that I understood some
of this in terms of the commercial sensitivities. I could not actually
advertise to potential funders that the government would be a prospective
funder of this initiative. That would have had significant consequences for
the ease of raising that funding. 89

Using social investments as a portfolio diversification tool
4.88
ASFA noted that some social investment asset classes such as microfinance,
which generally provide lower returns than other traditional asset classes, could still
be useful to superannuation funds as a means of diversifying their portfolio:
In terms of our superannuation sector, we have some areas where impact
investments are moving forward at a greater rate of knots. Globally
microfinance has become an asset class. We have at least one super fund,
Christian Super, investing in that. One of the reasons something like that
would become an asset class that is supported and invested in globally is to
understand that there is a range of factors as to why a super fund would
invest. Returns and fees are not just the issue. A key thing is to understand
the way a portfolio is constructed, and in particular the essential principle
around building an investment portfolio is diversification. In the context of
microfinance, the benefit of something like microfinance is that within a
fixed interest portfolio it can actually diversify that portfolio. This is all
about correlation in our language. What that means is that the performance
of a microfinance investment may have a different attribute and a different
profile in the way it performs than other fixed interest investments. In
simple terms that might mean that when one goes down another one goes
up and, therefore, overall your portfolio is strengthened. Risk and return are
fundamental, but it is important to understand that diversification is a way
that superannuation funds invest.90

4.89
The value of investments in the NFP sector for diversification purposes was
also highlighted by Christian Super in its evidence to the committee:
The not-for-profit sector has a number of attractive characteristics when
looked at from a diversification perspective. We have a lot of assets
exposed to global market conditions, which are linked to the global
economy, the Australian economy and investor sentiment around the world.
The not-for-profit sector in Australia is countercyclical to a lot of those in
that when the economy is performing poorly the not-for-profit sector is
more needed and its role is more significant. What we are looking for as
investors are opportunities to invest in ways that are uncorrelated so that we
have diversified returns. The not-for-profit sector has some excellent
characteristics in providing exposure to assets that will continue to perform
well even when our equities and our global investments are performing
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poorly. That makes the sector attractive, but the returns still have to be
there.91

Transaction costs and deal size necessary for institutional investors
4.90
Institutional investors such as superannuation funds manage sizable
investment portfolios and undertake significant due diligence and research work on
potential new investment options, particularly when considering new or emerging
asset classes. Hepburn Wind Park noted that for an institutional investor it takes as
much effort to analyse a $25 million deal as it does a $250 million deal, thereby
lowering the transaction profitability for large investment funds on smaller deals. In
Hepburn Wind's case, their $13.5 million project was considered too small for
institutional investors such as superannuation funds.92
4.91
Mr Andrew Tyndale of Grace Mutual noted that some large superannuation
funds will not look at an investment of less than $50 million, and in many cases
cannot take more than a five or ten per cent stake in the total value of a fund;
consequently, a minimum total fund size of $500 million may be required before
being able to attract investment from large superannuation funds. Mr Tyndale argued
that this lack of sufficient deal size was one of the reasons the National Rental
Affordability Scheme had largely failed to attract investment from institutional
investors such as superannuation funds.93
4.92
Mr David Waldren from Grocon, the property developer responsible for
construction of a Common Ground housing facility in Melbourne (see
paragraph 4.99), noted the difficulties of scale for large commercial developers when
trying to offer assistance to the social sector:
...not just Grocon, but other[s] of our colleagues in the sector would find a
very small project to be $50 million to $100 million. In the sector we are
coming to try and assist, $50 million to $100 million is a very big project,
and prior to perhaps the last stimulus package they were perhaps few and
far between. So, there was a nexus there about how we could get involved.
The opportunity was identified for the common ground project in Elizabeth
Street, which in round numbers was a $50 million project. The problem
with it being any smaller than that, and even at that scale, is that we cannot
be efficient in that space. We are just too big to be efficient in that space,
but we do have access to equity and we do have access to debt that we can
bring to the table, so we were keen to see how we could assist.94
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4.93
Christian Super's $6 million investment in Foresters shows that smaller deals
in the social economy sector can be appropriate for smaller superannuation funds,
particularly those like Christian Super with an ethical investment mandate. Christian
Super noted that investing in a social investment managed fund administered by an
intermediary such as Foresters can be a good way for a super fund to obtain exposure
to the social economy sector without the risks associated with investing directly in a
social enterprise.95 These social investment funds (discussed further in chapter 5) can
also provide a larger scale for investment than directly investing in a single
organisation or project.
Committee view
4.94
The committee considers that there is definite potential for the superannuation
industry to become more involved in investing in the social economy, and notes the
commendable work of Christian Super in being an industry leader in this investment
area. The committee believes that superannuation funds should be encouraged to offer
members social investment options as part of their overall portfolio composition.
4.95
The committee notes that consultation between the superannuation and social
economy sectors will be the critical factor that determines how the superannuation
industry engages with the emerging possibilities of social investment. As such, the
committee considers that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce should include a
representative from the superannuation industry, so as to lead dialogue on how
superannuation funds can engage with this emerging sector.
Recommendation 4.4
4.96
The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce
consider the potential for superannuation funds and other institutional investors
to invest in emerging social impact investment products, with particular regard
to ascertaining:


what clarification, if any, is necessary regarding the fiduciary duties of
superannuation funds and their ability to engage with social impact
investment opportunities;



how social impact investment classes can be used as a portfolio
diversification tool by superannuation funds;



whether incentives may be required in order to attract institutional
investment to the sector;



how social investment funds can be developed to attract institutional
investment; and



what possible mechanisms are available to lower the transaction costs for
institutional investors seeking to engage with social investment
opportunities.
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Corporate sector investment in the social economy
4.97
The committee has heard that the private sector has a role in creating social
value and addressing social issues. The departments' submission suggested there is an
emerging awareness that corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities are not
periphery to a company's interests, but are in fact in the best interests of shareholders
and fundamental to profit creation and sustainability.96 Mr Andrew MacLeod from the
Committee for Melbourne told the committee:
...we are very optimistic about the future as we see a growing
professionalisation and growing strength of corporate social responsibility
and social investment programs worldwide, and in fact Australia is the
home of many of the globe’s leading companies...The combined corporate
social responsibility spend of the private sector worldwide is estimated to
be $59 billion a year and growing. That is four times the budget of the
entire United Nations system.97

4.98
Mr MacLeod contended that the effectiveness and efficiency of the private
sector's involvement in administering social programs is often greater than that of
publicly administered programs. He cited the example of a BHP Billiton anti-malaria
campaign in Mozambique which has reduced adult malaria infection rates from
82 per cent of the local population to eight per cent.98 Mr McLeod also noted the
potential for partnerships to be established between the corporate sector, social sector
organisations and government to create powerful solutions to social problems.99
4.99
The committee heard of several such collaborative partnerships in Australia.
One prominent example is a collaborative venture in Melbourne between
homelessness service provider Home Ground Services, the Victorian government and
property developer Grocon, which jointly oversaw the construction of a $50 million
facility to provide permanent accommodation for chronically homeless individuals in
Melbourne. Grocon donated up to $10 million worth of savings for the project by
providing their services at cost, making it far easier for the project to be completed.100
4.100 Mr Gordon Noble from ASFA noted that the contributions from corporations
to philanthropic funds could potentially drive innovative work around social
investment:
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A lot of the companies that we invest in will contribute one per cent of their
pre-tax profits into a philanthropic fund. A good example of that would be
BHP Billiton. That is approximately $200 million each year that they make
a contribution on. That is an area of capital where I would encourage
engagement with the corporate sector, that is, the money it puts into the
philanthropic community. That area of fund[ing] may be able to do a lot of
the developmental work around some of these innovative ideas that come
forward.101

4.101 The PC report estimated that corporate philanthropy contributed around
$3.3 billion to Australia's NFP bodies in 2003–04.102 The departments' submission
noted that corporate philanthropy and community investment is increasingly
becoming more strategic and aligned with core business activities. This is reflected in
an increase in the level of board and CEO involvement in setting a company's
community investment activities.103 In this context, it is important that company
directors and management are aware of opportunities to invest in the social economy.
Committee view
4.102 The committee believes that the corporate sector has a crucial role to play in
investing in the social economy, and has the potential to provide capital to the sector
through corporate philanthropy and community investment. For the corporate sector's
contribution to the social economy to be fully realised, company directors and senior
managers must become more aware of opportunities to engage with the social
economy sector and new social investment initiatives.
4.103 Increased awareness of these issues in the corporate sector should be
promoted through training and educational opportunities about social impact
investment and how to engage with social economy organisations, directed at
executive level staff. Some training of this kind is available through universities and
other training organisations (see chapter 5), and the committee believes that additional
training courses could be offered by organisations such as the Australian Institute of
Company Directors. The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector should play a role in
publicising the training and educational opportunities available in this area through its
website.
Recommendation 4.5
4.104 The committee recommends that professional organisations such as the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and investment advisory services
develop materials and professional development workshops to inform the
corporate sector of investment opportunities in the social economy.
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Retail and community investors
4.105 The committee has heard that individual investors (often referred to as 'retail'
investors) can contribute significantly to capital-raising for social ventures,
particularly when the initiatives are based in a local community. SENTECH noted in
its submission to the inquiry that community investment offers an alternative approach
to social investment, looking to generate capital from individuals rather than from
corporate or institutional investors.104
4.106 The potential for community investment is underdeveloped in Australia,
although there are several notable examples. Hepburn Community Wind Park
Cooperative, based in Daylesford approximately 100 kilometres north west of
Melbourne, have pioneered a model for community-owned wind power generation in
Australia. A significant portion of the $13.5 million of capital required for the project
was raised by the cooperative's 1900 members, over half of whom live in the local
area of the project.105
4.107 Mt Buffalo Community Enterprise is another Victorian community
investment initiative attempting to raise finance to restore and operate a 100 year old
heritage chalet in one of Victoria's National Parks. This initiative is aiming to raise
equity capital by finding five to ten thousand 'social investors' who are willing to
invest $1000 to $10 000 each in the project:
Our proposal is based on the assumption that there exists a cohort of ‘social
investors’ who will willingly invest a small component of their total
discretionary investment funds in a project that they adjudge as delivering a
form of ‘social or community good’.106

4.108 SENTECH argued in its submission to the inquiry that the role community
investment can play in the social economy should not be overlooked, and that
community enterprises and investment opportunities confer the additional benefits of
increasing community engagement and strengthening ties within local communities.107
This is discussed further in chapter 8, under 'member owned businesses'.
Social economy organisations reinvesting in the sector
4.109 The committee has heard that there is potential for social economy
organisations themselves to reinvest in other social organisations and social impact
investment opportunities. Mission Australia told the committee it is investigating
opportunities to invest capital into an innovative social impact investment product.108
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CSI noted that there is potential for churches to engage in emerging social impact
investment opportunities, particularly those that involve service provision from the
churches' own service agencies.109

Government as a social investor
4.110 In Australia, state governments and the commonwealth have traditionally
funded the social sector through the provision of grant funding for the delivery of
social services, as well as providing occasional grants for capital growth. Several
submitters have highlighted a trend towards government 'outsourcing' the provision of
social services to non-government organisations.110 The Community Council for
Australia suggested that the government could take a different role by focusing on
policy outcomes in the social economy sector and promoting innovation within the
sector:
The role of government can be enhanced by taking a much stronger policy
outcome approach that enables NFPs and their communities to develop and
innovate around finances, funding and service provision to better meet their
own needs as well as the goals of government.
Government can also take a lead in piloting new ways of funding the NFP
sector and underwriting some investment approaches.111

4.111 DEEWR and PM&C noted the potential roles of government as an investor in
the social economy:
Governments can also provide incentives for collaboration and investment
around particular policy priorities such as health or education. In
appropriate cases, governments can ‘go first’, providing the drive for social
innovation and catalysing action to encourage others into the market and
build investor confidence.112

4.112 Mr Glen Saunders noted that overseas there have been examples of
government expediting lending in certain areas through tax incentives. He cited the
Green Funds Scheme for environmentally-friendly investment projects in the
Netherlands, which was time limited and attracted significant funds from financial
institutions to sustainability projects.113 In catalysing an emerging market for social
impact investment opportunities, Triodos Bank cautioned that the provision of funding
over a significant time period has the potential to distort the development of the
market:
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If the Australian government is interested in promoting this area, we would
suggest two things. Firstly, that you do not get directly involved, and so you
do not start providing lots of funds other than possibly seed funds, because
if you provide funds you will provide them in a way that will distort the
market. The point is to develop a social investment market. So, somebody
coming in without the same capital constraints that everybody else has
tends to distort the development of that and holds it back in the end. We
have seen that elsewhere, particularly in the UK, and we do not think that is
helpful for the long-term development... Our experience has been that
where governments get directly involved, other than in some limited seed
funding—which I think you have done—becomes dysfunctional very
quickly.114

4.113 Mr Fitzgerald noted that government providing incentives or 'top-up'
payments may be desirable in some circumstances where it is more cost effective to
top up the initiatives of a third party than to bear the whole cost of an initiative, stating
that there may be a number of instances where, unless government is willing to
contribute, the initiative will not be undertaken by any other source.115
Balancing supply and demand
4.114 While this chapter has discussed the organisations with the potential to supply
capital to the social economy sector, there is a need to balance the supply of capital
with the quality of the organisations and products requesting it. Glen Saunders from
Triodos Bank noted that simply supplying more capital to the sector is
counterproductive:
You want the amount of funds available to develop in parallel with the
project that can take up those funds. If you get an imbalance on either side,
that really creates problems. So, you do not want a huge surge of funds to
be available because then there is pressure to invest in substandard projects.
That is not very good. Nor do you want suddenly to see a huge surge in
projects looking for funds where funds are not available... in the Australian
context it should develop not too quickly and not with a sudden surge of
funds, because you have to find credible projects in which to invest.116

4.115 This need to balance the supply of credible and sustainable investment
projects from the social economy sector with the right kinds of finance at the
appropriate time necessitates the involvement of strong intermediaries in the sector,
which is the subject of chapter 5.
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Conclusion
4.116 The committee considers that attracting new sources of investment capital and
strengthening existing capital sources are critical to the long term development of the
social economy sector. The supply of capital to social economy organisations in
Australia can be strengthened through encouraging greater involvement from
mainstream financial institutions, institutional investors and philanthropic bodies. The
corporate sector and community investors also provide valuable sources of capital for
the sector.
4.117 The committee's recommendations in this chapter reflect that there are some
actions that can be taken, particularly relating to the ability of philanthropic trustees to
make social investments. Additionally, the proposed Social Finance Taskforce should
continue to investigate options for increasing the supply of capital to the social
economy.

Chapter 5
Developing intermediaries in a social capital market
5.1
A prominent theme over the course of this inquiry has been the importance of
intermediaries in the development of a capital market for social economy
organisations.1 There is a need to support and encourage the emergence of
intermediary organisations in the sector, as they have the potential to provide much of
the enabling structures which will allow market development to occur.
5.2
The joint submission from the Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (the
departments' submission) commended the work of intermediaries across a number of
spheres within the sector:
Specialist social economy intermediaries are emerging around the world to
support the growth of social enterprises, aggregating and matching finance,
developing innovative financial products, promoting the development of
capabilities and skills, providing physical and virtual collaboration spaces,
improving technologies and providing networks. Intermediaries also play a
valuable role in education and advice necessary to inform legal and
business structures to support investment and appropriate types of
investment for an organisation and its stage of growth and sources of
capital.2

5.3
This chapter focuses on the role of intermediaries in the sector, looking at the
roles that can be fulfilled by intermediary organisations in developing a social capital
market, the types of intermediary organisations that can play these roles, and
suggestions from submitters on how intermediaries can be supported and encouraged
in Australia.

The role of intermediaries
5.4
The committee has heard that intermediary organisations can play a variety of
roles in supporting the social economy and promoting the development of a social
capital market, including:
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linking suppliers of capital with appropriate investment opportunities;



helping organisations become 'investment ready' by providing services, advice
and training to social economy organisations;



contributing to the education and research base for the sector;



developing new measurement frameworks and tools; and



investing in innovation in the sector.3

5.5
The presence of intermediary organisations is lacking in Australia, reflecting
the early stages of capital market development for social economy organisations and
social impact investments.4 Mr Michael Traill from Social Ventures Australia (SVA)
commented:
... If you go to the UK you will see there is a diverse, eclectic, interesting,
sophisticated, intermediary market. It is very limited in Australia. You have
obviously done your homework. You are talking to all the known suspects
in Australia. It is not a big group. And that is a real pity.5

Types of intermediary organisations
5.6
A 2011 research paper from the Young Foundation and the National
Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts in the UK classified social venture
intermediary organisations into five basic categories:


financial intermediaries;



people, network and expertise;



monitoring;



marketing and distribution; and



innovation.6

5.7
The role of each of these types of intermediaries, and their relevance in the
Australian context, is discussed below.

Financial intermediary organisations
5.8
Financial intermediaries are seen as crucially important to the development of
a capital market for social economy organisations.7 Financial intermediary
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organisations have been described as 'organisations that link investors and social
organisations, bringing sources of finance to social ventures and packaging
investments into structured financial products that deliver a mix of social and financial
returns'.8 Financial intermediaries have the potential to offer a host of financial
products and solutions to social economy organisations to move the sector away from
a sole dependence on grant capital.
5.9
Some financial intermediaries operate essentially as niche banks, providing
banking services and loan capital directly to organisations based on their expert
knowledge of the sector. Some intermediaries manage social investment funds or act
as a broker for social economy organisations and investors to mediate the creation of
social investment 'deals'. Financial intermediaries also work with social organisations
to build capacity and help them become investment ready.
5.10
The departments' submission commented on the lack of financial
intermediaries providing capital to social economy organisations in Australia at the
present time:
There are relatively few financial intermediaries in Australia which
specialise in providing community development finance; an overview was
provided by the Productivity Commission. The Responsible Investment
Association of Australasia and New Zealand identified 11 community
finance providers in Australia in 2010 with total assets of $1,331 million, an
increase of 15% on last year’s adjusted figure of $1,157 million. There is a
more mature international market of such organisations. Examples include
Charity Bank (UK), Triodos Bank (NE) with operations in a range of
countries, Venturesome (UK) and Vancity Credit Cooperative (Canada).9

5.11
The Productivity Commission (PC) report also noted the role of these
organisations, and argued that financial intermediaries such as Community
Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) are a crucial source of capital for the NFP
sector in Australia. The report recommended the government explore options to
encourage the financial intermediaries sector to offer appropriate products and
services to the NFP sector.10
Linking suppliers of capital with investment opportunities
5.12
Financial intermediaries can play a key role in linking investors to investment
opportunities. Working with both social economy organisations and investors,
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intermediary organisations can act as brokers between the two sectors. As Christopher
Thorn, the Executive Director of Philanthropic Services at JBWere, explained:
...intermediaries are required, if you like, to educate the market and bring
both the providers and the suppliers of the capital together to have those
conversations. If they fully appreciate and understand the issues on both
sides, they can then look to build appropriate opportunities whether they be
initially discussions leading through to investment opportunities or
executing transactions. As we pointed out in the submission, there is
nothing unusual about that. In the history of capital markets over time the
role of the intermediary to do that has been quite fundamental.11

5.13
Intermediaries have an emerging role working with social economy sector
organisations to build capacity and help them to develop investment products that are
more likely to attract investors. At the same time, they liaise with potential investors
to help match them to suitable investment opportunities. At present there are few
intermediaries playing this role in Australia. Notable examples include Foresters
Community Finance, SVA and JBWere's Philanthropic Services division.
5.14
Mr Toby Hall, Chief Executive Officer of Mission Australia, told the
committee that accessing intermediaries with expert knowledge of investment and
financial markets is vital to creating viable investment propositions for the sector.12
Mr Traill from SVA noted that the GoodStart deal (see paragraph 2.25) would not
have been possible without the help of intermediaries which had access to a network
of potential investors to provide capital:
Finally, and this has come up again and again in the submissions that we
have seen, we believe the role of intermediaries in this is vital. You can put
us saying that down to naked self-interest, but we can say with some
confidence and authority that you have to go to intermediaries who know
how to access capital, particularly at the early stages of this market.
Markets are built on the ability to access funding. In the kind of
occasionally painful and tortuous nine-month journey of raising funding for
GoodStart, if we did not know where to go to get that money, if we did not
have the heavyweight support of people like Robin Crawford, who is
chairing GoodStart and who personally underwrote $5 million of that $45
million of social capital, it simply would not have happened. So we need
access to people with that sort of horsepower for this market to develop
fully.13

11

Mr Christopher Thorn, Executive Director, JB Were, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 9.

12

Mr Toby Hall, Chief Executive Officer, Mission Australia, Committee Hansard, 23 September
2011, p. 55.

13

Mr Michael Traill, Chief Executive Officer, Social Ventures Australia, Committee Hansard,
1 August 2011, p. 20.
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Intermediaries managing social investment funds
5.15
One way by which intermediaries can leverage capital into the social
economy is through managing specific social investment funds. As discussed in
chapter 4, a significant barrier preventing institutional investors such as
superannuation funds from entering the social economy market is a lack of sufficient
deal size and therefore high transaction costs for social investment opportunities.
Social investment funds can provide an opportunity to overcome these barriers,
allowing intermediary funds managers to aggregate investment opportunities and
create the sufficient size to attract large-scale investment. These funds present less risk
for institutional investors than investing directly into a single organisation or project
in the social economy, and shift the burden of the bulk of the research and due
diligence work required from the investors onto the fund manager. This in turn lowers
the transaction costs for investors.14
5.16
There are a couple of examples of social investment funds operating in
Australia. Foresters have established a Social Impact Property Fund, which attracted
investment into a fund to purchase commercial property to be leased to community
organisations.15 The two Social Enterprise Development and Investment Funds
(SEDIF) recently announced by the federal government to be administered by
Foresters and Social Enterprise Finance Australia (SEFA) are another prominent
example of this kind of arrangement, where investors put capital into a fund which
then provides finance to many social enterprises (see chapter 8).
5.17
Christian Super commented in its submission that working with an
intermediary with extensive experience in the social economy sector made it easier for
it, as a superannuation fund, to consider channelling investment into the social
economy sector.16 Investment funds managed by intermediaries with extensive sector
knowledge provide an alternate investment product for institutional investors and an
entry point for the broader investment market:
The investment through a social investment managed fund provides the
wider investment community with an alternative way to obtain exposure to
the social economy sector. Investing through a fund allows different funds
with different risk profiles to be established to suit varying risk appetites
among investors. Additionally, within each fund, different unit classes can
be created to cover the whole spectrum of investors such as capital warranty
units, subordinate units, senior units, etc. Under the right structure, the units
can be bought and sold in the wider market, increasing the liquidity for

14

Christian Super, Submission 12, pp 3–4.

15

Social Investment Australia, 'Investment Products: The Social Impact Property Fund No. 1',
http://www.socialinvestmentaustralia.com.au/investment-products/7.html (accessed 7 October
2011).

16

Christian Super, Submission 12, p. 3.
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investors. This will open up the investor universe for the social economy
sector and increase the funding sources and flows mentioned above.17

Building capacity and investment readiness in social economy organisations
5.18
As noted in chapter 3, many social economy organisations in Australia are not
sufficiently 'investment ready'. These organisations need a variety of support
mechanisms to develop capacity to present sound financing propositions and take on
debt.18 The departments' submission noted that 'as in business ventures of all types,
expert advice on the most appropriate source and form of finance for the needs and
stages of the venture is critical'.19 Intermediary organisations help social economy
organisations become 'investment ready' by providing training, mentoring and expert
knowledge and skills. They are aware of the types of finance available and which is
most appropriate for a particular organisation, and can match needs with the full
spectrum of finance options.20 The national business development and support service
for social enterprises administered by Social Traders (see chapter 8) is an example of
this kind of work in Australia.
5.19
The PC report noted that financial intermediaries such as CDFIs usually 'work
with NFPs to develop an understanding of their organisational form, capacity and
operation as part of the due diligence process prior to investing'.21 This work has
considerable impact; organisations surveyed in the UK reported significant
improvements in their revenues and beneficiaries and an ability to raise additional
investment as a result of support offered through a social venture intermediary.22
5.20
The capacity building work of intermediaries helps to create a pipeline of
credible investment opportunities for social investors, which is one of the primary
challenges in developing a social capital market.23 Experience in the UK, where there
has been a strong focus over the last decade on the provision of additional capital into
the sector, has shown that social investors with capital to invest still often struggle to
find enough credible projects in which to invest.24
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Christian Super, Submission 12, pp 3–4.
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Centre for Social Impact, Submission 27, p. 7.
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DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 32.
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DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 32
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Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 189.
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DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, pp. 32–33, xix.
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Foresters Community Finance, Supplementary Submission, p. 1.
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Cynthia Shanmugalingam et al., Growing Social Ventures: the role of intermediaries and
investors, February 2011, p. 32.
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Providing expert knowledge of the sector
5.21
A crucial role for financial intermediaries is to develop a deep understanding
of the sector and social investment issues, enabling them to provide more tailored
services than mainstream lenders. JBWere noted that there has often been a mismatch
between commercial financial products offered and the real financial needs of NFPs.
There is also the risk for financial organisations to get drawn into providing services
or capital that they are not set up to provide. Such scenarios have the potential to lead
to an erosion of trust and create justifications for providers and investors not to enter
the market.25 Because of this, 'intermediaries who understand the challenges of this
market will fulfil an important role in ensuring trust and confidence is built through
the utilisation of the right products and services offered to appropriate and informed
investors'.26
5.22
Because financial intermediaries which focus on providing services to social
economy sector organisations are better placed to understand the needs of these
organisations than mainstream financial institutions, they can offer a more realistic
assessment of the organisation's capacity and ability to repay debt. Intermediaries can
offer tailored financial products which account for the often peculiar needs of social
organisations. Foresters noted that this process is especially important for the
emerging social enterprise sector, stating that intermediaries can potentially channel
and structure capital in ways that would not be possible with traditional financial
institutions.27
The role of financial advisors and planners
5.23
While the prominent financial intermediaries in the Australian context are
specialist organisations such as Foresters and SVA, the role of financial advisors and
financial planners has also been raised. The Centre for Social Impact (CSI) noted that
some mainstream advisors to investors are becoming aware of social investment:
There are a small number of mainstream advisors to institutional and
individual investors that now endorse social investment. These mainstream
advisors are restricted by the sole purpose test and fiduciary duties, and rely
on recommending ‘investment grade’ investments. A number of specialist
advisors have also emerged to address demand for ethical investment and to
provide advice around the operation of Private Ancillary Funds (PAFs).28

5.24
The Community Council for Australia contended in its submission that
financial specialists engaged with the sector are necessary to facilitate increased
access to finance for the sector:
25

JBWere, Submission 19, p. 7.
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Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3, p. 43.
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Perhaps even more than other areas, the development of an active and
engaged group of finance specialists is an important pre-requisite to
establishing more financing options for the NFP sector. To this end, it is
important to listen to those from the finance sector who are currently active
in this area. If governments, not-for-profits and the community can better
support their role, it is much more likely more viable investment and
financing options will be developed over time.29

5.25
There is a need to increase the awareness among advisors of the opportunities
to invest in the social economy. The Australian Financial Review recently noted that
the potential for philanthropy to be expanded through the role of professional advisors
is largely being missed. In order to realise this potential wealth managers, accountants,
lawyers and financial advisors need to become informed and engaged with
philanthropy and social investment opportunities.30 Ms Rosemary Addis, Social
Innovation Strategist for DEEWR, told the committee that work in this area is
occurring overseas, with some philanthropic foundations working to educate financial
advisors about options and issues relating to social investment.31
5.26
Dr Richard Seymour, from the University of Sydney's Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Research Group, noted that the education of executives in the
finance sector could occur through short courses managed by private institutions and
universities, complemented by formal university courses (see also 5.49-50 below).32
Committee view
5.27
The committee considers that there is currently a lack of awareness of social
investment issues among financial and philanthropic advisors in Australia. The role of
financial and philanthropic advisors in supporting social investment and offering
clients information about emerging social investment options needs to be strengthened
in Australia. This should be done through educational materials and training courses.
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector can also play a role in publicising the training
and educational opportunities available in this area through its website.
Recommendation 5.1
5.28
The committee recommends that philanthropic and financial advisory
services promote and encourage opportunities for social investment and
engagement with the sector.
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Gina Anderson, 'Social investors need advice', Australian Financial Review, 25 August 2011,
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Community Development Financial Institutions
5.29
The PC report made special mention of CDFIs, a particular type of financial
intermediary. The report identified that CDFIs 'increasingly play an essential role in
providing credit, financial services and other services to not for profits'. It described
these institutions as:
...sustainable, mission-driven, independent financial institutions that supply
capital and business support to individuals and organisations whose purpose
is to create economic opportunity and social capital in disadvantaged
communities or underserved markets. CDFIs provide social and financial
returns to their investors by using flexible capital products to meet the
needs of NFPs to effectively serve these markets while managing their
inherent risks.33

5.30
CDFIs differ from conventional lenders in that their focus is on underserved
markets and their emphasis is on social as well as financial outcomes. They also differ
from charitable responses as they do not provide products and services for free.34
5.31
The committee has heard from several well established Australian CDFIs,
including: Foresters Community Finance, which provides a range of financial
products and services to social economy organisations as well administering several
social investment funds;35 Community Sector Banking (CSB), a specialist social
sector bank providing banking services to over 5000 not-for-profit organisations
around Australia;36 and Social Ventures Australia, which provides debt and equity
investment as well as strategic support to social economy organisations and projects.37
5.32
The committee has also heard from organisations with experience operating
microenterprise loan funds (a sub-class of CDFIs). Many Rivers Microfinance
provides loans to individuals and enterprises which are often unable to obtain finance
from mainstream lenders. Many Rivers provided 98 microfinance loans in its first
three years of operation, and is significantly scaling up its operations to establish
offices in 20 regional centres by 2015.38 DF Mortimer & Associates operated a
microenterprise loan fund between 1998 and 2003, the ‘Landcare Revolving Loan
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Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 185.
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Social Ventures Australia Scoping Study, Community Development Finance Institutions
(CDFIs): A new option for addressing financial exclusion in Australia, December 2009, pp 17–
18, http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/indigenous/funding/CDFI_pilot/Documents/CDFIScopingStudy.pdf (accessed 23 May 2011).
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Fund’, which operated in Northeast Victoria providing microfinance loans to farmers
to assist them establish farm forestry for commercial and environmental benefits.39
Types of CDFIs
5.33
CDFIs take a variety of approaches to supporting underserved sectors of
society and creating economic opportunity. They may focus on particular products,
geographical communities or social problems. They may focus on supporting
individuals or may tailor their services to small businesses and organisations. The
main types of CDFIs currently operating internationally are outlined in Diagram 5.1.
Diagram 5.1 Types of CDFIs
Organisational
Description & products offered Who do they serve Example
Type
Regulated for-profit organisations
Community
dedicated to social, community or
Development Banks environmental objectives, offering
traditional banking services.

Much like mainstream
banks they provide
products to both
individuals and
businesses.

Regulated, typically not-for-profit
they promote community ownership
Community
of assets and savings, and provide
Focus on financially
Development Credit affordable consumer credit and retail excluded individuals
Unions
financial services as well as
and communities.
counselling and business planning
assistance.
Typically focus on
Typically self regulated they can take
housing, enterprises
Community
a variety of legal forms (for or nonand non-profit and
Development Loan profit) and areas of focus. For
community
Funds
example, small business, affordable
development
housing and non profit organisations.
organisations.

Triodos Bank
(NE)
Community
Sector Banking
(AUS)
Assiniboine
Credit Union
(Canada)
Street UK (UK)
Traditional
Credit Union
(AUS)
ART (UK)
Murex
Investments
(USA)
IBA (AUS)

Pacific
Typically seek higher Community
Self regulated, they provide equity
levels of return than
Ventures (USA)
Community
and debt investments typically
loan funds, they target Bridges
Development Venture
focusing on the scaling of businesses enterprises in startup or Community
Capital Funds
and entrepreneurial capacity.
growth phases in
Ventures (UK)
disadvantaged areas. Social Ventures
Australia (AU)
Self regulated and generally nonAdie (France)
profit, they are a subset of the loan
Typically low income
Grameen Bank
Micro Loans
funds category. They provide micro individuals and very
(Bangladesh)
(very small) credit/loan services to
small businesses.
individuals and enterprises.
Social Ventures Australia Scoping Study, Community Development Finance Institutions (CDFIs): A
new option for addressing financial exclusion in Australia, December 2009, p. 19.

39
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5.34
CDFIs obtain funding from a variety of sources, often combining public,
philanthropic and private funding. They use a range of approaches to provide products
and services to those who normally have difficulty securing finance from commercial
lenders. As SVA outlined in its scoping study on CDFIs in Australia:
The mechanisms that CDFIs use to enable them to operate where
commercial providers do not compete include: securing grant funding from
government and philanthropic sources; providing products specifically
designed to meet the needs of the underserved (such as, mortgages on
affordable housing; loan products for non-profit organisations; credit and
debit services for people on low-income); gaining access to capital at below
market rates (from governments, philanthropic organisations, private
investors); lowering operating costs (for example, by using volunteers,
operating in spaces with low rent, gaining in-kind infrastructure report from
banks).40

Current CDFI activity in Australia
5.35
The PC noted that there are currently very few intermediary organisations
operating in Australia that could assist NFP organisations to access capital.41 The
SVA scoping study identified less than ten CDFI-like organisations in Australia,
operating a total loan portfolio of $150 million. Only six of these organisations offered
products or services to NFP and community organisations.42 The study also noted that
there is significant scope for the emergence of a CDFI sector in Australia.
FaHCSIA CDFI Pilot Program
5.36
In January 2010, the federal government announced a CDFI pilot program to
be administered by the Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA). This pilot allocated $7.5 million in funding to 'provide
one-off grant funding for business development purposes to selected community
finance organisations offering fair, affordable and appropriate products and services
aimed at the financial inclusion of disadvantaged Australians'.43 The pilot is designed

40

Social Ventures Australia Scoping Study, Community Development Finance Institutions
(CDFIs): A new option for addressing financial exclusion in Australia, December 2009,
pp 17-18, http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/indigenous/funding/CDFI_pilot/Documents/CDFIScopingStudy.pdf (accessed 23 May 2011).

41

Productivity Commission, Submission 6, p. 2.

42

Social Ventures Australia Scoping Study, Community Development Finance Institutions: A new
option for addressing financial exclusion in Australia, December 2009, pp 64–82.
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Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 'Community
Development Financial Institution Pilot',
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/indigenous/funding/Pages/CommunityDevelopmentFinancialInsti
tutionPilot.aspx (accessed 11 May 2011).
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to test the CDFI model for addressing financial exclusion by providing capital and
infrastructure funding to a small number of Australian CDFIs.44
5.37
Under the program, $6 million has been allocated to the successful CDFI
applicants to fund operational and business development costs such as technical
assistance, product development, operational support or research. This funding has
been complemented by capital funds sourced from National Australia Bank and
Westpac.45 By structuring the program in this way, taxpayer money is being provided
to help facilitate the establishment of the sector itself rather than simply providing
grant capital to organisations. The successful applicants that have been allocated
funding are:


Foresters Community Finance;



Community Sector Banking;



Many Rivers Microfinance;



Fitzroy and Carlton Community Co-operative; and



Fair Loans Foundation.46

5.38
The pilot program is scheduled to run until March 2012. The government has
not yet decided whether the program will be continued thereafter.47 Representatives
from FaHCSIA told the committee that the department has also commissioned CSI to
explore the legislative and regulatory environment needed to build a sustainable CDFI
sector and the role of government in this development. FaHCSIA noted that pursuing
the development of a CDFI sector in the longer term will require whole-ofgovernment positioning and coordination.48
Financial intermediaries overseas
5.39
Experience in the US and the UK can help inform the development of
Australian financial intermediaries such as CDFIs. Both these markets are more
advanced than in Australia, and have benefited from government initiatives to
encourage the development of the sector.

44
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CDFIs in the United States
5.40
The CDFI sector in the US is relatively well developed compared to most
other jurisdictions, with over 1000 CDFIs currently in operation.49 Seventy per cent of
these organisations have been established since the introduction of two major policy
initiatives in the 1990s.50 The majority of CDFIs in the US provide products and
services for underserved individuals and businesses, with investment in community
groups and social enterprise representing roughly 5 per cent of CDFI investment in
2008.51
5.41
In 1977, in response to an inquiry showing a severe shortage in access to
finance among low-income communities, the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)
was introduced, which encouraged depository institutions to meet the credit needs of
the low income neighbourhoods in their service areas.52 Lenders are given a CRA
rating according to their community finance activities, which is then taken into
account by the regulators when approving new branches, mergers and acquisitions.
Subsequent amendments to the Act in 1995 explicitly recognised loans and
investments in CDFIs as CRA activity. This served as a strong incentive for banks to
provide low-cost loans and investments to CDFIs, which were able to leverage these
resources to provide community development finance activities.53
5.42
In 1994, the Clinton Administration also established the CDFI Fund, a
government body which provides capital funding grants, equity investments and
awards for technical assistance for CDFIs through a variety of programs.54 As well as
providing direct funding through Financial and Technical Assistance Awards, the
CDFI fund also delivers targeted funding through several programs aimed at specific
areas within the sector including affordable housing and Native American initiatives.
The Fund also administers the New Markets Tax Credit Program, which permits
taxpayers to receive a credit against income taxes for making equity investments in
designated Community Development Entities such as CDFIs.
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5.43
Since its establishment in 1994, the Fund has awarded over US$1.1 billion to
community development organisations and financial institutions, as well as attracting
private-sector investments to the sector totalling US$29 billion through its New
Markets Tax Credits program.55
5.44
Recent experience in the US shows that CDFIs are not immune from the
fluctuations that affect the finance industry as a whole. One of the largest and longestrunning CDFIs, the Chicago based ShoreBank, suffered significant losses in the
aftermath of the US recession that followed the 2008 global credit crunch, and was
subsequently declared insolvent and closed by US regulators in August 2010.56
CDFIs in the United Kingdom
5.45
The CDFI sector in the UK has seen significant growth over the last 15 years,
with key support from the government. In response to a report published in 2000 by
the UK government's Social Investment Task Force, several measures were put in
place to help develop the CDFI sector. These included:


establishing the Phoenix Challenge Fund, which from 2000 to 2006
distributed approximately £42 million to around 60 CDFIs in the form of
revenue grants to support operational costs, capital grants for on-lending to
businesses, and a loan guarantee fund to stimulate banks and other
organisations to lend money to CDFIs;57



the introduction of a Community Investment Tax Credit (CITR), which allows
those who invest in approved CDFIs to receive an income or corporation tax
deduction to the value of 25 per cent of the investment;58



establishing a Community Development Venture Fund (Bridges Community
Ventures) to provide equity and new equity capital for CDFIs, with £20
million in initial government funds matched by £20 million from private
investors;59 and
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the provision of initial funding for the establishment of the Community
Development Finance Association (CDFA), a trade association for the CDFI
sector which continues to receive ongoing government funding.60

5.46
These measures saw the number of CDFIs in the UK grow rapidly, with the
CDFA reporting 66 operating CDFIs in the UK in 2010.61 Data from the CDFA
indicates that roughly 40 per cent of CDFIs in the UK offer products and services to
NFP and community organisations.62 Public sector funding has been vital to the CDFI
industry in the UK, and a 2010 government-commissioned review of the sector
recommended that the public sector continue to support CDFIs in the UK.63

Non-financial intermediaries
5.47
As well as financial intermediaries, various other types of intermediary
organisations may play a role in strengthening the development of social organisations
in the creation of a social economy capital market. As mentioned earlier in this
chapter, these intermediaries work in the areas of people, network and expertise;
monitoring; marketing and distribution; and innovation.64
Capacity building intermediaries
5.48
As well as support relating to financial investment readiness, intermediaries
offer support services that assist organisations build their capacity more broadly. As
CSI stated in its submission, 'intermediary organisations such as legal practices,
accounting firms, professional advisory services, IT services and governance support
organisations [are] also a necessary component of a capital market'.65
5.49
There are a number of intermediary organisations in Australia that offer
advice and assistance to NFPs on legal issues such as choosing a legal structure. CSI
noted that some law firms provide pro-bono or low fee support to social economy
organisations, but the delivery of these services remains relatively ad-hoc and not
systematically tailored to the needs of social economy organisations, especially with
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respect to attracting investment.66 A small number of organisations do offer tailored
support, such as PILCH Connect, a Victorian firm offering comprehensive legal
advice and services to not-for-profit organisations. The Australian Charity Law
Association also provides advice and support to the sector. Ms Juanita Pope, Senior
lawyer for PILCH Connect, informed the committee of the importance for social
organisations to receive appropriate legal advice:
We would submit that barriers to accessing legal assistance have a direct
connection with the availability of finance to not-for-profits. For example, a
charitable group that receives good legal advice in its incorporation stage
will be better placed to access tax concessions, such as DGR, that are often
needed for finance...
We see our service as an effective model for supporting not-for-profits with
their legal and legally related issues, and the advice that we can provide and
the assistance that we give to build capacity to not-for-profit groups can
help them to access finance opportunities or even, indeed, assess the
situation that they are in and contemplate their options.67

5.50
Other networking and educational organisations provide additional support
services such as management and governance support, business development,
strategic planning and other training services for social organisations. In Australia,
organisations such as Matrix On Board provide consultancy and training services in
these areas.68 Another capacity building organisation, Our Community, reaches over
55 000 member community groups with a range of services including a website with
comprehensive information and educational materials, a training company, newsletters
and technology initiatives.69 Our Community told the committee that they had
completed work with Westpac Bank to create around 120 000 free educational guides
to distribute to community organisations covering three topic areas: a guide for
community treasurers; a guide for community groups looking to invest their funds;
and a guide for NFP board members helping them to understand company balance
sheets and manage a set of organisational accounts.70
Education and research for the sector
5.51
The committee has heard that teaching programs for social enterprises,
incorporating expertise such as managerial finance, strategic management and
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enterprise development, will help build the capacity required for organisations to take
advantage of new funding opportunities.71 The need for ongoing academic research to
support the sector was also highlighted.72
5.52
Several organisations in Australia are offering teaching courses in this area.
CSI, which was established in 2008 as a collaboration between the business schools of
four Australian universities,73 offers a one year Graduate Certificate in Social Impact,
covering areas such as social investment, corporate responsibility, leadership for
social impact and social impact measurement.74 The University of Sydney Business
School has been teaching a specialist postgraduate unit on Social Entrepreneurship as
part of its Innovation and Enterprise teaching program. The School for Social
Entrepreneurs Australia offers a nine month program to support aspiring social
entrepreneurs in establishing social enterprises.75
5.53
There are also several Australian academic groups undertaking research in the
areas of social innovation, impact investment, philanthropy, social enterprise and
governance. CSI has completed studies on financial exclusion in Australia,
microenterprise, social procurement, workplace giving, social impact bonds and NFP
governance.76 The Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies at the
Queensland University of Technology undertakes research on social enterprise,
charity law, nonprofit governance and regulation.77 The University of Sydney
Business School is conducting research relating to social enterprise, including a
partnership with Social Enterprise Finance Australia to undertake research relating to
the SEDIF initiative.78
5.54
Internationally, philanthropic foundations have also played a leading role in
developing the dialogue, research base and practise for social impact investment and
the social economy.79
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Developing market infrastructure and measurement frameworks
5.55
Intermediaries can help provide the necessary infrastructure for the
development of a social capital market. This infrastructure includes common
language, robust and accepted performance metrics and publicly available
benchmarking data (see chapter 7).80 CSI outlined the need for effective measurement
and evaluation frameworks in its submission:
The role of effective measurement and evaluation frameworks forms a
necessary foundation for a capital market for social economy organisations.
This can ameliorate the considerable level of information asymmetry
between parties to social investment. To encourage the ‘blending’ or
‘sharing’ of social and financial value there must be effective measurement,
evaluation and reporting frameworks. The integration of multiple sources of
value in a single reporting approach is the aim of the International
Integrated Reporting Committee’s Integrated Reporting Framework, with a
discussion paper due for release later in 2011. In addition, the Impact
Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) is developing an independent
and credible set of metrics for measuring social and environmental
performance and the Global Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS) is
exploring a ratings approach to assessing social and environmental
impact.81

5.56
Market infrastructure such as trading platforms also supports the linkages
between investors and the social economy sector. In Australia, the Indigenous Stock
Exchange (ISX) has performed this function in the area of Indigenous businesses and
social enterprise. The ISX website allows indigenous entrepreneurs seeking funding to
list details of their projects onto online 'trading floors' which potential investors can
then view.82 This aggregation of potential investment opportunities into one location
can thus create linkages between entrepreneurs and investors. The aggregation of
potential targets for philanthropic donations is also being realised through
organisations such as Karma Currency Foundation, which operates a charitable gift
registry allowing individuals and organisations to choose from over 1000 charitable
projects to which they can donate.83
5.57
In addition to platforms which aggregate information about social investment
projects, there is also potential for the creation of centralised platforms which offer
performance data and evaluative information about particular social investment
opportunities. JBWere suggested in its submission that the government could fund an
independent NFP ratings agency for impact investments, helping to provide
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transparency and accountability in the market, protecting and informing investors.84
Under this proposal, the ratings agency would use criteria such as social impact,
financial return and risk to derive a rating or series of ratings to allow investors to
adequately compare investments and match them to their needs. These ratings would
be complemented by additional information about the organisation and the investment
opportunities being offered, giving potential investors the best possible advice. Mr
Thorn of JBWere commented:
...in terms of the rating piece, it is really around creating a body of research
that enables the not-for-profits to become more investment-ready and
understand what they need to do to attract social capital in its various forms
and it also helps potential investors understand—if they put their money in
and they accept a social discount—the value they are generating for the
discount they are receiving.85

Investing in innovation in the sector
5.58
Intermediary organisations can also help drive innovation in the sector. This
can include investing in and supporting start-up and innovative social ventures, as
well as developing new financial products and investment opportunities for the sector.
5.59
The SEDIF initiative, administered through the finance intermediaries
Foresters and SEFA, includes funding to be directed to early stage and start-up social
enterprises (see chapter 8). These 'incubator' funds are seen as a way of promoting
innovative ideas in social enterprise. The Cape York Institute contended in its
submission that funding for innovation and early stage social impact programs could
be extended to ventures which do not derive income from trade:
While the current SEDIF model currently invests in innovation and
supports capability development, it has neither the mandate nor the scale to
support social impact programs that do not "derive a substantial portion of
their income from trade and reinvest the majority of their profit/surplus in
the fulfilment of their mission".
A broader Social Investment Fund could play a similar role for all social
impact programs. This could be a philanthropic type model that supports
program development and directs investment of grants and donations, such
as the Venture Philanthropy Company. Alternatively it could be an
expansion of the current SEDIF model to enable investment in social
impact programs whose business model allows for sustainability.86

5.60
Moreover, intermediaries can help develop new and innovative financial
products for the social impact investment market. This has happened in the UK with
the development of new social investment vehicles such as social impact bonds
(discussed further in chapter 6).
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Developing the intermediary market in Australia
5.61
As has been noted, intermediary services for social economy organisations are
lacking in Australia, particularly financial intermediaries. The PC noted in its
submission to the inquiry that there could be several reasons for this state of affairs:
...the failure of intermediary or support services to develop may reflect the
ad hoc nature of the funding building capacity in the NFP sector. In part
this is because such services require some continuity in their funding to be
viable, but it is also because most NFPs fail to recognise the value to their
enterprise of hiring such intermediary services.87

5.62
Participants in this inquiry have been supportive of the attempts by
government to stimulate investment in the market through intermediary-managed
initiatives. As Ms Kylie Charlton, an expert in impact investment and social
innovation, told the committee:
A number of recent initiatives of the Australian Government such as the
SEDIF and the pilot for Community Development Financial Institutions
(CDFIs), along with the announcement by NSW Government to pilot Social
Benefit Bonds, serve to commence the process of developing efficient
intermediation. These initiatives will help to establish demonstrative funds,
develop backable fund managers and create accessible investment product,
and are commendable first steps. It is likely however that further similar or
complimentary initiatives will be needed to effectively address the
challenge of intermediation.88

Developing links between intermediaries
5.63
Many intermediaries provide multiple services to organisations, and there is a
need for social organisations to be able to access intermediary services across all the
areas canvassed in this chapter. The interrelated nature of intermediation to the sector
was highlighted by Ms Pope from PILCH Connect:
Our submission is that a network of intermediary services is critical, and
our services work with each other in order to support not-for-profits. Our
services are often contingent on the supports of other intermediaries.89

5.64
Some positive collaborations are already happening in Australia, including
linkages between academic groups and finance intermediaries. The strengthening of
these kinds of collaborations and intermediary networks will be crucial to developing
efficiencies and economies of scale within the social economy, and need to be
encouraged.
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Encouraging financial intermediaries in Australia
5.65
Foresters outlined in a 2008 research paper the factors it sees as crucial to the
development of a CDFI sector in Australia, namely:


an enabling policy and regulatory environment for CDFIs;



the adoption of realistic timeframes for development in the sector over the
long term;



the development of partnerships between CDFIs and mainstream financial
institutions;



encouraging innovative models for CDFI development;



a CDFI peak body and high profile 'champions' for the sector; and



development of good evaluation tools for the sector.90

5.66
The SVA scoping study undertaken for the FaHCSIA pilot program also
commented on what may be required to develop a CDFI sector:
Fostering a strong, viable CDFI sector in Australia will require ongoing
government support, including: provision of access to low- or no-cost
wholesale government-sourced loan capital; establishment of tax incentives
to encourage private and philanthropic investment in CDFIs; and, the
allocation of grants to support product development or infrastructure.
Mounting a comprehensive program for nurturing CDFIs across Australia
will entail securing the support of many stakeholders, as well as a
significant lead time.91

5.67
The PC report argued for the possibility of CDFIs leading the development of
a market for NFP debt products, stating that Australian governments should consider
initiatives to grow existing CDFIs and develop new CDFIs to encourage competition
and awareness. The report noted that both start-up funding and ongoing support for
development activities may be required, but took the view that government support
should not be extended to establishing a capital fund from which CDFIs can borrow.92
The PC report recommended at the time of its inquiry that Australian governments
explore options to encourage CDFIs to develop appropriate financial products and
services for the NFP sector.93
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The difficulty of financing intermediary work
5.68
Many Rivers contended in its submission that intermediaries can have full and
unlimited access to loan capital from current financial markets if they maintain a good
repayment rate on loans, incorporate a bad debt provision that is fully funded into
their business model and keep their costs at a reasonable and low level.94
5.69
Other witnesses argued, however, that financing the work of intermediary
organisations such as CDFIs can be particularly difficult.95 Foresters told the
committee that it is likely the CDFI sector in Australia would require ongoing
subsidisation to some extent to operate effectively:
There is some debate about whether CDFIs can ever be fully self-sustaining
or whether they really require a mix of income. Certainly, the unfortunate
demise of a large CDFI in the US recently, ShoreBank, indicates that some
external subsidisation on an ongoing basis is probably required for these
institutions to continue to operate effectively. But the comfort for
government there is that it gets to the double bang for its buck in a way,
because the government investment is matched by generated income to
fulfil a social purpose.96

5.70
This sentiment was echoed by Mr Ian Gill, Chief Executive Officer of
Ecotrust Australia, talking about his experience working with CDFIs in the US and
Canada:
...in my experience with community development financial institutions,
they almost universally do not pay their way on a year-to-year basis, purely
through the market value of the transactions that they do. Frankly I am
always a bit suspicious of a CDFI that is either making a profit or paying its
own way, because the whole point of a CDFI from my point of view is to
go into non-market-ready or higher risk areas and do the loans that
conventional financial institutions will not do. If they are making money at
doing that, they have probably become too conservative in their loan book,
and I have seen that happen time and time again. My rule of thumb is that,
if a CDFI is generating about 70 per cent of its required revenue a year
though its loan book and needs to find 30 per cent in subsidies from
somewhere else, that is a good thing; I do not think that should be treated as
a bad thing. But that does require a bit of a cultural change to some
degree.97
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5.71
The committee has heard that government could help some overcome the
challenges associated with financing intermediary work by providing direct support to
CDFIs and through encouraging private sector investment in these organisations.
Should government provide long-term direct support for the sector?
5.72
The committee has heard mixed views about whether or not government
should provide financial support to the CDFI sector in Australia on an ongoing basis.
The scoping paper undertaken in 2009 by SVA for the current CDFI pilot program
suggested that a sustainable Australian CDFI sector would require ongoing
government financial support.98 The PC report, while acknowledging that both startup and organisational funding may be required for the sector, recommended that any
government financial support for the CDFI sector should be time limited, so as to
ensure the long term sustainability of the sector.99 Mr Robert Fitzgerald, the
commissioner of the PC inquiry into the NFP sector , explained to the committee why
the commission took this approach at the time of its report, noting that ongoing
funding for CDFIs may be worth considering in the future:
...The CDFIs are an emerging and exceptionally important financing source
for the sector. We believe the government should encourage their growth
and development. We believe that the work done so far in Australia but also
overseas gives us confidence that this particular area, CDFIs, can be a very
significant contributor to the financing of the sector. There are a number of
ways to approach that in terms of government support. The view of the
commission, as I indicated, was that wherever the market is responding
then the role of government is not to overly intervene in that. We identified
that CDFIs could be provided with access to capital by the government in
their establishment or developmental phases, but that would be a short-term
arrangement. In other words, we did not see government as an ongoing or
permanent pool of funding for the CDFIs. You can do that. Both in North
America and in Britain we have seen various models. The difficulty is one
of principle and risk to the government. To what extent should in fact the
government be a funder of these CDFIs? What are the risk inherent in that?
Are there issues around moral hazards and so on? Our view was to say the
government should be supportive. One of those could be short-term
funding, particularly in the development phase. We were less convinced
that long-term funding of the CDFIs was appropriate. Nevertheless, other
countries have done so and, as I have indicated to you, there may be
evidence that warrants a rethinking of that particular issue, but that was our
view at the time.100
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5.73
Dr Ingrid Burkett noted that too much government support for intermediaries
can lead to an overdependence on grant funding in intermediary organisations, which
does not set a good example for the organisations intermediaries work with:
Senator STEPHENS: ...The evidence that we had from our Canberra
hearing was that to grow a social capital market in Australia we actually
need to invest in intermediary services and that that should be the
responsibility of government. If government wants to grow a social capital
market and create these new sources of finance then it has to do more than
enable, it actually has to invest in the intermediary services. Would you
have a comment on that?
Dr Burkett: Yes. I think intermediary services are absolutely fundamental
to the growth of this sort of new social capital market or impact investment.
Where I think there is a glitch is if we create a raft of intermediaries who
are not social enterprises in their own right, who act like the traditional notfor-profit organisation and are totally grant funded, and then advise their
constituents, if you like, not to do as they do. So, I think that is a real
tension because the work of intermediaries is quite difficult to finance and
we need innovation in that space.101

5.74
Christian Super argued in its submission that CDFIs need some level of
government support to maintain their financial health over the longer term:
Our experience assessing CDFIs has reviewed that their financial health on
a stand-alone basis is not sufficient to carry out all the work they need to do
to help CSOs [Community Sector Organisations] have access to funding.
Our experience further informs us that the existence of some level of
government support is necessary to attract and retain investors and ensure
that more of CDFIs exist to help the sector...
Most of the CSOs that are helped by CDFIs need more long term funding
than short term funding hence the need for a government commitment to
funding CDFIs (and their investors) for the long term to give confidence
that the CDFIs will be able to carry out their duties throughout the duration
of the investment. 102

5.75
Christian Super list possible options for government support to the CDFI
sector as: long term funding for the acquisition of assets and short term operational
costs of CDFIs; educating the investor and social economy sectors on funding options
and performance measurement for the social economy; and encouraging the
aggregating of capital raising across multiple social economy organisations through
shared investment platforms.103
5.76
DF Mortimer and Associates argued that government support of
microenterprise loan funds is a cost effective expenditure of public monies towards
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identified social problems, particularly because grants of loan capital to microenterprise loan funds will be recycled many times over.104
5.77
The forthcoming CSI study, commissioned by FaHCSIA and to be released in
the coming months, will help inform the debate about the role of government support
for CDFIs and financial intermediaries more generally.
Encouraging private sector investment in intermediaries
5.78
As well as the option for government to provide funding directly to CDFIs,
legislative measures could be used to encourage private sector investment into CDFIs
and other financial intermediaries. CSB stated in its submission that the CDFI market
in Australia should be developed in a manner that maximises co-contributions from
corporate, philanthropic and social investor markets, and contended that the success of
initiatives such as the CDFI pilot (in which it is a participant) and SEDIF would be
enhanced if there was an appropriate legislative framework and incentives to mobilise
markets towards investing in CDFIs.105
5.79
Some partnership approaches are emerging in this area. Many Rivers operates
in partnership with Westpac, providing banking infrastructure and loan funds to small
enterprises through a ‘real’ Westpac business loan. In this arrangement Westpac
provides the loan capital while Many Rivers retains control over lending decisions.106
This kind of model is to be encouraged, as it utilises the strengths of both the
mainstream bank (in providing capital, organisational support and advice) and the
intermediary (close knowledge of the target communities and organisations).
5.80
The committee has heard that tax incentives and funding guarantees could
both be utilised to attract private investment. Experience from the US and UK shows
that any tax incentives need to be carefully structured. The New Markets Tax Credits
program has been highly successful in the US, attracting over US$29 billion in private
investment into the sector since its inception. In contrast, the Community Investment
Tax Relief (CITR) program in the UK has not generated as much investment in the
sector as initially envisaged. This is largely due to the initial narrow scope of the
incentive scheme, which excluded investments in organisations providing personal
finance or finance for the purchase of property.107 The UK government is currently
working to review the CITR scheme and how its effectiveness can be increased.
5.81
Christian Super noted that funding guarantees from government, or
government involvement with a CDFI generally, could lower the risk profile of CDFIs
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and thus encourage institutional investment.108 As noted in chapter 4, government
involvement was one of the principle reasons Christian Super felt comfortable
investing in the SEDIF initiative. The PC report suggested that the provision of
government guarantees for private investors may hinder the development of an
efficient market in the long term, but that government intervention in such areas may
be warranted in specific circumstances.109
5.82
Encouraging partnership approaches between CDFIs and mainstream
financial institutions is another approach to strengthening the emerging CDFI sector.
FaHCSIA told the committee in relation to the current CDFI pilot: 'Leveraging
investment by the banks to work with CDFIs is a central element of the project. It is
clear that the involvement of major banks is a critical component for the sustainability
of CDFIs in the medium to longer term'.110
Wholesale social investment banks
5.83
The committee has heard that social investment banks and wholesale
providers of social investment capital can play a role stimulating the provision of
capital to intermediary organisations. These wholesale lenders can provide finance to
a range of financial and other intermediary organisations, providing an additional
layer of capital for the sector.111 A wholesale social investment bank is also more
likely to attract large-scale commercial investment for channelling into the sector.
UK Big Society Capital
5.84
The Social Investment Task Force in the UK, which operated from 2000
to 2010, considered that for social capital markets to be fully developed in the UK
there needed to be a wholesale institution designed specifically to channel capital into
the social economy. In July 2010, British Prime Minister David Cameron announced
that the government was looking to establish a 'big society bank' in the UK to provide
this role.112 Sir Ronald Cohen described the function of this bank as being 'a financial
engine for the social sector, attracting capital by blending social returns with financial
returns and tax incentives'.113
5.85
The 'big society bank' concept was brought to fruition with the launch of Big
Society Capital Group on 28 July 2011. The group has an initial capital input of £600
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million. This capital consists of £400 million sourced from unclaimed assets left
dormant in UK bank accounts for over 15 years, as well as £200 million in equity
capital from four of UK's largest mainstream banks.114 Big Society Capital (BSC)
describes itself as a financial institution that aims to develop a market for investment
made on the basis of positive social impact as well as financial returns, in order to
boost the ability of social enterprises, voluntary and community organisations to deal
with social issues.115
5.86
The group's proposal to the UK government in May 2011 stated that its two
key roles are to be a wholesale investor in the sector as well as a social investment
champion. It plans to act as a wholesale investor into the social economy sector
through:


co-investment of equity or debt in social investment funds managed by
intermediaries;



provision of subordinated capital such as affordable loan finance, equity and
quasi-equity investments to social investment intermediaries and funds;



investment in existing intermediaries through long term equity investments;



investment in infrastructure organisations supporting the sector; and



investment and underwriting for innovative financial products such as social
impact bonds (see chapter 6).116

5.87
BSC also seeks to be a champion for the social investment sector, through
information sharing and networking, research, capacity building, promoting best
practice in the industry and the provision of advice on market development for the
social economy sector.117 Prime Minister Cameron commented on the role of BSC at
its launch in July 2011:
I've seen the amazing work that Britain's social enterprises already do to
tackle some of our country's most intractable problems. I believe that Big
Society Capital will play a major role in injecting significant resources and
financial innovation into these social enterprises, while at the same time
attracting further funding from charitable foundations, private individuals
and other investors.118
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5.88
BSC represents a large injection of public capital into the social investment
market in the UK. The press release announcing the launch of BSC stated that it 'will
be run independently from government with decisions around funding being made by
an impartial investment committee'.119 Mr Glen Saunders from Triodos Bank
expressed concern that such a large provision of public capital could have
distortionary effects on the market in the UK:
Senator STEPHENS: Do you want to make any comments about the Big
Society Bank?
Mr Saunders: That is an excellent example of what I was just saying. I wish
it would not happen. It is basically a government initiative. There is a well
developed market, with quite a number of different social lending initiatives
in the UK. You get the Big Society Bank, which becomes dominated by
political interests—things people want to develop and so on—and so
everybody starts to chase those pounds, in that case, and it distorts the
market.
Our preference would be that the government use its influence and funding
to remove barriers rather than to try to do it itself, which is what the Big
Society Bank is really doing. Triodos in the UK, as these things go, has to
be involved with that, but we would rather it was not happening.120

Potential for a wholesale social investment bank in Australia
5.89
Mr Greg Peel, Chief Executive Officer of CSB, argued that a wholesale
funder operating like BSC could help mobilise capital into the sector in Australia:
We have just come back from a trip to Big Society Capital. I think that style
of structure is an excellent way, if we use that capital rightly, to mobilise
the markets again—not just as a pure investor in social enterprise but as a
leverage tool to maximise co-contributions for the market—and that would
be a really important part of this.121

5.90
Mr Les Hems from CSI told the committee that a wholesale social investment
bank could help drive institutional investment into the social economy sector:
It is actually the functioning of the wholesale bank that is the crucial thing,
because that can be driving funds co-investing in funds like the SEDIF and
the CDFIs. I think it will open up the funds to a broader set of policy issues.
I am thinking here particularly in terms of the affordable housing and
funding community housing organisations that may be a beneficiary of a
wholesale investment bank which is targeting social impact as well as
financial return....
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We think the institutional investors will feel more comfortable investing in
a wholesale social investment bank, like Big Society Bank, rather than the
individual funds. We know that deal size is a big issue for super funds and
so on. So the wholesale social investment bank is perhaps a domain where
we get institutional investors involved and allow the more retail investors to
get involved in subfunds, which are related to policy areas where they may
have an emotive link as well as a desire to at least get their capital back and
a suitable return on their capital.122

5.91
Following on from Diagram 4.1 (see p. 62), diagram 5.2 outlines the role a
wholesale social investment bank could play in capitalising the social economy in
Australia, providing funds to financial intermediaries and social investment funds,
while leveraging investment from institutional investors and mainstream financial
institutions.
5.92
Currently there are no social investment banks operating in Australia, and
raising the initial capital for such an organisation would be a primary challenge. BSC
sourced the majority of its initial capital from unclaimed monies in dormant bank
accounts. In Australia there is over $636 million in unclaimed money held in dormant
accounts,123 however existing provisions already provide for unclaimed assets from
Australian bank accounts to be transferred to the Commonwealth after a period of
seven years,124 making the reallocation of these funds more difficult.
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Diagram 5.2: Possible investment flows in a social economy capital market (with
a wholesale social investment bank).

Committee secretariat, adapted from Centre for Social Impact, Submission 27, p. 5.
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Conclusion
5.93
The committee considers that the development of intermediary organisations
in Australia, particularly CDFIs, is a crucial component in the development of a robust
capital market for social economy organisations. The committee believes that
potential exists for government to support in some form to the CDFI sector, with a
particular emphasis on start-up funding and funding for ongoing operational costs and
organisational development. The committee agrees with the PC report's finding that
such support should not initially extend to a capital fund from which CDFIs can draw
funds.
5.94
The committee notes that the current CDFI pilot program and SEDIF
initiative are providing support for a small number of Australian financial
intermediary organisations, and suggests that lessons learned from these programs
should be used to guide further government involvement in the CDFI sector in
Australia. The committee notes that the current CDFI pilot program is limited to
organisations providing products and services to excluded individuals. The committee
considers that, in line with the PC's recommendation, Australian governments should
investigate options for providing support for CDFIs offering financial products and
services to social economy organisations in Australia.
5.95
The committee notes the potential for tax incentives to be used as a means of
encouraging private investment into the CDFI sector, however further work needs to
be done to determine if this is appropriate in the Australian context. The committee
notes that the Centre for Social Impact (CSI) is currently undertaking a study,
commissioned by FaHCSIA, looking at the legislative and regulatory environment
required to build a sustainable CDFI sector and the role of government in this process.
This study, to be released later this year, will help inform the debate about whether or
not tax incentives to support CDFIs may be useful in Australia. The committee
considers that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce would be well placed to
consider how the CDFI sector may be encouraged in its role of providing products and
services to social economy organisations, what government support is needed and
what incentives may be required to attract private investment to CDFIs.
5.96
The committee does not believe that the creation of a wholesale social
investment bank through public funding is appropriate in Australia at this time. Such a
wholesale bank may be appropriate in the future when the capital market for social
economy organisations is more mature.
5.97
The role of intermediaries in building the capacity (both financial and
non-financial) of social economy organisations is also crucial to the development of
the sector and needs to be strengthened. Government can facilitate this by promoting
existing initiatives, for example through the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
website, and through providing funding to initiatives in some circumstances.
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Recommendation 5.2
5.98
The committee recommends that the proposed Social Finance Task Force
consider possible options to develop Community Development Financial
Institutions in Australia, taking into account:


the findings of the forthcoming study commissioned by FaHCSIA into the
current regulatory and legislative environment for Community
Development Financial Institutions in Australia;



whether tax incentives should be established to encourage investment in
CDFIs in Australia; and



any other initiatives that may benefit the development of CDFIs investing
in social economy organisations.

Recommendation 5.3
5.99
The committee recommends that Australian governments explore options
to promote and strengthen intermediary organisations that provide capacity
building, training and support services to social economy organisations.

Part III: Emerging investment vehicles and
innovation
Encouraging innovation and diversifying finance options for social economy
organisations have been key themes in the evidence presented to the committee. Part
III of the report explores these issues.
Chapter 6 explores the emerging field of social impact investment (which delivers
both financial and social returns for investors) and its potential to increase the capital
available to the social economy sector. This market is steadily taking shape globally
and is in early stages of development in Australia. The committee heard that social
impact investment could become a distinct asset class as a track record of successful
investment deals is developed.
Some options to encourage emerging social impact investment products are also
discussed, including incentivising the social bond market. The potential benefits and
challenges of social impact bonds (SIBs) are also outlined. SIBs are used to finance
preventative social schemes and reward investors with a financial dividend when the
project they have invested in achieves a specified social outcome. It was emphasised
that SIBs can only be applied to policy areas that have measureable outcomes.
Chapter 7 discusses the critical need to develop a measurement framework to support
these emerging investment vehicles, establish track records and offer potential
investors an assessment of the risks and returns related to different investments. The
chapter also discusses the global trends to move beyond economic indicators to more
holistic measures that include social and environmental progress. The chapter notes
some of the international social measurement techniques that have emerged to support
these developments.
Chapter 8 discusses the specific needs and challenges relating to social enterprises in
Australia, and mechanisms for strengthening the diversity in social business models.
The social enterprise sector has the capability to foster a great deal of social
innovation if financed accordingly. Methods of directing funding and developing
capacity to build sustainable social enterprise are discussed. Possible legal structures
that facilitate the divergence of the social and commercial sectors are also noted. The
benefits of the government's recent Social Enterprise Development Investment Funds
(SEDIF) are discussed, and options to strengthen social procurement are offered.

Chapter 6
Emerging social investment options
6.1
A prominent theme during this inquiry has been the potential for Australia to
develop new and innovative financing models to unlock capital for social good. This
chapter examines the global context of social impact investment and investors'
responses to it in Australia. Some specific emerging social impact investment products
highlighted by submitters to this inquiry are also discussed, namely social bonds and
social impact bonds (SIBs).1

Social impact investment
6.2
It has been noted by several submitters that the potential range of financing
options available to social economy organisations lie along a spectrum, with gifts and
grant money at one end, commercial lending and investment at the other, and
emerging options in between, combining some mixture of financial returns with a
level of social impact.2 This is summarised in Diagram 6.1.
Diagram 6.1: Spectrum of potential financing options for the social economy

Centre for Social Impact, PowerPoint presentation tabled at a public hearing, 1 August 2011.

6.3
The emerging options in the middle of this spectrum are referred to as 'social
impact investment' options. Chapter 1 noted a growing global trend towards the

1

YMCA, Submission 1; Chris O'Brien Lifehouse at RPA, Submission 8, pp 4–5; Social Finance
Ltd, Submission 16; The Archerfish Foundation, Submission 17; JBWere, Submission 19,
pp 15–16; Benevolent Society, Submission 25; The Centre for Social Impact; Submission 27,
pp 11–12.

2

Social Ventures Australia, Submission 2, p. 2; DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, pp 16–17;
Centre for Social Impact, PowerPoint Presentation tabled at a public hearing , 1 August 2011.
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convergence of the business and social economy sectors through this emerging field of
social impact investment—the use of investment and financing mechanisms which
deliver some measure of both financial and social returns. Social impact investment
has the potential to greatly increase the pool of capital available to social economy
organisations. This form of capital can often be invested, recovered (often with
additional returns) and then reinvested, generating significant long term social
impact.3
6.4
The terminology used to describe this emerging field is not uniform, with the
terms 'impact investment', 'social investment', 'social finance' and 'social impact
investment' often used interchangeably.4 Mr Christopher Thorn of Philanthropy
Australia provided the following explanation of impact investment to the committee:
When I think of impact investment, it is really any investment that is
creating social impact. Whether that is more at the financial end, where
more of the return is financial with some social impact, or more at the
impact end, which is more social impact and less financial, you will have a
spectrum. So, part of the challenge is creating the vehicle, or the instrument,
that is actually going to respond or attract the finance to where you are
trying to make a difference. Part of the challenge around the structure that
you are using is that the reason we are moving from philanthropy and
government funding into commercial markets is trying to access capital that
is not available. Going to your point earlier, there are unlimited grant
recipients. What we are trying to do is open up sources of capital that are
not otherwise available.5

6.5
The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), an international network of
impact investors, was created in 2007 with the aim of developing the impact
investment industry worldwide. GIIN states the aim of impact investment is 'to solve
social or environmental challenges while generating financial profit' and it offers a
range of investment options 'from producing a return of principal capital to offering
market-rate or even market-beating financial returns'.6
6.6
Social impact investment can take a variety of forms, from the traditional
through to more innovative financial mechanisms. As JP Morgan stated:
Impact investments take many forms, including structures that are common
in traditional financial markets. Equity and debt, guarantees and deposits
are all examples of commonly used investment structures. Some more
innovative investment structures have also been devised, including bonds
that employ equitylike features that allow the investor to benefit from

3

Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C), Submission 9, p. 21.

4

DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 20.

5

Committee Hansard, 9 September 2011, p. 46.

6

Global Impact Investing Network, What is Impact Investing?, http://www.thegiin.org/cgibin/iowa/investing/index.html (accessed 1 September 2011).
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financial profits or even, in the case of the UK’s Social Impact Bonds, from
successful social impact. The existence of such innovative structures allows
investors with different (social and/or financial) return and risk appetites to
invest via the vehicles that best align with their goals.7

6.7
A seminal report on the emergence of impact investment published by the
Monitor Institute in 2009 noted that this emerging field has the potential to alter the
global investment landscape:
There are moments in history when the needs of an age prompt lasting,
positive innovation in finance—from ideas as big as the invention of
money, to the creation of new institutions such as banks and insurance
firms, to the development of new products and services such as mortgages,
pensions, and mutual funds. Evidence suggests that many thousands of
people and institutions around the globe believe our era needs a new type of
investing. They are already experimenting with it, and many of them
continue even in the midst of a financial and credit crisis.8

6.8
The Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
(DEEWR) and the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) noted in their
joint submission (the departments' submission) that:
A new social impact investment market is steadily taking shape globally
and is emerging in Australia. It brings new financing methods with
potential to leverage significant new resources and new participants toward
addressing social and environmental concerns in more effective, efficient
and sustainable ways.9

6.9
Social impact investment includes a broad range of financial investment
vehicles operating in a broad range of geographical and sectoral areas. Social impact
investments are being undertaken in both developed and developing nations, in fields
as diverse as agriculture, water and sanitation, housing, education, health, job creation,
energy and financial services.10
6.10
GIIN notes that impact investment has similarities with 'Socially Responsible
Investing' (SRI). However, there are some key differences; most SRI portfolios
commit to undertake negative screening of all investments to avoid 'bad' or 'harmful'
companies (e.g. companies involved in the production of tobacco, weapons or other
socially harmful products). Impact investors go beyond this and actively seek to place
capital in businesses and funds that demonstrate a positive social impact.11

7

JP Morgan, Impact Investments: An emerging asset class, November 2010, p. 20.

8

Monitor Institute, Investing for Social and Environmental Impact, January 2009, p. 5.

9

DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 20.
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JP Morgan, Impact Investments: An emerging asset class, November 2010, p. 8.
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Global Impact Investing Network, What is Impact Investing?, http://www.thegiin.org/cgibin/iowa/investing/index.html (accessed 1 September 2011).
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The size of the social impact investment market
6.11
Globally, there have been some attempts to quantify the potential scale of the
social impact investment market. It has been estimated that the potential size of the
impact investment market could be US$120 billion in the United States and
approximately CAD$30 billion in Canada.12 Globally, the Monitor Institute has
estimated that the impact investing market could reach one per cent of total managed
global assets funds, which equates to approximately $500 billion.13
6.12
No thorough research has been conducted into the size of the potential market
in Australia. The Centre for Social Impact (CSI) has noted that the potential scale of
the capital market for social investment in Australia could be worth $10 billion, with
$7 billion identified in managed funds and a further $3 billion in superannuation
funds.14 Additionally, Private Ancillary Funds, which hold more than $2 billion of
investment assets and distribute $150 million a year to eligible social economy
organisations, have the potential to support the growth of the market.15
6.13
PM&C and DEEWR noted several other reference points that could be useful
to help determine the potential scale of the social impact investment market in
Australia. This includes:


$15.41 billion held in Socially Responsible Investment managed portfolios in
Australia in 2010 (representing 1.66 per cent of the total $926.8 billion in
managed investment portfolios);



$1.23 trillion in Australia's superannuation system as at June 2010, including
many super funds with SRI portfolios; and



Australia's NFP sector made $8.8 billion of capital investments in 2006-07, of
which 61 per cent was funded from surplus from current operations.16

Social Impact Investment – an emerging asset class
6.14
The committee heard evidence that over time social impact investments could
become a distinct asset class in Australia as a track record of successful social impact
investment deals is developed. Mr Michael Traill from Social Ventures Australia
(SVA) told the committee:
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Monitor Institute, Investing for Social and Environmental Impact, January 2009, p. 9.
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I have a strong belief that there is the ability to build a new asset class... I
think if we can go back in three to five years and say, 'Here is a deal where
investors got a 12 per cent coupon'... you start to build credibility for an
asset class that provides a reliable return in the range of eight to 12 per
cent.17

6.15
Sir Ronald Cohen noted in his evidence to the committee that social venture
funds operating in the UK over the last decade aimed to achieve returns of 10 to 12
per cent, and that the Bridges Venture fund, with the help of some government
incentives, had achieved 20 per cent returns in that time.18
6.16
JP Morgan argued that impact investments are defined not just by underlying
assets, but by how investment institutions organise themselves around it. JP Morgan
asserts that an emerging asset class has the following characteristics:


requires a unique set of investment/risk management skills;



demands organisational structures to accommodate this skillset;



is serviced by industry organisations, associations and education; and



encourages the development and adoption of standardised metrics,
benchmarks, and/or ratings.

6.17
These characteristics are present for asset classes such as hedge funds and
emerging markets which channel significant capital flows. JP Morgan argued that
impact investment demonstrates these traits and should therefore be defined as a
separate asset class.19

Attracting social impact investors
6.18
The motivations for social investors are varied, with some investors primarily
interested in commercial rate financial returns, and other investors, particularly some
in the philanthropic sector, more concerned about social returns.20 For some investors,
most notably wholesale investors and superannuation trustees, returns often must be
commercially comparable (see chapter 4).
6.19
Social impact investing includes a range of investment options and financial
mechanisms with varying levels of financial and social returns, made by investors
with varied backgrounds and motivations. The Monitor Institute categorised social
impact investors into two broad groups:

17

Mr Michael Traill, Chief Executive Officer, Social Ventures Australia, Committee Hansard,
1 August 2011, p. 20.
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impact first investors, who seek to optimise social or environmental impact
with a floor for financial returns; and

financial first investors, who seek to optimise financial returns with a floor for social
or environmental impact.21
The Monitor Institute framework on social impact investors, outlined in Diagram 6.2,
noted that in some situations different investors from across the spectrum can come
together to create deals with blended capital inputs from 'impact first' and 'financial
first' investors, creating what they term 'yin-yang' deals.22
Diagram 6.2: Segments of social impact investors

Monitor Institute, Investing for Social and Environmental Impact, January 2009, p. 33.

6.20
JBWere agreed that social impact investment could be developed across many
different types of investors in the Australian market:
Impact investments should be for all investors, including superannuation
funds, trusts and foundations, individual investors, managed funds, pension
funds, insurance funds and common funds. If the supply of impact
investment products can be built up to meet the needs of all investors then
the social outcome of an impact investment market will be maximised. To
do this the investments and professionalism of the market and its
participants needs to hold up against traditional and existing non-impact
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investments.... While it is not a replacement for philanthropy, nor the ‘silver
bullet’ that solves every funding challenge, it does have the potential to
complement and diversify the funding sources for non-profit organisations
and allow supporters to further aid the community sector with capital
otherwise not intended to deliver social outcomes.23

6.21
CSI noted that there is potential for philanthropists and high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) in Australia to become impact first investors, and that the social
impact investment market is likely to be catalysed initially from philanthropic sources,
with commercial financiers coming on board more gradually once a track record has
been established:
The predominance of philanthropic foundations and HNWIs, as seen in the
UK Peterborough precedent and GoodStart, closely reflects the experience
in other sectors within impact investing such as microfinance or social
enterprise. Philanthropic foundations and HNWIs have typically been the
first movers to prove or mitigate the perceived risk of the asset class to
enable engagement of institutional investors in due course.24

6.22
Mr Michael Traill of SVA told the committee that anecdotal evidence in the
UK suggests 'if you can get a single-digit to low teens rate of return you will attract
capital for social purpose business driven organisations'. He argued that the same
opportunity is present in Australia.25
Recognising the 'blended value' of social investment opportunities
6.23
One of the major barriers to investors of all types becoming involved in the
social economy is a lack of awareness (see chapter 2) and understanding about the
blended value of social investment projects. According to JP Morgan, most
institutional investors, philanthropic fund managers and the community at large think
in terms of 'the binary choice between investing for maximum risk-adjusted returns or
donating for social purpose'.26 The idea of blending financial and social value is still
relatively new, and needs developing in the Australian context. SVA commented:
You need to get people away from that binary decision making, on the one
side, of giving donations and grants with their philanthropic hat on and then
putting their money into the most high-yielding investments on the other
side. Anything to bring people into that middle ground I think is helpful and
both improving the tax and legal environment for investing in social finance
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and having this social capital discussion that we are having I think is
important.27

6.24
Investors need clarity around the proposed business and social case for a
particular project in order to be confident enough to put capital into such a venture.
Mr Traill commented:
You need to be very clear about the mix of business and social returns. We
think the core proposition in our social enterprise and GoodStart funding
was the ability to access money from funders who wanted a 'reasonable' but
below commercial rate of return. We think the number on that is a mix of
art and science, mostly art.28

6.25
JBWere noted the importance of being able to measure the social impact
being generated for any reduced financial returns, and articulate the social dividend of
a social investment to investors:
For this type of financing to be successfully supported, the returns to
investors need to be made as commercial as possible. Furthermore, the
social return needs to be measurable and identifiable so that a hybrid
investor is able to assess what level of discount is appropriate for the social
outcome achieved. An informed decision can then be made as to whether
the return is appropriate for the term and risks being undertaken by the
‘investor’.29

6.26
The need for effective measurement, evaluation and reporting frameworks for
social investment options is detailed in chapter 7.
Developing a track record of social investment deals
6.27
Without a significant track record of successful social investment deals,
investors will be hesitant to invest in the emerging market. For example, Community
Sector Banking noted that one of the reasons institutional and wholesale investors
have not yet put significant capital into the National Rental Affordability Scheme
(NRAS) is the uncertainty around the performance of this new investment product:
...the wholesale markets and superannuation funds are still lagging in [take]
up of this asset. Part of the reason is that it is still considered a new asset
class and track record as to how that asset will perform and compare to
traditional residential assets will take some time.30
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6.28
Mr Glen Saunders of Triodos Bank noted that with super funds investing in
the social economy, there will likely be early adopters seeking to enter the sector, with
more funds following after the market is more established.31
The need for incentives
6.29
Foresters argued that incentives are needed to generate interest among social
investors and 'that at this point in time the market is not ready to accept the risk-return
ratio of investing in this space and needs incentives to do so'.32 Using superannuation
funds as an example, Foresters suggested that government provide a tax incentive or
top-up for returns on social investments that are considered sub-market:
Ms Drew: ...So in the context of superannuation funds, if you are going to
offer an investment which is discounted to market there could be an
argument for the gap to be made up through some mechanism. Certainly in
the UK the tax incentive scheme they have used has had some limited
benefit in those institutional settings.
CHAIR: So looking at a mechanism where, in the event that trustees made a
decision to invest for social benefit dividend in addition to the financial
dividend, they could offset the financial dividend they have forgone by
doing that in another way, so still meet the sole purpose test.
Ms Drew: Yes.33

6.30
The potential role of government top-ups is discussed further below in
relation to social bonds, and more broadly in chapter 9.
Committee view
6.31
The committee recognises that a lack of awareness about the 'blended value'
proposition of social impact investment is a barrier to investors becoming more
engaged with social impact investment opportunities. The committee believes that this
awareness and acceptance of social impact investment will be achieved over time as a
track record develops, however initiatives to promote social impact investment could
help expedite this process.
Recommendation 6.1
6.32
The committee recommends that programs and workshops relating to
social impact investment be developed by investment organisations to encourage
investors to engage in social investment projects and opportunities.
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Social bonds
6.33
Social bonds have many of the same features as conventional bonds. Once
purchased, interest is paid throughout the life of the bond and the principal is
redeemed at maturity. Further, bonds typically pay a coupon, or yield, where the
interest rate can be fixed, floating or 'step-up'.34 Issuers of a social bond tend to
heavily discount the coupons in comparison to commercial equivalents; this is
justified as an appropriate social dividend.35 As the interest paid is often less than that
of a corporate bond, attracting investors presents a challenge for the social bond
market. The uptake of social bond opportunities in Australia has thus far usually been
limited to investors with a direct or personal connection with the social venture and
the opportunities have struggled to raise capital from a wider group of investors.36
6.34
The GoodStart Consortium was an exception to this trend, successfully raising
$22.5 million in social bonds to fund the acquisition of 659 ABC Learning Centres in
2010. The original GoodStart bond offered a 12 per cent coupon to investors over
eight years and was effectively a mezzanine debt instrument.37 JBWere observed that
a major characteristic of the consortium was the use of different types of capital
sourced from a variety of providers. It argued 'a major reason this transaction was
successful was that those involved had significant understanding of the various capital
markets — philanthropic, hybrid and commercial'.38
6.35
In December 2010, the Benevolent Society introduced a series of social bonds
to raise funds for a new model of housing, care and support for older Australians. The
bond issue aims to generate $10 million towards meeting the $100 million cost of a
retirement complex at Bondi in Sydney called Apartments for Life. The project will be
built on an 11,080 square metre site owned by the Society and aims to include 40 per
cent affordable housing. The bond will pay annual interest of five per cent for up to

34
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eight years plus a bonus interest component linked to the cash flow performance of the
project.39
6.36
The Chris O'Brien Lifehouse at RPA has also utilised social bonds to generate
a portion of the capital required to construct a Cancer Centre in Camperdown, Sydney
(opening in autumn 2013). The project will cost $230 million, $160 million of which
will be funded by the federal government and $20 million by the ANZ. The initial
offer for the bond closed in December 2010. The bond offered a fixed term deposit of
6-8 years of a minimum $20,000 with an interest rate of 6 per cent paid annually. The
interest will be paid from the operating surplus generated by the hospital after
opening. Lifehouse was able to raise $3 million from the initial bond offer.40
6.37
A number of submitters, including the Productivity Commission (PC),
maintain that government support is required to stimulate the social bond market.41
The Benevolent Society argue a 'functioning social bond market will relieve the public
purse of bearing the full capital burden of social infrastructure projects'.42 Some
submitters offered suggestions to incentivise the market including tax exempt income
returns, government 'top-ups' on coupons and a government guarantee on bonds
issued.43 These issues are considered further in chapter 9.
Tax exempt income returns
6.38
JBWere and YMCA proposed amending tax legislation to enable charities to
issue bonds that deliver a tax exempt coupon (or yield) from a bond to offset the lower
return, and make the bond more attractive to a wider group of investors. Mr Colin
Organ of the YMCA outlined how a tax exempt charity bond could leverage capital
for the social economy:
The yields on these income tax effective bonds would effectively be
improved through the ability to have an income tax exempt status. For
instance, in the example we have given in our paper, a four per cent coupon
on a bond to a taxable, tax assessed individual who pays the highest rate of
tax would be able to earn a yield of 7.5 per cent. So, it does not penalise the
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philanthropist or the investor for investing in this type of bond, but it gives
the opportunity for the charity to raise funds at a cost-effective level in
terms of raising capital.44

6.39
Mission Australia, a member of the GoodStart consortium, also agreed that
lowering the tax paid on returns from social bonds could help attract investment.45
JBWere and YMCA proposed that this mechanism could be regulated by limiting this
form of instrument to organisations with deductible gift recipient (DGR) status.46
6.40
YMCA argued that the tax exempt charity bonds would create both a
sustainable option for charities to raise finance, while convincing investors of a strong
probability of the return of capital at the maturity of the bond. Additionally, YMCA
stated that Australia has an underdeveloped bond market relative to other countries,
and that the creation of charity bonds would provide another option for investors who
want to weight part of their portfolios to fixed income investments such as bonds.47
6.41
YMCA asserted that Australian charity bonds would not require agreement of
complex delivery measurements such as those of social impact bond programmes (see
paragraph 6.54). Further, the existing mechanisms of the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO) and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) would
avoid the need for creation of additional government bodies to regulate the bond and
that these compliance measures would protect investors.48
6.42
At this stage the YMCA has not done a scoping study on the cost to
government for the proposed tax exempt coupons.49
Government 'top up' on coupons
6.43
Lifehouse and the Benevolent Society proposed that the government could
offer a top up on coupons through cash or tax credit to subsidise the lower return rates
of a social bond. This could be done through franking credits, the advantage being that
franking credits are an established form of tax relief and would 'have the ATO stamp
of approval'.50 Mission Australia agreed with the approach and suggested it would be
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best suited over a long-term period, and would need to offer three per cent interest in
order to bridge the gap between a social and commercial bond offering.51
Franking credits
6.44
When a company pays tax on its profits and then distributes after-tax
dividends they are described as 'franked'. Franked dividends are distributed to
shareholders with a franking credit which represents the amount of tax the company
has already paid. An investor then receives a credit for any tax the company has
already paid based on the rate of tax the individual pays.52
6.45
As mentioned, Lifehouse and the Benevolent Society suggest that franking
credits could be a component of certain social bonds to provide a 'top-up' for returns to
investors. They propose that the franking credits be limited to bonds used for the
acquisition of social purpose infrastructure, and that this form of bond only be issued
by Public Benevolent Institutions.53
6.46
They argue the credits would benefit all types of investors, improving the tax
rates for retirees using their self-managed super fund (SMSFs) and PAFs, SMSFs in
pre-retirement. They will also benefit corporates and individuals on a high marginal
tax rate.54 The committee questioned the feasibility of the government giving a further
tax concession to PAFs and SMSFs that already receive preferential tax treatment. Mr
Cubis, Chief Finance Officer of Lifehouse, responded:
...if you offered a neutral tax rate it would not improve the return for the
self-managed super funds and the PAFs. You would get back to the
problem we had with the infrastructure bonds 10 or 12 years ago. When we
were talking to a lot of the self-managed super funds and the PAFs, offering
six per cent return was not enough for them. Most of the trustees of those
super funds and PAFs, quite rightly, are there to maximise the returns. They
can distribute back to charities, in the case of PAFS, or in the case of super
funds they have to try to maximise their returns.
By offering this rebate with the franking credit it lifts it from six per cent to
about nine per cent, which was a level where a lot of the investors who had
said no said they would entertain investing in the bonds. So it really was
just a mechanism to lift the return to a level which corporate bonds would
offer and be more competitive against the commercial sector. We cannot
really afford to pay nine per cent, otherwise we would just go out and do
that straight away. This is a way to try and lift the return and make sure that
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the trustees of the PAFs and the super funds can meet their role—their
fiduciary duty to maximise returns for those funds.55

6.47
Lifehouse and the Benevolent Society estimate the opportunity cost to
government for the franking credit would be $122 million per annum for five years,
and that the proposed bonds could inject $4.1 billion into social infrastructure.56
6.48
Lifehouse argued that the credit would act as a catalyst for a social
infrastructure market, and the franking credit could be adjusted over time if the market
became oversubscribed.57 The Benevolent Society envisioned that the 'incentive that
you provide to get people to start a market would be very different from the incentives
you need to keep a market going' and 'as efficiencies occur the government
contribution to this could be reduced'.58
6.49
Mr Robert Fitzgerald, the commissioner who oversaw the 2010 PC report,
argued that government assistance to support a system of social bonds should be
considered on a case-by-case basis:
We would imagine that if a particular activity or program was in the public
interest it may well be that on a cost-benefit analysis the government were
to determine that it would be more cost effective for it to top up the
initiatives of another party, that is, for example, social bonds being offered
by the not-for-profit sector, than if it were to bear the whole cost of that
particular initiative. There may well be an exceptionally sound economic
reason the top up by the government might be the appropriate strategy. You
can think of a number of instances where unless the government is prepared
to do that then in fact that particular initiative will not be undertaken by any
other source, but that initiative might be undertaken by a partnership
between for profits, not-for-profits and philanthropy if the government were
to provide an additional input into that...
However, there is one caveat on that. We think the government has to be
very careful about not crowding out other initiatives. This is a term that
people use very dangerously, so let me be very careful. If it is the case that
people believe that the government will intervene and take all of the risk,
then human nature says that is exactly what they will allow to happen. We
would not be supportive of that in these initiatives. We believe that genuine
collaboration between government, philanthropists, for profit and not-forprofit is a very appropriate way forward, each of those playing a discrete
and important part. What part that is will depend on the actual
circumstances. Our report is open. It does not say that you should and it
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does not say that you should not. It says that you should look at it on a caseby-case basis.59

Government guarantee
6.50
Lifehouse and the Benevolent Society suggested the bond market could be
stimulated through a government guarantee of repayment for qualifying social bonds.
This would bring confidence to investors that they will see a return on their
principal:60
The Federal Government could provide a guarantee of repayment for
qualifying social bonds. Unlike financial institutions, charitable
organisations would be unable to pay for this guarantee. However, if
potential investors could be completely confident of the return of their
principal, then we would expect that significant additional demand would
be uncovered.61

6.51
The Benevolent Society does acknowledge, however, that a government
guarantee on the social bonds may present monitoring issues and a moral hazard to
government.62
Arbitrage bonds
6.52
JBWere proposed the use of an arbitrage bond as a means of providing
finance for social ventures, suggesting that 'it has the scope to dramatically change the
way certain social and environmental programs could be funded in this country'. 63
6.53
The concept hinges on the establishment of a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)
which is guaranteed by government. JBWere proposed an example in which the SPV
issues a ten-year Medium Term Note (MTN) with a five per cent indicative return.
The SPV invests the funds raised by the MTN in a portfolio of fixed income securities
(such as through the major banks) on a return of seven per cent. The bank then pays a
coupon to the SPV, and the SPV distributes the proceeds to investors. The remaining
profit from the fixed income securities would be used to provide an annual payment to
the chosen social organisation. Upon maturity of the bond, the securities are redeemed
by the banks and the SPV issues the proceeds to repay the investors. 'The ultimate
outcome being the tax pay[er] is relieved of any repayment or funding obligation via
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this instrument'.64 Further, the final 'pay-out' of the SPV places a time constraint for
the term of the government's involvement.65

Social impact bonds
6.54
Social impact bonds (SIBs) are a new financial instrument to fund the activity
of social economy organisations that address complex societal problems through
preventative social schemes.66 A bond-issuing organisation offers bonds to investors,
based on a contract with government, to deliver improved social outcomes that
generate future cost savings for government. The government uses these savings to
pay investors a reward, in addition to their principal, if improved outcomes are
achieved.67 If improved outcomes are not achieved however, the investor is not paid.
For example, investors could develop a social bond with a juvenile reoffending
program, with a target to decrease reoffending rates by an agreed percentage. If this
target is met then a success fee would be paid to the investors by government.68
6.55
SIBs have the potential to help fund a number of policy applications,
including rehabilitating prisoners, reducing homelessness, providing parenting skills
for at-risk families and helping ill patients to live at home.69
6.56
The implementation of social impact bonds internationally has led to a
growing interest and application of Social Impact Bonds (SIBs) to generate capital for
social ventures within Australia:
The emergence of a range of ‘social impact bonds’ in Australia provides a
timely opportunity for Government to take a new concept to scale quickly
and as a cornerstone investor potentially play an important role in
redefining the scale of social finance in Australia. If successful, this would
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provide crucial impetus in attracting new players and investment of
resources into this activity.70

6.57
A number of submitters expressed interest in SIBs.71 The Community Council
for Australia noted that despite the limited demand for SIBs and limited capacity
currently within social economy organisations, a number of dedicated organisations
continue to pioneer the concept.72 Social Finance Pty Ltd found that while many social
economy organisations showed interest in SIBs, few had the experience and the
resources required and instead 'are looking for an experienced intermediary to broker
the requisite deals and assume appropriate contract risk'.73 Sir Ronald Cohen argued
that supply of new investment products such as SIBs will create its own demand:
First, let’s remind ourselves that all new investment products begin without
a track record and with a very limited pool of available capital. They have
to create their own market. We know that, so far as entrepreneurs are
concerned, the supply of money creates its own demand, and in the debate
about capacity-building and the flow of capital – a debate akin to the
conundrum about whether the chicken or the egg comes first - the answer is
always that both must happen at the same time. Other new forms of
investment, including venture capital, private equity and hedge funds - and,
more recently, micro-finance - have successfully been built from lowly
beginnings into significant new asset classes in a relatively short time.
There is a need and an opportunity for impact investments to do the same.74

6.58
Developing the capacity of social economy organisations is discussed further
in chapters 2 and 3, and the role that intermediaries play in developing the capacity of
social organisations is discussed in chapter 5.
Advantages of social impact bonds
6.59
For governments, SIBs are a way of addressing an intractable social problem
and raising funds for the provision of services. For the private sector, the bonds are an
opportunity to invest in non-government community programmes.
6.60
Sir Ronald Cohen emphasised the benefit of SIBs in terms of attracting capital
for social economy organisations in a way that is not possible through philanthropy.
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He argued that the key to establishing the bonds is the ability to accurately measure
policy outcomes.75
6.61
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector in the Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet made the following comment:
We suggest that there are six characteristics that are important for
successful social impact bonds, and they are as follows. Firstly, they bring
new resources to the table. Secondly, they harness social innovation by both
the not-for-profit sector and social investors more broadly. Thirdly, they
support participation and community based action to help solve problems.
Fourthly, they share risk between government and the private social
investors. Fifthly, they have clear and measureable outcomes as the basis
for incentive payments to investors. Sixthly, they focus on interventions
that prevent consequential social problems and their associated costs to
government.76

6.62
In a November 2010 paper, the Young Foundation in the UK identified some
of the following advantages of SIBs:


they act to correct poor incentives and attain new sources of funding;



they promote evidence based action;



they allocate resources to where they can achieve greatest impact; and



SIBs achieve real risk transfer.77

6.63
The Archerfish Foundation contended that SIBs may be utilised both as a
means to invest in social innovation and a way to provide ongoing funding for proven
service delivery methods. It noted that organisations with new ideas for social service
delivery that may need investment funds in order to develop and scale up their
innovations could benefit from small scale SIB opportunities (i.e. $5-10 million in
funding over 2-5 year time periods). Concurrently, larger scale SIB offerings managed
by intermediary organisations, referred to as Social Impact Bond Issuing
Organisations (SIBIOs), could help address areas of persistent social policy failure by
incentivising the provision of clear social outcomes.78
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Challenges for social impact bonds
6.64
The Young Foundation also identified four challenges for SIBs, and the
means to address them:


a general caution that social policy innovations should not aim to achieve too
much—the Foundation suggests that SIBs should aim to achieve an impact of
between 10 and 20 per cent;



investors and the government must be 'confident that the metric used in the
bond has no systematic bias and is on average a fair measure of performance';



be clear about what constitutes a saving to the government purse; the
Foundation noted that SIB partners will take advantage of the scheme design
by putting resources into those aspects of the program that will achieve
greatest savings; and



be aware that unintended consequences from SIBs could potentially alter
incentives for existing funders and providers.79

6.65
Submitters to the inquiry emphasised that SIBs can only be applied to policy
areas that have measureable results.80 Developing a measurement framework is
discussed further in chapter 8.
The UK social impact bonds trial
6.66
In September 2010, the UK formally introduced a SIB programme based on
prisoner rehabilitation targets. It is the first programme of its kind in the world and
will run for six years.81
6.67
The scheme is jointly run by the Ministry of Justice and an ethical investment
bank, Social Finance. Investors have bought £5 million in SIBs—issued by the British
Government—to fund rehabilitation work with 3000 Peterborough Prison inmates.
They could earn a return of up to £8 million from the government and the Big Lottery
Fund (BLF)82 if their cash helps rehabilitate criminals. Reoffending among the target
group must fall by at least 7.5 per cent to trigger the dividend payments in each of the
six years of the bond's operation. It is estimated that the UK government will save £10
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per participant for each pound invested in the resettlement scheme. 83 Sir Ronald
Cohen discussed details of the pilot with the committee:
We [Social Finance] use this money to initially fund three not-for-profits
that are working with prisoners—that is, training them while they are in
prison, funding them when they leave prison so they can make it to their
first benefits cheque, helping them to find jobs and giving them the
community and psychological support that they need to reintegrate into
society. If, over a period of six or seven years, these not-for-profits are
unable to reduce the rate of recidivism measured against the control
group—this being a group of prisoners 10 times the size of the assisted
prisoners with similar demographics across the UK—by 7½ per cent then
the money is lost by the investors, so it ends up being a philanthropic
donation. But if we are successful in reducing it by between 7½ per cent
and 15 per cent, the government will pay back the capital and a yield of 2½
per cent to 13 per cent a year. According to our calculations, government
would be paying out one-third of the saving. So you can see that it is a very
powerful instrument because for the first time the St Giles Trust and the
other not-for-profits that are being funded have access to significant capital
over many years and are focused on achieving social outcomes; their
performance becomes crucial to their ability to raise bonds in the future.84

6.68
Of the £5 million raised through the SIB, two-thirds of the 17 foundations and
charitable trusts opted to allocate the finance through their balance sheets rather than
out of their grant allocations. Sir Ronald Cohen noted that: 'you have £100 billion of
assets in foundation balance sheets, and you have a couple of billion pounds that are
given away by foundations...so if you can begin to use these financial instruments to
attract capital from the balance sheets...you start off with a massive amount of money
that can be focused on social issues'.85
Challenges associated with the pilot
6.69
In January 2011, it was reported that the UK Treasury was yet to decide on
how it would underwrite the bonds, and there were departmental questions about who
would issue and pay out on the bonds.86 A report commissioned by the UK Ministry
of Justice and completed by RAND Europe in May 2011 examined the lessons learned
from the early stages of the Peterborough pilot, and confirmed that these outstanding
issues with the pilot have been resolved. The report noted that developing the payment
model for the pilot, whereby successful outcome payments will be made by the
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Ministry of Justice and the BLF, demanded considerable analysis and resources.87 The
report noted that future SIBs may share outcome payments across central and local
government departments and other agencies, in cases where potential savings occur
across multiple portfolio areas.88
6.70
BLF have agreed to contribute to up to £6.25 million to the Peterborough
89
SIB. Sir Ronald justified the involvement of the BLF as a means to overcome
Treasury's limitation in forecasting outcome payments for the bonds in 6-8 years time:
The big question is, 'Do we give government departments the budgets to
pay out several years from now?' Again, there was a reference in the report
I read that somehow a weakness of the first bond was that the Big Lottery
Fund in the UK, which is a charitable pool funded by the lottery, had had to
put money up. The only reason the Big Lottery Fund came in alongside
government is that the Ministry of Justice did not have sufficient money in
its budgets, six to eight years out, to pay out in the event the bond was
successful. We are talking with the government in the UK in order to get
social impact bonds going. The second one is being funded now. The first
investment of Big Society Capital is in fact in backing the Private Equity
Foundation to launch a social impact bond dealing with adolescents at
school who are in danger of not finding a job. I think we can already see
that governments are going to need to make a pool of capital available six
to eight years out to pay out on the success of social impact bonds, which
government departments either have a specific allocation from or compete
for.90

6.71
Since the establishment of the Peterborough trial, there has been the
announcement of an additional £40 million SIB trial targeting disadvantaged families
in four communities in the UK.91 It has been reported that investments in future SIBs
will attract tax concessions under the Community Investment Tax Relief program.92
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Funding for 'pay for success bonds' in the United States
6.72
The President of the United States, Barack Obama, allocated US$100 million
for seven pilot programmes using 'pay-for-success' bonds (conceptually the same as
the social impact bond). Theterms of the US budget appropriations allows funds for
the bonds to support long-term performance agreements, beyond the traditional 1-2
year grant programs. It also allows any unused funds for the bonds to be re-used for
other high priority activities in the future. The mayors of New York City and
Baltimore have shown interest in the bonds. A possible candidate for a pilot in the US
is the National Guard Youth Challenge, which applies military discipline to provide
skills training to at-risk youth.93
6.73
In addition, the state of Massachusetts, USA, has recently issued a call for
information on social innovation financing, including pay-for-success contracts and
social impact bonds.94
The New South Wales social impact bonds trial
6.74
In November 2010, the New South Wales (NSW) Government announced
that it would trial SIBs to deliver non-government community programmes.95 The CSI
was appointed to formally provide advice on the programme:
CSI consulted with a range of potential social investors and their advisors,
who confirmed that there is an appetite amongst investors for the use of
SIBs. SIBs offer social investors a method of achieving blended value with
both commercial and measurable social return on their investment. A SIB
provides social investors with a more effective method of holding a [NFP]
to account in terms of setting targets and monitoring performance akin to
that used in commercial investment decisions.96

6.75
CSI identified a range of policy areas and program interventions that address
complex problems suitable for a SIB pilot that are close to realisation. These include
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juvenile justice, parenting support for vulnerable families, disability, homelessness
and mental health.97 Mr Les Hems, Director of Research at CSI, elaborated on how a
SIB could act as a cost-saving measure for the NSW government in relation to foster
care:
The idea of being able to restore a child to the family of origin then when
we know that the cost per child in New South Wales is around $40,000 per
year. We know there are 17,500 children currently in foster care. If there is
a program which is efficacious in terms of preparing the family of origin to
receive their child back again, then clearly that presents huge future cost
savings to government. Clearly you would need to measure it over a period
of time, so you structure something like a bond with perhaps a five-year
term and then during that five years you actually seek to restore, say, a
number of children over that period of time. Units of reward payments are
paid to the initial capital investors—the private capital that comes in is from
investors. They will get their principal repaid and also a reward payment on
the basis of delivering a certain number of children.98

6.76
CSI has also identified a range of social economy organisations with the
capacity to host a SIB program and who have the legal power to issue a bond. CSI
proposes that a social finance intermediary (as used in the UK model) is not necessary
for the NSW pilot as social economy organisations that are incorporated have the
powers to issue bonds.99 Larger social economy organisations usually operate within a
framework of result-based accountability, employing professional staff, utilising
professional advice, engaging with social investors and having research or evaluation
teams. They also have large asset bases which could be rated using an independent
rating service to evaluate financial strength and the ability to pay the bond's principal
and interest in a timely fashion.100 Christian Super discussed in its submission how the
government's involvement in a SIB contract acts as a form of guarantee, and would in
turn improve the rating of a SIB:
According to the Rating Agencies models, the rating of an issuance of
bonds or loans is as high as the rating of the institution that guarantees the
scheduled principal and interest payments on that issuance. If the
government guarantees issuance of Social Impact Bonds, for example, then
that issuance should have an implied rating of the government i.e. AAA.
This will lower the cost of funds, increase liquidity and diversify funding
sources as institutions with a lot of funds but low risk appetite like
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insurance companies and superannuation funds add Social Impact Bonds
into their portfolio. Naturally this is dependent on the details of the each
underlying investment.101

6.77
CSI argued that Australian interest in SIBs is from, 'not just the
philanthropically minded social investors but also some of the mainstream banks and
investment houses like AMP Foundation':102
In the UK it was all charitable trusts, but within our discussions with
investors we found a broader set of support. We have spoken to a number
of mainstream financial institutions who have expressed support in these
types of initiatives as long as they are big enough. For them it is the deal
size that is the problem. Fundamentally, it is all about negotiation. This is
all based on an outcome based agreement between government and a not
for profit, but pricing can only be done when governments have agreed
what outcomes it is achieving with a not for profit, the scale and the reward
payment for a child being restored or a period of reoffending. That
negotiation is the key. To articulate how far we have got in some of the
discussions, some of these are pretty close to being investment-grade
products, so these will be attractive to all investors.103

Sharing the risk
6.78
CSI has identified a range of options for the terms of the bond that provide
different levels of risk sharing across government, the social economy organisation
and social investors. The options allocate a greater reward to a high risk capital
investment, while the rate of return will be lower as the risk decreases.
6.79
At one end of the risk spectrum, the principal and reward payment (return on
investment) to investors is completely dependent on a successful outcome. In this
instance, the full transfer of risk lies with the social investor as reflected by a higher
indicative reward payment. However, the number of investors prepared to take this
option is limited. At the other end of the risk transfer spectrum is an option for social
investors to protect their capital, where only the reward payment is at risk. This option
offers little incentive to government as there is only minimal risk transfer to social
investors and the social economy organisation.
6.80
CSI has therefore formulated an option to balance risk sharing between
government, social economy organisations and social investors. This option requires
that a portion of the costs the social economy organisation incurs delivering the
program is to be paid by government through a standing charge. The remaining costs
and reward payment will be dependent on a successful outcome of the programme.
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This risk sharing arrangement will lead to a moderate level of reward payments. CSI
reported that social investors responded positively to the option which included the
standing charge.104
Benefits a number of stakeholders
6.81
Mr Les Hems of the CSI has outlined the benefits for social economy
organisations as well as financial investors, noting that a SIB can remove the burden
of high-level government involvement in non government organisation (NGO)
programs:
SIBs encourage social innovation and the development of programs which
focus on early intervention, prevention or breaking the cycle of dependence.
The performance nature of SIB focuses stakeholders’ attention on the
delivery of the agreed outcomes. NFPs will be attracted because SIBs
provide them with capital up front and remove government involvement
from the day-to-day delivery of programs.
The SIB mechanism is also attractive to philanthropists and social investors
who often find it difficult to know which NFP to support and cannot assess
what their generosity has actually achieved. For philanthropists with a
grantmaking mindset, a successful SIB offers the opportunity to recycle
their philanthropic funds. However, it is the potential for SIBs to
substantially grow the overall capital and revenue funding base of the sector
which makes them most attractive.105

6.82
The NSW Government is estimating savings of between $4 and $17 for every
$1 it invests106 and announced on 6 September 2011 that it will launch a pilot tender
process for 'Social Benefit Bonds'. The first two bonds will be aimed at foster care and
lowering reoffending rates among former prisoners. NSW Treasurer Mike Baird said
the trial provides an opportunity to 'creatively look at delivery of critical social
outcomes while at the same time minimising long-term fiscal risks to the budget'.107
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Indigenous impact bonds
6.83
Ecotrust Australia highlights the need for innovation to create sustainable
prosperity for Indigenous Australians. Its research indicates that Commonwealth,
State and Territory governments have spent $4.2 billion on indigenous programs
which have been 'disappointing at best and appalling at worst'.108 Ecotrust proposes
the creation of an indigenous impact bond, or I2B to 'attack intractable problems in the
indigenous space'109 and facilitate investors’ 'eagerness to invest in better outcomes for
indigenous people'.110 The risk would then transfer to corporate and philanthropic
capital, and government would only reward investors if social impact is achieved.111
6.84
Ecotrust suggested that the I2Bs will create a different role for government,
one 'that is less about delivery and more about supporting outcomes'.112 Ecotrust
intend to act as a facilitator for social impact partnerships and aggregate capital by
convening investors for the bonds.113 Ecotrust identified three key elements to
implementing the I2Bs; interest in Indigenous communities, willing investors and
political will to issue the bonds.
6.85
Cape York Institute's (CYI) sister organisations have conducted preliminary
studies into SIBs and concluded that they are not appropriate for them at this stage due
to their scale and the lack of measurable outcomes. CYI was, however, interested in
SIBs as a catalyst for the sector to move from outputs based measurement to
outcomes, and how this would specifically benefit indigenous programs:
What was particularly interesting to me about reading about the structure of
the UK social impact bond was the clear tie between reward to investor and
actual tangible social outcome. That is not something that exists in many of
the funding arrangements which we have to deal with on a regular basis. In
fact Noel Pearson is on record quite recently for talking about the nature of
incentives to job service providers in remote Indigenous communities; the
extent to which training is incentivised and a churn of people is incentivised
rather than placing and keeping people in long-term employment. A similar
comment could be made in relation to Indigenous health initiatives where,
again, it is the number of healthcare checks you have rather than the level
of, say, blood pressure in the community or the instance of diabetes. They
should really be the guiding principles.114
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6.86
The committee pursued the concept of an indigenous SIB utilising multiple
service providers with Sir Ronald Cohen:
Senator STEPHENS: ...if we were to look at a social impact bond being
developed to address issues of Indigenous disadvantage, we would be
unlikely to have one organisation. We would need to have a network of notfor-profit organisations involved in trying to really drive a significant social
outcome. Can you see that that would work in that kind of an environment,
where you would have many players?
Sir Ronald Cohen: Yes, indeed. In the case of the Peterborough bond, we
start off with three players. I think the number has been expanded to five as
others are becoming interested in it. I could see that there would be many
bonds that are raised by organisations which have the internal expertise to
deploy the money to a number of not-for-profits and to test the not-forprofits for their effectiveness and then give more of the social impact bonds
issued in subsequent years to those who are performing better. So the model
does not require you to raise social impact bonds for one organisation,
although there will be some organisations with the credibility to do that.115

6.87
Ecotrust is currently consulting with a number of governments and agencies
about the potential to run I2B pilots.116 Mr Ian Gill, Chief Executive Officer of
Ecotrust, maintains that SIBs present a 'leadership moment' for Australia to address
the intractable problems that have emerged in remote indigenous communities:
The government's role in the end in a bond is to basically say, 'If you
achieve your outcomes, which are our outcomes as government, we will
pay for those outcomes. We will be bonded to pay for the productive
outcomes that you have set out and that you are taking the risk on.' The real
sticking point becomes in the end: does the government have the appetite to
underwrite such a bond. To some degree, again not to be impolite, does the
bureaucracy, which at the moment is currently in the grip of this $4 billion
box, have the will to pull back a bit and let Indigenous people and their
social impact partners actually take a lead in delivering outcomes for
themselves. If that magic can somehow be created, then I think there is the
possibility well beyond just replicating CDFIs or doing something like
somebody else has done somewhere else in the world. I think there is a
leadership moment for Australia here, which is not easy to achieve but can
be achieved...The need is there. Do we have the wherewithal to step up is
really my question.117
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Federal government application of a SIB
6.88
Associate Professor Cheryl Kernot of the CSI told the committee that a SIB
could work jointly between the Commonwealth and a state government, particularly in
the area of housing, and that the savings could be disaggregated at both levels.118
6.89
The federal government has been monitoring the progress of SIBs both in
Australia and abroad. The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet noted that
while this form of investment vehicle may not suit every situation, there may be some
instances that warrant a SIB pilot at a federal level:
We have been looking at this [SIBs] and carefully watching some of the
examples that are going on both in Australia and overseas and determining
the advantages and disadvantages and some of the pitfalls. As I said earlier,
we are cautious in relation to them. They will not suit every circumstance,
and it has been quite interesting watching where some of the early examples
of social impact bonds are being applied and in what sorts of policy
settings...119
...given the pioneering work in the UK and more recently here in New
South Wales, we believe there is merit in considering the potential of social
impact bonds. The groundwork has been done in other jurisdictions and
they provide useful foundations for broader action in Australia. As a new
financing vehicle, social impact bonds appear to provide promising
community benefits.120

Conclusion
6.90
The committee acknowledges the global trends in social impact investing, and
the suggestion that a new asset class may well be emerging. There are a number of
measures that can be undertaken in the Australian setting to keep pace with these
developments.
6.91
The development of a social bond market in Australia could bring significant
finance to the social economy and thereby relieve the government of some social
infrastructure costs. There are, however, significant hurdles to overcome in order to
attract investors to this market. The lower rate of return on a social bond coupon (due
to the social dividend component) presents challenges when competing in the
commercial market. As a result, the current market for social bonds would be
somewhat limited, and most suited to investment minded philanthropists. The
committee considers that government support is required to catalyse this market and
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that further research should be conducted to determine the feasibility of government
top-ups for social bond coupons in the form of either cash or tax credit, or
alternatively tax exempt coupons. A government guarantee on social bonds should
also be examined.
6.92
The committee notes the SIB pilots in Peterborough in the UK and in NSW.
SIBs present an opportunity for government to ensure that service delivery contracts
produce their intended outcomes as well as delivering significant savings for
government. They leverage additional capital for the social economy through
government partnerships with philanthropists and the wider investment community.
SIBs also expand the impact investment market by offering an investment mechanism
to diversify the portfolios of investors that may not otherwise consider social
investments a viable option.
6.93
The committee considers SIBs to be a mechanism to move beyond funding
regimes for social economy organisations that are built around the three year political
cycle. Although forecasting the government's budget has created some difficulties in
the UK, the committee acknowledges the recent announcement of the US
governments 'pay-for-success' bonds and the special funding provisions included in
their budget papers.
6.94
The committee recommends that the government identify policy areas where
SIBs could be applied, including consideration of indigenous policy and programmes.
Partnerships with state governments should be considered in cases where policy areas,
such as social housing, require state government involvement.
6.95
The committee does, however, acknowledge that SIBs and Social Bonds are
not in themselves a panacea to financing social economy organisations. They are but
two mechanisms among an emerging spectrum of capital options within the social
economy. The committee also notes that SIBs will not apply in the following settings:


where there are no clear social performance metrics (see chapter 8);



where the risk is too high; and



where the financial return is too low.

Recommendation 6.2
6.96
The committee recommends that the Departments of Treasury and
Finance and Deregulation to examine ways to create incentives to invest in a
social bond market in Australia including the feasibility of tax exempt income
returns, a government top up on coupons through cash or tax credits and the use
of government guarantees.
Recommendation 6.3
6.97
The committee recommends that the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
identify policy areas where social impact bonds could be applied, including
intractable problems in indigenous communities. The plausibility of creating
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social impact bonds in partnership with state governments should also be
examined.
6.98
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector should work with relevant
government departments and agencies and social organisations to implement a
social impact bond trial.

Chapter 7
Accurately measuring results
7.1
The efficacy and success of a social economy organisation depends on social
measures to facilitate analysis and performance comparison, establish track records
and offer potential investors an assessment of the risks and returns related to different
investments.1 In addition, measurement can improve an organisation's performance,
provide insight into the operation of the sector as a whole and improve public policy
outcomes.2
7.2
The terms of reference for this inquiry do not explicitly mention measuring
social value as an imperative to attracting investment to the social economy sector.
The committee has not received much evidence on the issue of measurement.
However, the committee recognises that the ability to measure social value is critical
to social impact investment (see chapter 6).3 Social impact bonds (SIBs) in particular,
can only be applied to policy areas that have measureable results 4 as they require a
baseline outcome and set targets to monitor the achievement of outcomes.5 The
benefit of a greater emphasis on the measurement of social outcomes (rather than
simply inputs and outputs) provides incentive for government and investors to allocate
resources to achieve the greatest social impact.6
7.3
The Productivity Commission (PC) report, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit
Sector, provided substantive recommendations for Australian governments to adopt a
common measurement framework for the sector which takes into account the diversity
of the sector's activities and structures. The PC outlined that a framework applied
consistently across governments will minimise compliance costs and maximise the
value of data collected.7 The report stated that building knowledge about the sector
and its impacts on society 'is an important element in building confidence in the
sector, as well as guiding policy and program design. Evaluation of the sector’s

1

Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C), Submission 9, p. 34.

2

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 31.

3

Social impact investment is the use of investment and financing mechanisms to deliver some
measure of both financial and social returns.

4

The Archerfish Foundation, Submission 17, p. 7; Social Finance Ltd, Submission 16, pp 10–11;
Life Without Barriers, Submission 34, pp 3–4; Associate Professor Cheryl Kernot, Director of
Social Business, Centre for Social Impact, Committee Hansard, 1 August 2011, p. 39.

5

DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 34.

6

The Young Foundation, Social Impact Investment: The opportunity and challenge of social
impact bonds, March 2011, pp 16–17.

7

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, pp xli–xlii
(recommendations 5.2 and 5.3).
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effectiveness is essential if the sector and government are to embrace an evidencebased approach to social investment.'8 The PC's recommendations are discussed
further below.
7.4
Mr Les Hems and Associate Professor Cheryl Kernot of the Centre for Social
Impact (CSI) provided a broad description of the global trends in the evaluation of
social outcomes and impact, and the growing recognition of the need to move beyond
economic indicators to more holistic measures that include social and environmental
progress. These trends are interrelated with a shift towards socially responsible
investment (SRI):9
Mr Hems: ...there is an international initiative at the moment around
integrated reporting. It is very much building on the blended value and
triple bottom line... In the documents that have been issued to date there is
recognition that the straightforward financial accounting is inadequate.
Indeed investors are requesting information on social impact and
environmental impact. So the argument behind the need for integrated
reporting is that investors are requesting it. Similarly, other stakeholders are
wanting—
CHAIR: Are they requesting it across the board for all investments or
specifically for investments in this area?
Mr Hems: All investments. These are mainstream institutional investors
requesting effectively triple-bottom-line reporting and our argument is that
the social impact component is going to be the most difficult to standardise
and report in a meaningful way. Therefore, the not-for-profit sector and
social enterprises should actually provide the set of case studies to allow
integrated reporting to develop.
...
Prof. Kernot: In the corporate sector there has been a bit of a hijacking of
the whole notion of reporting sustainability simply along environmental
lines. Most people now recognise the challenge of incorporating the social
in that triple-bottom-line, blended value approach. There is a huge shift
going on in the corporate sector in its understanding in that particular
sphere.10
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Website, 'Glossary: Ethical investment' http://www.moneysmart.gov.au/glossary/e (accessed 31
October 2011).
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7.5
The committee has heard that there is a growing body of international social
measurement techniques to support these developments11 and an increasing
willingness and recognition among Australian social economy organisations of the
importance to report on social impact.12 Despite these developments, measuring social
value presents a number of challenges for social economy organisations, which in turn
places limitations on the amount of investment in the sector. Some barriers to effective
measurement of the activities of social economy organisations include:


social and environmental measurements and metrics have not yet been fully
developed;13



metrics for social outcomes and impacts cannot always be assigned a
numerical value;14



focusing on milestones or achievements, rather than on the quality of the
service provided when measuring success may provide a skewed result;15



a highly diverse social sector creates tensions between the need for a
standardised reporting system across organisations, and the need for
organisations to report on the most material aspects of their individual work;16



the financial costs of, and the requirement of considerable expertise for
reporting and evaluation can place undue burdens on social economy
organisations;17 and



tools used to determine social outcomes and assess participants may be
considered invasive, and can be dependent on the cooperation of the service
users.18

International developments
7.6
The Young Foundation recently analysed over 150 measurement tools that
have developed internationally and concluded that while these are encouraging
developments, 'there are not yet any widely-agreed metrics on gauging social returns
or the impact of social ventures'. The same observation was made by the UK Social
11
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Mr Robert Fitzgerald, Commissioner, Productivity Commission, Committee Hansard,
26 September 2011, p. 27.
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Christian Super, Submission 12, p. 6.
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Ms Sarah Adams, NAB Research Fellow, Centre for Social Impact, Committee Hansard,
1 August 2011, p. 44.
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Investment Task Force which noted that measuring social impact was a significant
challenge for the market.19
7.7
The departments' submission20 and the Centre for Social Impact (CSI)21 noted
the leading work of a number of international organisations:


The Impact Investment Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS)22 are an
initiative of the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) which is developing
an independent and credible set of metrics for measuring social and
environmental performance. As part of IRIS, a beta database was recently
made available on the web working towards mechanisms for a rateable system
in the US.23



The Global Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS),24 which is overseen by
B-Lab, is exploring a ratings approach to assessing social and environmental
impact and was launched at the Clinton Global Initiative in September 2011,
New York.25



The International Integrated Reporting Committee's (IIRC) Integrated
Reporting Framework is aiming to integrate multiple sources of value (social,
environmental and financial) in a single reporting approach.26

Integrated reporting framework
7.8
Integrated reporting is intended to reduce the reporting burden of
organisations while improving investors' insight and understanding. The provision of
an integrated information set, for example, will help inform those who invest on
behalf of others to discharge their fiduciary duty (see chapter 4) by taking into account
the range of issues that affect organisational, and therefore financial, success and
investment returns.27 The IIRC has released a discussion paper with guiding principles

19
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DEEWR and PM&C, Submission 9, p. 34; The Young Foundation and NESTA, Growing
Social Ventures: The Role of Intermediaries and Investors, 2011, p. 46.
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21
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2011).
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2011, p. 63.
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Ms Rosemary Addis, Social Innovation Strategist, DEEWR, Committee Hansard,
23 September 2011, p. 59.
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(accessed 5 October 2011).
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that offers initial proposals for an International Integrated Reporting Framework prior
to the publication of an exposure draft for integrated reporting in 2012.28
7.9
South Africa has become the first jurisdiction to legislate and mandate that
organisations29 prepare reports on an integrated basis. Organisations are required to
provide an explanation if they have not reported on an integrated basis. 30 The
Integrated Reporting Committee of South Africa has released a discussion paper
outlining a non-prescriptive, principles-based approach which offers practical
direction on the integrated report.31
Social return on investment framework
7.10
A Social Return on Investment (SROI) framework has been developed by the
Measuring Social Value consortium in the UK and is promoted through the SROI
Network International.32 The framework was devised to understand, measure and
manage the outcomes of an organisation's activities. A SROI is similar to a
cost-benefit analysis. It places a monetary value on outcomes so that they can be
added up and compared with the investment made. This results in a ratio of total
benefits (a sum of all the outcomes) to total investments. For example, an organisation
might have a ratio of £4 of social value created for every £1 spent on its activities.
7.11
The Measuring Social Value consortium noted that there are two types of
SROI:


evaluative SROIs are conducted retrospectively and are based on outcomes
that have already taken place; and



forecast SROIs predict how much social value will be created if the activities
meet their intended outcomes. Forecast SROIs are useful at the planning stage
of a project, or if the right kinds of outcomes data have not been collected to
enable an evaluative SROI.33
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International Integrated Reporting Committee, Towards integrated reporting: Communicating
Value in the 21st Century, September 2011, pp 1, 8–15.
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Ms Sarah Adams, National Australia Bank Research Fellow at the Centre for Social Impact,
video interview on integrated reporting,
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(accessed 31 October 2011).
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bonds, March 2010, p. 14.
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In addition, the Gates Foundation has published an overview of some emerging
measurement tools.34 Social Traders also lists a number of resources on measuring
social impact on its website,35 and CSI has published a paper, Recent approaches to
measuring social impact in the Third sector: An overview.36
7.12
Other measurement methods are discussed in detail in the PC report and
include cost-benefit analysis, social accounting and audit, stakeholder value
management analysis, results-based accountability and logical framework.
Appendix B of the report, 'Techniques of social evaluation' provides further detail.37

Australian developments
7.13
Within Australia, there is some tension between the need for a standardised
reporting system across organisations,38 and the need for organisations to report on the
most material aspects of their individual work.39 Progress has been made towards
standardised reporting of inputs through the establishment of the Standard Chart of
Accounts (SCOA) (see chapter 3).40 However, there is currently no uniform approach
to measuring the social outcomes and impacts of social economy organisations
operating in Australia. The Finding Australia's Social Enterprise Sector survey, for
example, reported that only 65 per cent of organisations even sought to evaluate or
measure impacts in relation to their missions.41
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Melinda Tuan, 'Measuring and/or estimating social value creation: Insights Into Eight
Integrated Cost Approaches', 15 December 2008,
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7.14
CSI is undertaking work on a new reporting system being developed as part of
its Integrated Reporting Project.42 It aims to assist stakeholders to better understand
how an organisation creates value, including social, financial, environmental and
human capital in the short, medium and longer term.43 The CSI website states that its
Integrated Reporting Project 'presents a unique opportunity for innovation in impact
measurement and reporting of shared value in the Australian not-for-profit sector'.44
7.15
The project is a collaboration between CSI, the Australian School of Business
and private, not-for-profit (NFP) and government sector partners. The project is
intended to develop a framework to implement Integrated Reporting in the NFP sector
and will be tested across a variety of sites in collaboration with a network of partners.
The project leverages international momentum45 and is hoped to 'place Australia as a
global thought leader in the future of NFP reporting':
Collaboration with an array of stakeholders will be undertaken to ensure
that Integrated Reporting meets a range of expectations including
government as funders and regulators (DEEWR, FACHSIA, PM&C),
donors, and may help lay the foundations for a capital market for social
investment in Australia. The test sites will comprise a range of not-forprofit organisations operating in a small number of policy fields.
The data collected and experiences of this process will form an evidence
base for evaluating the key success factors and recommendations for the
future of Integrated Reporting in the not-for-profit sector in Australia.46

7.16
CSI is working in partnership with the Salvation Army to evaluate its
Employment Plus program. This will involve capturing the impact of the program
over a five year period. It is intended that the project will contribute to the evidence
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Centre for Social impact website, 'Integrated Reporting: An Opportunity for Australia's Notfor-Profit Sector',
http://www.csi.edu.au/news/Integrated_Reporting__An_Opportunity_for_Australias_Not-forProfit_Sector.aspx (accessed 31 October 2011).
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(accessed 31 October 2011).
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base to illustrate that 'organisations across the board have got to take evidence and
systematically capture the impact of their programs into their DNA'.47 Mr Les Hems
of CSI told the committee that while impact based reporting will require capacity
building (see chapters 3 and 5), the majority of organisations are willing to adopt the
new approach:
This will require a lot of capacity building, but I would say almost every
not-for-profit organisation and social enterprise that we have spoken to has
recognised the need for doing this and are willing to engage in programs to
help build up these case studies to build up a methodology to systematically
report social impact, building on the pathfinding work on social return on
investment and social accounting.48

7.17
Mission Australia, for example, has a sophisticated case management system
which enables it to capture data and integrate it across the entire organisation. This
system involves maintaining contact with clients post program treatment and assessing
whether they are still in a job six months, 12 months, 18 months and two years later.49
7.18
In addition, as part of the capital injected into the sector through the
government's Social Enterprise Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF), the
University of Sydney Business School's Innovation and Entrepreneurship Research
Group (IERG) is working with Social Enterprise Finance Australia (SEFA) to develop
key performance indicators and metrics to measure social impacts. 50 Foresters
Community Finance, also a recipient of the SEDIF funding, uses IRIS for
evaluation.51 Social Ventures Australia (SVA) offers consultation using SROI and
tailors the approach to the specific needs of the client. SVA can conduct the analysis,
or assist an organisation to develop the skills to carry out its own analysis.52
7.19
Dr Richard Seymour of the IERG noted that '[m]ultiple approaches [for
measurement] are required at this stage of research, as no one group or approach has
solved the problem of impact measurement'.53
...with regards impacts and indirect value creation, we are seeking to
prioritise the subjective: We have questioned whether it can be appropriate
or meaningful to objectify the impacts/outcomes such as ‘enhanced sense of
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self’ or ‘changed attitudes or values.’ Our framework considers that these
would be better celebrated ‘subjectively’ and from the appropriate
perspective (such as a beneficiary or participant). Furthermore, we think
this is more aligned with the way employees, participants, beneficiaries,
donors and other stakeholders engage and understand their purposeful
activity and impact.
...
Measurement frameworks often ignore the perspectives of clients,
beneficiaries or participants, and end up presenting condescending or
objectifying data. Measurement frameworks often promise supporters or
funders transparency and rich information but end up being lists of
comparative lists and rankings. We will endeavour to keep the
measurements aligned with the interests (quantitative and objective as
appropriate, qualitative and subjective as appropriate). The tensions
between such data should be celebrated rather than ignored.54

Financial costs of evaluation
7.20
The PC and Christian Super noted that the financial costs of reporting and
evaluation may place undue burdens on social economy organisations and require
considerable expertise.55 Associate Professor Kernot of the CSI emphasised that the
government, and other partners, may need to assist in developing reporting resources
for the sector:
The problem is that many non-profits do not have the resources to invest in
that even though it is a fundamental requirement of being capacity ready for
greater social investment. There is an enabling role for government and
other partners there.56

7.21
The departments' submission noted that international developments and
collaborations will reduce the transaction costs of building market infrastructure:
Leaders in the social impact investment market are collaborating to reduce
high transaction costs by building market infrastructure such as common
social return metrics and framework...These new measurement tools are
guiding financiers, including governments and philanthropists seeking to
determine the most effective way of acting and bring a focus and discipline
to the task of choosing interventions that are shown to be the most effective
relative to the resources invested.57
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7.22
The PC report proposed a commonly agreed measurement framework with the
intention that any type of organisation in the sector should be able to adopt it,
including those that lack the resources to undertake comprehensive evaluation.58

Adopting a measurement framework
7.23
An evaluation framework is a compulsory requirement for a capital market for
social economy organisations.59 The PC explored the importance of a measurement
framework for the social economy, drawing on international research and current
techniques such as SROI and results based accounting. The PC report recommended
that all nine Australian governments adopt a framework based on four distinct levels:


inputs—measures of the resources used;



outputs—indicators of the level of activity undertaken;



outcomes—direct costs and benefits to the activity of participants; and



impacts—longer term net benefits to the participants, and other costs and
benefits to the broader community.60

7.24
Inputs and outputs provide an insight into the processes and activities of
organisations and, when aggregated, the scale of the sector. The Australian Bureau of
Statistics' (ABS) Non-profit Institutions Satellite Account provides input and output
data on economically significant NFPs in the sector. Outcomes measures provide
information on the direct benefit of an organisation's activities. At the far end of the
spectrum, impacts aim to reflect the net benefit for the broader community, and its
longer term effects. In an analogy of medical services, for example, the impacts would
include the general productivity and social benefits of a healthy population. 61 The
report emphasised that the measurement of outcomes and impacts will inform the
governments' resource allocation for the sector, and without these measurements, the
understanding of the contribution of the sector will be understated.62 The framework
recommended by the PC is shown in Diagram 7.1.
7.25
Mr Robert Fitzgerald, the commissioner that led the PC inquiry into the
contribution of the sector, elaborated on the four levels of the proposed measurement
framework in evidence to the committee:
Mr Fitzgerald: ...As you move down, going from inputs, outputs, outcomes
and down to impacts, the measurement techniques become less and less
58
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robust. As a consequence of that, when you are looking at impacts you need
to use a range of measures. You need to use both quantitative and
qualitative approaches, which draws off good evaluation, good case studies
and other evidence, but absolutely measuring impacts, both at an
organisational and sectoral level is where we want to get to. There is work
being done on that internationally and I think we have made a significant
contribution to that.
CHAIR: In some areas the ability to measure impacts would be more
mature than in other areas, depending on the social benefit you are trying to
deliver.
Mr Fitzgerald: Absolutely. Since this report has come out—and I am still
involved in the sector in a number of ways—one of the good things is that
there has been a real desire by the sector, including the philanthropic part of
the sector, to move to looking at impacts and trying to design ways by
which that can be measured in the broad sense. I think that is an area where
there has been great progress. The point I make is that we should not fall
into the trap of trying to turn everything into a number. The point that we
have made in the report is that where it is measurable you can measure it,
but where it is not measurable you can still in fact try to ascertain its value
through other processes and other techniques. I think that in the social
policy area that is an appropriate way to go.63
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Diagram 7.1: Measurement framework and types of indicators

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. 40.

7.26
Mr Fitzgerald also highlighted the need to establish an evaluation framework
during the design of a program, and not simply at a point of failure as the evaluation
component 'will inform the design features' of the program. The Logical Framework
approach, for example, is used to establish outputs, outcomes and impacts of the
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activity early in the design of a program.64 Mr Fitzgerald also emphasised the need to
use evaluation as part of a quality improvement framework, rather than simply a
mechanism to determine success or failure. He elaborated on this point, using
indigenous social policy as an example:
One of the issues with social policy is that often you have to adapt as you
learn. Not only do you need early intervention by the government in terms
of bringing the right parties together, you need good-quality evaluation
frameworks designed at the beginning. You need them to be used to inform
and then you need an ability to adapt as you go forward.
If we look at the Indigenous social policy area—and you are aware that the
commission convenes the working group that produced the Overcoming
Indigenous disadvantage report—we see over and over again a lack of
good-quality evaluation, and evaluations used once the program has already
started to fail, and no capacity to use them for quality improvement. That is
a micro example of a much greater issue. Again, our commentary in the
report about evaluation is very important. It is not just about program
evaluation; it can be applied to a much broader concept than just very small
programs. It can be looking across a range of programs or initiatives.65

7.27
A March 2010 paper by Social Finance underlined the distinction between a
program's outputs and outcomes, noting that a focus on milestones (outputs) rather
than the quality of the service provided (outcomes) may provide a skewed result. The
report explained:
A youth training scheme, for example, might be evaluated on the basis of
how many young people attend the training course (an input) or receive a
Health and Safety certificate (an output). The hope (the desired outcome) is
that better qualified young people will be more likely to find jobs. Too
often such outcomes are not used to measure the success of such schemes
or to judge whether or not to renew service provider contracts.
This trend is driven by the fact that contracting for inputs and outputs is
simpler than contracting for outcomes. It is easier for a commissioner to
measure and attribute outputs to a service provider – they can count the
number of Health and Safety certificates awarded. It is more difficult to
attribute an outcome, such as employment, to the work of one agency as
inputs from multiple organisations may be required to deliver a positive
outcome.66
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7.28
The Cape York Institute also noted that SIBs could act as a catalyst for the
sector to move from outputs based measurement to outcomes, and that this would
have particular benefits for indigenous programs.67
7.29
The PC measurement framework proposes a full spectrum of techniques to
accommodate different measurement needs and purposes for organisations. The PC
report concluded that there is no standard measurement 'which will be best suited to
all NFPs under every circumstance' and acknowledges that certain activities pose
specific measurement challenges. It cites the spiritual value of retaining connection to
land for Indigenous Australians as an example.68
Government response
7.30
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector in the Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet is acutely aware of the need for an evaluation framework for
social economy organisations. The Office found that SROI was one of three critical
areas that need to be examined to create a robust capital market for the social
economy and to establish 'transparency and accountability of social initiatives for
building credibility with investors, funders, donors and the like':69
Certainly at the Office of the Not-for-Profit Sector we are acutely aware of
how critical it is that we have the right sort of data and that we have
evaluation frameworks. Whether the best outcome is that we have one
evaluation framework that we are all able to use I am not at all sure. It may
be that we have a range of evaluation frameworks that are appropriate for
different policy settings, but the underlying need to improve our data to
have a much greater emphasis—and this is from a government perspective
as well as from a not-for-profit sector perspective and a for-profit sector
perspective—on evaluation and a strong measurement of outcomes is
undoubtedly a critical issue in all of this.70

7.31
The Office told the committee it is in the initial stages of responding to the PC
report's recommendations on evaluation, and has begun work with the Australian
Bureau of Statistics around framing the PC's recommendations.71
7.32
In addition, CSI discussed the need for government to move towards
outcomes-based assessment systems and to develop this approach through a series of
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demonstration projects. CSI proposed that these projects could focus on policy areas
where results based funding is already utilised (such as pathways to employment) or
'other policy areas where robust outcome measures can be formulated and where there
is a robust evidence base'.72

Conclusion
7.33
An effective measurement framework is fundamental to the development of a
robust capital market for social economy organisations in Australia. The PC has
provided the groundwork for a measurement framework to be applied to the sector by
government, social economy organisations and investors.73 CSI has also made
significant contributions towards a measurement framework through its Integrated
Reporting Project.
7.34
The Council of Australian Governments' adoption of the SCOA has provided
initial steps towards standardisation of input measurements. The committee
acknowledges, however, that standardisation of outcomes and impacts has added
challenges, such as measuring unquantifiable contributions and producing comparable
results across a sector undertaking a diverse set of activities. As a result, many social
organisations will not have the expertise or funding to adopt emerging measurement
techniques.
7.35
In the committee's view, the government has an enabling role to develop
reporting resources to guide the sector and promote measurement techniques that have
proven to be the most effective relative to the resources available to social economy
organisations. This will improve efficiencies and consistency and facilitate better
analysis and performance comparison across the sector. It will also reduce the
transaction costs for social economy organisations while the market infrastructure is
being established.
7.36
The committee believes the PC's measurement framework captures a broad
range of social economy activity, and is flexible enough to allow users to choose
measurement techniques most suited to their circumstances. The committee notes that
the Office for the Not-for-Profit sector has begun work with the Australian Bureau of
Statistics to respond to the PC's recommendations on evaluation. The committee
recommends that in addition to this work, the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
develop a guide on the PC's proposed evaluation framework for social economy
organisations and government departments and agencies. The guide should take into
consideration emerging international measurement tools.
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7.37
The committee notes the CSI's proposition that government should move
towards outcomes-based assessment systems and that this should be developed
through a series of demonstration projects. The committee recommends that the
government identify existing policy areas where results based funding is already
utilised and document an evidence base of these programs. The evidence base should
contribute towards the development of a robust measurement framework and the
proposed guidance material on measurement for the sector and departments and
agencies.
Recommendation 7.1
7.38
The committee recommends that the Department of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet identify policy areas where results based funding is already utilised
and use any relevant programs as an evidence base towards the development of a
robust measurement framework for social economy organisations in Australia.
Recommendation 7.2
7.39
The committee recommends that the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector
prepare a guide for social economy organisations to assist in the evaluation of
their performance. The guide should be based on the evaluation framework
recommended by the Productivity Commission using inputs, outputs, outcomes
and impacts and include Australian case studies and emerging international
measurement tools.
7.40
The guide should provide social economy organisations with a number of
measurement techniques as options to measure their outcomes and impacts. The
committee recommends that the guide be adopted by the Council of Australian
Governments and distributed to all government departments and agencies.

Chapter 8
Financing social enterprise
8.1
A social enterprise is a business model designed to deliver services for the
purpose of providing a social benefit, rather than to provide a profit. 1 As such, earned
income is by far the dominant financial input for social enterprises, and represented
85 per cent of income for social enterprises in the 2007–08 financial year in a recent
sample survey.2 However, social enterprises are 'multi-resource organisations' whose
inputs consist of a mix of earned income, grants and bequests, paid staff and volunteer
inputs.3
8.2
As discussed in chapter 1, the majority of social enterprises within the sector
operate using a not-for-profit legal structure. However, some enterprises take on a
for-profit trading structure and are often referred to as social businesses. There has
been some discussion that social enterprises should not be considered part of the third
sector but should instead occupy a Fourth Sector to reflect the cross-over between the
private sector and the third sector (see chapter 1).4
8.3
Foresters Community Finance (Foresters) acknowledged the excitement and
innovation in the field of social enterprise, but cautioned that it is not the sole means
to 'get off the funding treadmill':
‗Social enterprise‘ as a concept has been widely embraced and there is
much excitement around its potential to bring energy and innovation to the
social sectors in Australia. Alongside this excitement, however, is a degree
of hype and a resultant array of fairly unrealistic expectations of what social
enterprise could achieve (often without any real or extended support
systems in place). Social enterprise is not, in our opinion, a magic solution
for addressing wicked social problems, nor is it an alternative pathway for
social sector organisations wishing to find ways to get off the funding

1

2

Productivity Commission, Contribution of the Not-for-Profit Sector, January 2010, p. xix.
Social enterprises are organisations that are led by an economic, social, cultural or
environmental mission consistent with a public or community benefit; trade to fulfil their
mission; derive a substantial portion of their income from trade; and reinvest the majority of
their profit/surplus in the fulfilment of their mission. (Australian Centre for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Studies and Social Traders, 'Finding Australia's Social Enterprise Sector: Final
Report', June 2010, p. 4.)
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treadmill. Rather, it is an addition to the stable of ways in which we can
address the most pressing issues facing our society today. Social enterprise
is a hard road – it asks us to tread the slippery path between social
objectives and commercial practices. It is not for the fainthearted nor for
idealists. It calls for ‗practical visionaries‘.5

8.4
This chapter begins with a brief overview of social enterprise in Australia and
its three broad categories. It then examines the following issues:


building capacity;



legal structures and compliance;



the Social Enterprise Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF);



procurement; and



the role of community investment and member-owned enterprises.

8.5
A balanced approach to finance for social enterprise will be explored and how
to appropriately direct capital to foster sustainability. The importance of capacity is
touched on, building on from discussions in chapter 3. The challenges associated with
legal structures, and bridging the divide between for-profit and not-for-profit
structures is also discussed. The chapter will then examine some means of generating
capital for social enterprises using the SEDIF, procurement and member-owned
enterprises, concluding with recommendations to improve the role of government as a
catalytic investor for social enterprise.

Social Enterprise in Australia
8.6
A June 2010 report by the Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit
Studies (ACPNS) and Social Traders estimated that there are up to 20 000 social
enterprises operating in Australia.6 According to the Giving Australia study in
2003–04 over one quarter (29 per cent) of not-for-profits operated as a social
enterprise.7
8.7
Three main categories of social enterprises have been identified in the
Australian context, as outlined below.8


Type A: Social Objectives and Social Outcomes—an enterprise whose focus
and purpose is to address a social issue using enterprising means. Whilst
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present across all forms of economic production, social enterprises operate
predominantly within the service economy.9


Type B: Employment Creation—an enterprise that seeks to create employment
and integrate people who have been excluded from employment into the
workforce. If such an enterprise focuses on people who have been excluded
from employment because of a disability or health related issues, these
enterprises are referred to as ‗social firms‘.



Type C: Social Wealth Generation—an enterprise that is often linked with a
non-profit organisation, that has at its core social objectives and which
generates a financial return for the non-profit organisation.
Also, social businesses may be established as subsidiary companies by
charities, usually as proprietary limited companies. These businesses pay a
dividend back to the not for profit for its charitable purposes. Similarly, social
enterprises may exist as a stand-alone commercial entity that provides funding
through donations or dividends to organisations that have a social benefit.10

8.8
There are a number of structures a social enterprises can adopt, all of which
fall within the three broad categories outlined above.11 In most cases an organisation
will use a hybrid model enlisting a number of typologies in order to meet a core
objective.12
8.9
The federal government has recently initiated the Social Enterprise
Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF) to improve access to finance and support
for social enterprises. The objective of the SEDIF is to assist the development of
social enterprises and in turn, to increase the impact of their work in communities. On
9 August 2011, the government committed $16 million to the initiative and announced
that Foresters Community Finance and Social Enterprise Finance Australia (SEFA)
had been selected as the fund managers for the SEDIF.13
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Financing sustainable social enterprise
8.10
Challenges facing social enterprise are not dissimilar to those of the wider
sector (see chapter 3). There is a need to develop financial products that can be
applied at each stage of the life-cycle of social enterprises. In particular there is an
acute need for start-up capital for emerging enterprises.
8.11
The capital needs of social enterprises need to be met without endangering
either the social or business purpose of the entity. It is crucial that tools and structures
to finance social enterprise build sustainability and impact and do not result in
liability.14 The committee heard that providing finance to a social enterprise could
unintentionally dilute the social impact of an organisation. High costs associated with
raising capital and a focus on profit raising could detract from a social focus. Christian
Super have opted to channel finance through a CDFI in order to mitigate the risk of
unintentionally compelling a profit focus:
There are sectors where the gap between what, as investors, we desire and
the social outcomes that are important for the community are just too great,
and at times we actually run a danger of becoming too profit focused. If we
go into those sectors, we will force those sectors to change in character, and
ultimately that is bad for them and bad for the community. Where we do
see the value is where we can get involved in sectors in a way that improves
the ability of not-for-profits to deliver those services, whether that is
because we have capital that they need or because we can enter in such a
way, as we have done with the SEDIF program, that those not-for-profits
can access money at what is probably a lower rate than they would from a
commercial bank...15

8.12
Foresters conclude that the core motive behind any funding or finance should
be to increase a venture's ability to generate impact and deliver social returns.16
8.13
Examining the work of social enterprises engaged in employment creation is a
good illustration of where a social enterprise has additional expenses incurred due to
its social mission. Social firms are typically small to medium sized businesses
operating as divisions of larger not-for-profits (NFPs) competing against commercial
operators.17 In addition to the challenges facing the NFP sector more generally, social
firms face unique hurdles associated with employing a high proportion of
disadvantaged employees:
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Although there are a range of supports and subsidies available to any
employer who recruits staff with a disability, the ongoing demands on a
workplace which commits to a high level of staff with complex needs can
affect the business‘s ability to maintain high standards and competitive
pricing. This can be particularly challenging if the subsidy has expired but
the support needs of the individual are still significant, particularly in the
case of mental illness where the condition is episodic. This, combined with
the fact that social enterprises will generally have a high number of part
time staff, will need to meet a high standard of HR practice, and unlike
many small businesses where the owner operator may not remunerate
themselves at an hourly rate based on the relevant award, ensure that all
staff are paid at a level commensurate with their skills and experience, can
put the commercial viability of the enterprise at risk.18

8.14
To offset the additional operating costs generated by the social mission, Social
Firms Australia (SoFA) proposed that a modest but ongoing subsidy be made
available to all employers, including social firms, which commit to a certain number
of employees with a disability or disadvantage.19 Social Ventures Australia also
highlighted that social enterprises focusing on employment allocate a greater portion
of profit to cover impact costs, and that government support should target these costs:
Social enterprises that siphon off large chunks of their profits to meet these
employment support costs will be less likely to be able to repay social
investors, hence are stuck in a catch 22 situation. If the government wishes
to encourage employment creation for social enterprises to grow and scale
and investors to fund them, then employment support cost funding should
be required within the current JSA [Job Services Australia] contracts.20 This
doesn‘t need to be new money, just flexible use of current expenditure
which acknowledges the inherent employment support costs working with
the excessively long term unemployed.21

8.15
Foresters argued that using grants or gifts to cover core operational costs (as
opposed to impact costs) could be detrimental to a social enterprise's ongoing
viability.22 A Canadian report on social cooperatives discussed specifically the need to
ensure that a venture is viable in the early stages of its life-cycle:
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Social Firms Australia, Submission 22, p. 3.
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Social Firms Australia, Submission 22, p. 3.
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Job Services Australia (JSA) is a government funded network of organisations, private and
community, managed by DEEWR to deliver employment services to unemployed job seekers
on government income support payments and employers. JSA providers are allocated business
through a competitive tender process, with contract periods varying in lengths of time
determined by the government.
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Social Ventures Australia, Submission 2, p. 3.
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Foresters Community Finance, 'Financing Social Enterprise: Understanding Needs and
Realities', Submission 4–attachment 3, pp 35–37, 50.
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It is relatively easy to start a co-op if there is developmental support.
Keeping one going requires a lot of hard work. It requires that the co-op
business is essentially viable, and that the co-op takes care of both the
group development and the business side of things. There is some
indication that if funding is too readily available in the beginning co-ops
may be launched without laying a strong enough social or educational
foundation.23

8.16
Financial statements of social enterprises should include all the traditional
costs of running a small to medium enterprise (SME), and additionally take into
account the impact costs for the enterprise. Some enterprises choose to cross-subsidise
to ensure that income from operations will cover operation and impact costs. For other
enterprises, impact costs can be met through support organisations in the form of
grants or donations.24

Building capacity
8.17
Lack of capacity has been cited as one of the major obstacles to capital for
social enterprises.25 Data from the Finding Australia's Social Enterprise Sector
(FASES) survey suggests however that social enterprises make good use of strategic
plans, formal business plans, budget forecasts, and regular income/expenditure
reports:
...our sample report relatively greater use of most business planning and
performance measurement activities than mainstream business respondents.
For example, 81.5% of our respondents compared with 31.7% of ABS
respondents report using budget forecasting.26

8.18
The FASES survey showed that the majority of respondents occasionally or
regularly engage with others in the industry for business support. Many of the
respondents report frequent access to external accountants, the Australian Taxation
Office and banks. When compared to mainstream business practice, the results for
accessing external accounting, financial and legal services were higher. The FASES

23

Social Business Australia and the National UN International Year of Co‐operatives (IYC) 2012
Steering Committee, Submission 14–attachment 1, Co-operative Secretariat, Government of
Canada, Innovative Co-ops in the Social Services Sector: A research study to benefit people
with developmental disabilities and mental illness, p. 21.
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report acknowledges that this may reflect the regulatory environment for the sample
survey which consisted mostly of organisations incorporated as not-for-profits.27
8.19
Despite this evidence, lack of capacity or 'investment readiness' has been cited
as one of the major obstacles to capital for social enterprises throughout this inquiry.28
For example, Foresters interviewed a number of social enterprises; none of the
interviewees had a formal education in financial management. The majority of
respondents rated their current skill levels in financial management around five out of
ten. Key workers within the organisations had identified the need to improve their
skills and knowledge of the financial aspects of their work, some by learning on the
job, others receiving formal training and mentoring.29
The committee notes the government funding of $1 million provided to Social Traders
to administer a national business development and support service for 105 social
enterprises that received funding from the Community Jobs Fund30 and the Innovation
Fund.31 The National Social Enterprise Development Support Project will assist the
ongoing sustainability of the enterprises with tailored business development utilising
coaching, networking and specialist advisory and support services. This work will be
overseen by an Advisory Group from the Australian Social Innovation,
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Alliance and delivered in partnership with Job
Futures.32
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8.20
Social Traders noted that lack of business acumen stunts the growth of many
enterprises. Social Traders created the Social Enterprise Development Fund in 2010,
and invested $950,000 towards five social enterprises in order to highlight the needs
of the sector. Nine social enterprises were selected to participate in 'The Crunch'
where, over a 5 month period each established a rigorous and detailed investment
business plan. Of these nine, five were selected to receive finance totalling $702,000
of which $410,000 was repayable as patient capital at sub-commercial rates of
interest.33 The second round of 'The Crunch' is currently underway.34
8.21
The pilot program highlighted that lack of business experience in the sector
exacerbates the risk associated with investment in an enterprise. This same lack of
business acumen translates into reluctance for many smaller enterprises to take on
debt to achieve sustainability and growth.35
8.22
Limited capacity also affects the ability of social enterprises to respond to
tender opportunities. Social firms, for example, often have limited resources within
the firm to respond to multiple tender opportunities and compete in the commercial
market for large, sometimes multi-million dollar contracts.36
8.23
The Productivity Commission (PC) report acknowledged that government can
play a role in the development of capacity for social economy organisations by
collaborating with peak bodies. The report also recommended expanding the
Enterprise Connect program to include a centre for social enterprise.37 The Enterprise
Connect program is part of the Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and
Research. It consists of a network of 12 centres across Australia that provides business
improvement services to eligible small and medium businesses. Eligible businesses
are able to request a comprehensive, confidential and independent business review at
no charge, and the program also offers a number of targeted support programs to
address specific business and regional development needs.38
8.24
The report on Canadian cooperatives proposed that cooperatives, and
non-profit enterprises, should be eligible for existing government programs that
support small business:
There are many federal government programs to support and invest in the
small business sector -- this in recognition of the net benefit to the
community. It is not recognized as a subsidy, but rather as an investment.
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We need more investment in co-ops in recognition of their benefit to
communities...
Social co-ops could benefit enormously if programs to support small
business start-ups were extended to them. The correspondent argues, ―If
you want the benefits of a diversified economy and the benefits of small
business enterprise you should care nought whether the beneficiary has an
individual as the recipient of the growth or whether the community as a
whole is built into the residual benefit through non-profit enterprise or the
co-op model".39

8.25
The New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS) is a self employment program
for unemployed people who wish to start their own independent business. NEIS
providers assess the viability of potential business owners' projects and offer them
training and support.40 Mr Benny Callaghan, Chief Executive Officer of the School for
Social Entrepreneurs, highlighted that whilst some social entrepreneurs could access
NEIS, it was not the most suitable option for them as it did not offer expertise in
social enterprise:
The NEIS program, the National Enterprise Incentive Scheme, as you
would be familiar with, allows people to bring forward their ideas to set up
commercial businesses by providing them with a small allowance on a
weekly basis for a year while they complete a certificate IV in small
business. This provides them with the skills to set up that business.
While the NEIS program has been highly effective for commercial
business, it has not been effective for social entrepreneurs. Indeed, we have
had people go through that program and then come to us because they have
not found the appropriate support in that program. We have also had people
look at the two programs and choose our program, despite not being able to
get the financial support through it. They choose ours because we have
expertise in social enterprise and social business, whereas the NEIS
program does not, and setting up businesses, organisations or projects in a
social space is inherently more complex in some ways.41

8.26
Social Traders told the committee that there was anecdotal evidence that some
NEIS trainers have discouraged applicants to the program from pursuing the social
enterprise approach as it will not maximise personal profit making.42
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Committee view
8.27
The committee is encouraged by the evidence in the FASES report that some
social enterprises are developing their capacity and accessing external accounting,
financial and legal services. However, evidence to this inquiry attests to an insufficient
level of capacity in many small to medium social enterprises. The committee agrees
with the PC recommendation that the Enterprise Connect program be extended to
support social enterprise. The committee believes that the government has a role in
supporting social enterprises and that relevant government programs which support
small and medium sized business initiatives, such as NEIS, should be adapted to
support social enterprises.

Legal structures and compliance
8.28
Social enterprises are subject to many of the inconsistencies and inefficiencies
of regulation that the wider not for profit sector experience. Unique to social
enterprises, however, is the additional complexities of navigating between the forprofit and not-for-profit sectors.
8.29
There is no single legal entity that applies to social enterprises43 and as a
result, social enterprises are not regulated by a single body. A recent sample survey
revealed that the majority of social enterprises were incorporated associations
(51.6 per cent) followed by companies limited by guarantee (24.5 percent).44 These
structures are associated with limited access to capital through debt financing, and
equity investments are not appropriate for structures prevented from disbursing
dividends.45
8.30
For-profit social enterprises have expressed frustration with the limitations of
their legal structures in accessing philanthropic and grant support.46 Mt Buffalo
Community Enterprise commented on the difficulties of being recognised as a
community venture while having a for-profit structure:
These assumptions are akin to the treatment of the notion of profit as ‗evil‘
in regard to the pursuit of social, community and public good. It fails to
recognise the fact that profit plays a legitimate role as the price of private
capital. By treating ‗not-for-profit‘ status and being a socially motivated
organisation as synonymous, this conspires to largely eliminate the
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potential for socially motivated organisations to access and raise private
capital.47

8.31
Social Traders argued that although many social enterprises clearly exist for a
social purpose, and not for personal gain, an enterprise's legal structure can limit the
number of capital options available to it:
Many social enterprises, despite achieving significant and long-term social
impacts and having a legal structure that does not allow the distribution of
profits or surpluses for personal gain, are not eligible for Deductable Gift
Recipient status; rendering them unable to attract significant funds from
philanthropy, unable to raise capital from equity and unlikely to be able to
access commercial finance due to a perception of high-risk by commercial
lenders and low profit margins that hamper their ability to service
traditional financial products.
Other social enterprises, such as many community enterprises, community
banks and co-operatives have a for-profit legal structure and achieve
significant social impact. While there is an opportunity to raise capital from
equity or in the case of co-operatives from members, there is not the
opportunity to access tax-deductable philanthropic capital and many have
profit margins that preclude commercial lending.48

8.32
Social Traders argued that the lack of a not-for-profit legal structure 'severely
constrains the development and growth potential of these organisations, and forces
debt financing in those instances where equity would be a more suitable form of
capital'.49 The Fundraising Institute of Australia (FIA) identified that 'Australian
regulation does not differentiate between social enterprises and charities, and does not
address the differences in their operations'.50
Overcoming legal structure barriers
8.33
Foresters offered the following three potential options to overcome the
barriers created by various legal structures for social enterprise:


the creation of a legal structure specifically for social enterprise;



the use of hybrid models where organisations incorporate not-for-profit and
for-profit legal entities (for example having one entity wholly own the other)
enabling the social enterprise to receive the benefits of both forms of
structure; and



creating legal structures and entities that are external to the core of the social
enterprise that allow capital raising (such as is the case with legal structures
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like the Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) that has been developed in the
UK and is now spreading to other countries).51
8.34
The Centre for Social Impact (CSI) argued that 'a systematic investigation into
the efficacy and suitability of existing and possible legal forms for Australian social
businesses' needs to be undertaken.52 The regulatory regime for social enterprises and
NFPs is discussed further in chapter 9.
A new legal structure to support social enterprise
8.35
Social Traders argued that the lack of a not-for-profit legal structure tailored
specifically to social enterprise that allows access to equity capital 'severely constrains
the development and growth potential of these organisations, and forces debt
financing in those instances where equity would be a more suitable form of capital'.53
The Fundraising Institute of Australia urged that Australia adapt the UK model of
Community Interest Companies administered by the Regulator of Community Interest
Companies.54
8.36
In the UK, a Community Interest Company (CIC) has been specifically
designed to accommodate social enterprises who seek to use their profits for the
public good. The PC report expands on the functions of a CIC:
CICs provide social enterprises with the flexibility of operating
'commercially' under the company form, but with special features – asset
lock and capped dividend distribution – to ensure they are working for the
benefit of the community without the need for charitable status. From a
financing perspective, the CIC form expands access to finance for social
enterprises as CICs are able to raise capital from issuing shares, albeit a
capped share that restricts the level of dividends in order to protect
community benefit.55

8.37
Social Ventures Australia noted that CICs were designed to encourage
investment in the sector and argue that Australia needs to 'shift to a more innovative
and sympathetic tax structure'.56
8.38
In the US states of Vermont and Michigan a new legal form for a low-profit,
limited liability company (L3C) has been created. The structure facilitates investment
in socially beneficial, for-profit ventures. The L3C differs from a standard limited
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liability company (LLC) by holding an explicit primary charitable mission and only a
secondary profit concern. Unlike a charity however, a L3C is able to distribute the
profits to owners or investors.57
8.39
Foresters, however, cautioned against creating a purpose-built legal structure
for social enterprise:
Though legal structures can act as a barrier for accessing certain types of
capital, it would be erroneous to think that the development of ‗new‘ or
social-enterprise specific legal structures will automatically or simply solve
issues of undercapitalization in this sector.58

8.40
The joint submission from the Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet (PM&C) also questioned whether a new legal structure is the appropriate
response for overcoming some of the barriers to equity for social enterprises. They
proposed that the needs of organisations and investors could be better met by
designing the 'right' capital to meet the flexibility requirements of organisations and
the exit strategies for investors.59
8.41
The departments' submission highlighted that these international
organisational forms that have developed are still relatively new and it is unclear
whether they will be effective in promoting investment. The department argued that
'the scope for Australian enterprises to adopt a structure and constitution with features
equivalent to some of the overseas structures within the current regulatory regime is
untested, particularly if the organisation is also seeking charitable tax status'.60

Social Enterprise Development and Investment Funds (SEDIF)
8.42
As mentioned earlier, the SEDIF is the main government initiative helping to
improve access to finance for social enterprises. The main target for the SEDIF is
social enterprises that require seed and growth capital to move past the start up phase
and grow into viable businesses. The departmental joint submission describes the
SEDIF as an interim step in market development to provide a 'buffer' to test the
market:61
The initial stage of selecting the fund managers has been illustrative of the
interest in new ways for government, investors and community
organisations to work together on finance options for the delivery of social
impact.
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For government, the program demonstrates the wider application of a
model already in use to attract investment to areas like green technology,
one where government acts as a catalytic investor rather than contractor.
For social organisations, the SEDIF presents a model that focuses on long
term financial viability and moves away from grant dependence. For
investors, the SEDIF demonstrates that the social sector can represent a
viable investment, one that can produce social as well as financial
dividends.62

8.43
The government conducted a consultation process from 28 October 2010 to
3 December 2010 to assist in the development of guidelines for the SEDIF process.
The guidelines were released on 22 December 2010 along with a call for applications
for eligible fund managers. The SEDIF Advisory Committee supported this process.
The Advisory Committee consisted of members with expertise in relevant aspects of
finance, funds management, social enterprise, social investment and legal and
governance consideration.63
8.44
As mentioned earlier, the two organisations selected for funding through the
competitive grant process are Social Enterprise Finance Australia (SEFA) and
Foresters Community Finance. The funds are to receive $10 million and $6 million
respectively.
8.45
SEFA, established on 1 July 2011, intends to provide finance to social
enterprises on commercial terms. An integral objective is to help customers build their
capacity to manage debt and to become financially sustainable over time. SEFA will
focus on three broad areas of social impact: community development; indigenous
community enterprises; and community environment enterprises. Loans will only be
given to social enterprises with tangible social outputs. SEFA has partnered with a
number of organisations including:


Triodos, a leading social impact finance institution founded in the
Netherlands—providing significant loan funding and sharing its experience,
intellectual property, resources and seconded personnel;



Community Sector Banking—contribution of investment funds, generating
loan applications, full banking services and supply of personnel experienced
in investment in social enterprise and the community sector;



the Macquarie Group Foundation—business mentoring to applicants;



the NSW Aboriginal Land Council—founding investor and partner in
Aboriginal enterprises;



Bush Heritage Australia—expert land valuation for conservation;
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the University of Sydney Business School, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Research Group (IERG)—development of key performance indicators and
metrics to measure social impacts;



Mallesons Stephen Jaques—pro bono legal services; and



the Institute of Strategic Management—development of a Certificate IV for
social entrepreneurs.64

8.46
Foresters has partnered with the Christian Super Fund, which contributed
$6 million towards the establishment of two new investment funds. These funds are:


the Community Finance Fund (CFF) which will provide a range of tailored
financial products to established social enterprises; and



the Social Enterprise Finance Fund (SEFF) which will assist innovative and
emerging social enterprises to build their capacity to meet the criteria of
mainstream financial institutions. The SEFF may utilise quasi-equity or
patient loans that put social returns ahead of financial returns.

8.47
Social Investment Australia Limited, a subsidiary of Foresters, will be the
trustee to manage the two funds. Both funds will assist applicants with targeted
business advice to ensure financial sustainability of the enterprise over time.
Applicants to the CFF and SEFF will only be accepted if they demonstrate social
value.65
8.48
Submitters welcomed the development of the SEDIF and the new capital it
has attracted to the market.66 Christian Super highlighted that the SEDIF was a
particularly attractive mode of investment as it lowered the risk associated with
investing in the sector:
Currently, direct investments into the not-for-profit sector can expose a
fund to risks that cannot be justified by the returns, and making such an
investment would not be prudent for our fund members. However, sharing
the risk with government, as we did with the SEDIF program, improves the
risk-adjusted return and allows us to make meaningful investments that
make a real difference in the community. In our view, the shared risk and
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reward model is a key component of any investable structure that seeks to
improve both the financial and the social return of the investment.67

8.49
DEEWR outlined that the two funds would be open for operation before the
end of 2011, making their first loans not long after.68 SEFA informed the committee
that 70 applicants have contacted them in relation to the SEDIF in their first six weeks
of operation, estimating that roughly a dozen of these would translate into viable
investment loans.69 SEFA provided some commentary on the applications received so
far:
The inquiries we have followed up are all good business ideas, and ideas
are what they are. The first challenge is to make a social business idea into
something that can work from a viability point of view. On the one hand
there is a need for some mentoring, for education and to have people on
their teams who can do business plans. A number we have spoken to so far
are yet to have a business plan. When I have asked if they could write one
they have said they do not have the consultants or the funding to do it. On
the one hand that says that perhaps there is a lack of funding but much more
relevantly it says that the CEOs of these initiatives by and large do not have
the ability to write their own business plans. There are obviously some
issues out there.70

8.50
Dr Ingrid Burkett of Knode Pty Ltd acknowledged that the injection of capital
in the market has developed the supply side, but noted that the big challenge is going
to be whether the demand is up to the mark in terms of accessing the SEDIF finance.
Dr Burkett recognised that the fund managers and intermediaries in the sector are
presented with a challenge to build the capacity for social enterprises to access the
new credit supply.71
Monitoring the SEDIF
8.51
Social Business Australia and the National UN International Year of
Co‐operatives (IYC) 2012 Steering Committee, (SBA and the IYC steering
committee) recommended that the government provide guidelines to define the tasks
of social enterprise fund managers. The guidelines would provide advice to ensure
that successful applicants for funding are viable and sustainable, comply with the Fair
Work Act, health and safety regulations and environmental standards. SBA and the
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IYC steering committee argued that fund managers should use legally binding and
enforceable loans, and produce public lending guidelines to enhance accountability.72
8.52
In relation to performance evaluation, under the guidelines for the SEDIF,
successful fund managers are required to adopt a robust approach to measuring the
social value created by their investments and to benchmark against international
standards.73 SEFA is working with the IERG at the University of Sydney to develop
key performance indicators and metrics to measure social impacts.74 Foresters uses
Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) to provide transparent and
consistent social impact measurement.75 DEEWR has opted not to prescribe a form of
evaluation, but instead develop systems in consultation with the fund managers taking
into account best practice.76
8.53
While the government has taken an 'arms' length'77 approach to managing the
work of Foresters and SEFA, DEEWR has committed to regular reviews of the
progress of the SEDIF:
In terms of making too many judgments, it is going to take a while. This is
a change process, too. It is conversation with the sector; it is a conversation
with investors. We will certainly be looking at this at regular intervals to
see how it is tracking. The way that we have thought about it conceptually
in setting this up is that there will be an establishment phase—getting doors
open and getting things tracking in the first little while. Then there is
whatever the remainder of the first three years is. Then, hopefully, there is a
successful business as usual phase.78

Committee view
8.54
The committee acknowledges the government's work in developing the
SEDIF initiative. The SEDIF provides a positive example of strategically directing
funds to deter dependence on government and encourage sustainability in the sector. It
is a means to build the capacity of social enterprises, strengthen the work of financial
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intermediaries in the sector and attract investors to the market. The committee
commends this approach to other departments.
8.55
The committee emphasises the importance of reviewing the SEDIF. This
analysis will enhance the learning for the wider sector, government and future
potential investors. A thorough analysis may also reveal whether further capacity
development is required on the demand side before supply is further reinforced. The
committee looks forward to the public reports of both Foresters and SEFA evaluating
both the work of the fund managers and the social impact of the loan recipients.

Social procurement
8.56
Social procurement is an approach used by governments, councils and other
service providers that focuses on generating social benefits and social impact.79 It
allows organisations (or individuals) to choose to purchase a social outcome when
buying goods or services.80
8.57

The process of social procurement can involve:



social tendering (directly identifying a social purpose business rather than
competitive tendering);



engaging a principal provider (who delivers services through the use of subcontracts with social benefit organisations);



including a community/social benefit criterion in the call for and assessment
of competitive tenders; and



procuring goods and services only from suppliers who demonstrate socially
responsible work practices.81

8.58
Social procurement is another option for government in promoting social
enterprises. Social procurement policies from government play a key role in the
development of the social enterprise sector. As SoFA commented:
[Social procurement] initiatives will assist social enterprises with
opportunities to secure a stable source of longterm revenue. There needs to
be an associated capacity building mechanism to support not-for-profits to
respond to commercial opportunities... In the area of social procurement
SoFA has recently launched a ‗Partnerships With Industry project‘ that
works specifically to identify opportunities and develop relationships
between government, business, and social firms to increase contracts for
existing social firms. Ultimately this work will lead to increased
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employment opportunities for people with a mental illness, SoFA's primary
target group, to secure durable employment.82

8.59
Social Traders suggested that all levels of government should encourage, and
partake in, social procurement through purchasing goods and services that deliver
public benefit and in turn strengthen the diversity of social enterprise models.83
8.60
The Victorian government administers the 'Expert Support Program' which
purchases goods and services from social enterprises. In doing so, the government is
able to unlock strategic value in procurement of social outcomes in addition to their
required products.84 In October 2010, the Victorian Department of Planning and
Community Development (DPCD) launched Social Procurement: A Guide for
Victorian Local Government to assist councils in their efforts to procure with positive
social impacts. The guide forms part of the Procurement Excellence Program led by
Local Government Victoria. The guide will build upon current initiatives to enhance
triple bottom line procurement:
The triple-bottom line approach to procurement is frequently explored by
councils wanting to achieve strategic objectives around economic,
environmental and social outcomes. The economic and environmental
objectives delivered through procurement are increasingly recognised by
councils; however, the social objectives of the triple-bottom line approach
are often underdeveloped.
Social procurement involves using procurement processes and purchasing
power to generate positive social outcomes in addition to the delivery of
efficient goods, services and works. For local government, social
procurement builds on initiatives already undertaken by the sector in
enhancing sustainable and strategic procurement practice, enabling
procurement to effectively contribute to building stronger communities and
meeting the social objectives of councils.85

8.61
As part of the Expert Support Program, tools and templates will be released
including advice on implementing social procurement initiatives, social procurement
mapping methodology and a Social Procurement Engagement and Awareness
Strategy. The Centre for Social Impact considers it 'a good model for how to drive that
sort of change at the local government level'.86
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8.62
Large councils such as the Brisbane City Council and Parramatta City Council
have also supported social enterprise through purchasing arrangements.87 The Nundah
Community Enterprise Co-operative (NCEC), for example, creates sustainable
employment and training opportunities for people with mental illness, learning
difficulty or intellectual disability. The City of Brisbane contracted NCEC to maintain
initially three, and later eight city parks. This gave the cooperative a significant
revenue stream, and its members an interface with the community.88
8.63
The development and promotion of 'purchasing directories' is another area in
which government could bring a positive influence to social procurement. Social
Traders is in the process of developing an online directory of social enterprises across
Australia. 'The Social Enterprise Finder' will stimulate demand for the products of
social businesses and enable government, corporate and community organisations and
individuals to purchase and procure from social enterprises. Other purchasing
directories include the Australian Indigenous Minorities Supply Council, the Industry
Capability Network, Australian Disability Enterprises and 'Ecobuy' in Victoria.

Community investors and member owned businesses
8.64
Member owned businesses represent a considerable proportion of the social
enterprise sector in Australia, and rank as the second most common ownership
structure (18.1 per cent) in the FASES survey. 89 The main types of member owned
businesses are cooperatives, associations, and mutuals.90 Member owned businesses
strengthen and encourage diversity in the economy through job creation, the
development of skills and encouraging business investment in rural and regional
Australia. In addition to a member owned business' specific mission, its activities
serve a dual purpose of improving the economic and social wellbeing of its members
and the community.91
8.65
The CSI and SENTECH (Social Enterprise Technologies) argued that
utilising community investment to raise capital for business ventures is often
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overlooked within the social investment debate in Australia.92 The emphasis is instead
placed on 'disengaged institutional investors':93
...much of the debate around social investment here seems to be an
extension of the ―grants culture‖ and pays little heed to community
engagement and the provision of locally based finance for social ventures.
This is especially a problem when the evidence is that it is ―community
investment‖ that provides the breadth of support that will see a trading
social enterprise through to long term sustainability.94

8.66
SENTECH argued that there are greater amounts of potential capital in
community investors than traditional mechanisms of giving, and that community
investors provide a sustainable means to finance social enterprises:
The full potential of community investment is easy to imagine. Most
people's savings and investments are far greater than the amount they could
afford to donate to good causes. So if mechanisms are created to enable
people to invest and save in good causes in their communities, there is the
potential to raise far greater sums of money than are currently raised
through charitable giving.95

8.67
Hepburn Community Wind Park Co-operative Limited consists of 1900
members and has successfully financed a community owned and operated renewable
energy generator on a commercial scale ($13.5 million). It is designed to
accommodate the energy needs of the local community in Daylesford, Victoria. The
finance for the venture consists of Victorian State Government grants, bank debt and
members equity in the form of shares. Members of the co-operative include 'retail
investors' (individual local investors), self-managed super funds and philanthropic
investors who have contributed more than $8.7 million to build the farm. Profits
generated from the venture will be distributed to members annually, and profits will
also fund community programs.96 Hepburn Wind states that the broad-base support
from local community members, 'demonstrates the ability of these projects to tap into
local capital':97
...the idea is to channel institutional and retail investors who want to pursue
something which has an objective that is not entirely profit driven. So, at
the same time, as I said, our objective is to deliver a healthy investment
return to them, but we are not all about profit. We are fundamentally about
coalescing our community, delivering renewable power and providing hope
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and opportunity for people in regional Australia, because it gives them a
chance to energise—all puns intended—their community.98

Employee Share Ownership
8.68
An Employee Share Ownership Plan (ESOP) provides a means for employees
to acquire shares in the company in which they are employed. The shares are held in a
trust or similar mechanism and can be purchased or granted free of charge. Purchases
may be through a loan, salary deductions, bonuses or profit shares. ESOPs allow
employees to become part-owners of their employer's business. The concept of the
ESOP revolves around employee incentive, and productivity and profitability for the
employer.99 ESOPs can also be instrumental in job creation, particularly via employee
buyouts.
8.69
SBA and the IYC steering committee noted that one of the success stories of
the Global Financial Crisis was the rescue and restructure of failing local business into
community owned and operated businesses.100 SENTECH argued that the buy-out of
failing businesses by employee ownership structures provides a 'democratic
community engagement' which 'provides a powerful competitive advantage over other
business models in these cases'.101Ms Elena Kirillova of the Australian Employee
Buyout Centre provided a recent example of the benefits of an employee buyout:
In a recent case study, which has just been completed by us for a company
called CMAC Industries, an ageing owner with a marginal financial
business and no serious prospects of selling on any trade basis or
transferring the business to her children, introduced an employee share
ownership plan which was offered to all the employees. Twenty-nine out
of 31 decided to participate, and we paid for all the advisers that were
necessary for this which of course included financial due diligence by
independent accountants; a valuation of the business; and marketing advice
to improve their prospects and customer base. There has been an immediate
shift in the employee attitudes towards the business and the productivity has
increased apparently—I was speaking to the adviser yesterday—18 per cent
in three months. It has brought them the job security, which they for some
years have been worrying about. They are participating in what is
happening in the business. There is transparency and of course there is
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ownership and, over time, the idea is that they will wholly own the business
based entirely upon the company transferring part of the profits as the
productivity increases.102

8.70
CSI agreed that cooperatives, and in particular employee buy-outs, present
opportunities for regional areas to remain economically viable. However, it noted that
there can be limited capital and capacity for employees to negotiate buyouts:
...in those communities where maybe the for-profit organisations are
finding it unviable, how you can facilitate community ownership and also
employee buyout where there is the concept of shared ownership? These are
huge opportunities to ensure that communities continue to be viable in
remote, rural and regional areas. However, you need to have a pool of
capital ready to support such initiatives. The problem at the moment is that
there is probably insufficient focus of capital on those types of problems.
Unfortunately, the community cannot get organised quickly enough or the
employees do not have access to the expertise they need to enter into an
employee buyout situation. Once again, I think there would be an
opportunity if there was a fund that was actually dedicated to providing
bridging capital until the community or the employees could get
organised.103

8.71
A number of submitters recommended that a Shared Ownership Centre be
established with a mandate to support SMEs and social businesses 'for the benefit of
saving jobs and assisting local communities with start up initiatives and businesses'.104
The Centre would act as an intermediary and engage private sector advisors to provide
advice to SMEs and community start up initiatives. Submitters argued that
government support is required to establish the Centre as existing support agencies for
employee shared ownership operate almost entirely on a volunteer basis:
Government support is required for the Shared Ownership Centre, to drive
change and to provide support for broad stakeholder ownership, grass roots
social innovation and self help initiatives, as well as to contribute to the
debate for legislative, tax and industry reforms on behalf of stakeholder
owned social businesses...
We also envisage that some funding on a matched basis could be provided
in due course by the relevant professional membership bodies, in a manner
similar to the way that community legal centres function with the support of
Government and the legal profession to allow access to professional
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services, inter alia, in the public interest, where it would otherwise not be
available.105

8.72
The Centre would bring recognition of the importance of community
initiatives for social enterprise, 'as they reflect actual need at a grass roots level' and
support existing and start-up business initiatives.106

Conclusion
8.73
The committee emphasises that social enterprises must be 'investment ready'
in order to engage with a capital market. In this context it acknowledges the
government's partnership with the intermediary, Social Traders, to provide the
continuation of business development and support services to enterprises that have
recently concluded engagement with the Jobs Fund and Innovation Fund. The
committee recommends that the government continue to examine ways to partner with
intermediaries to develop the capacity of social enterprises, particularly those that
have procured government funding. In addition, relevant government programs that
support small and medium sized business initiatives should be expanded to provide
further opportunities for social enterprises to strengthen their capacity.
8.74
The committee notes the measures taken by a number of state governments to
further procure the services of social enterprises. It highlights the work of the
Victorian government's Expert Support Program and recommends that targeted social
procurement should be adopted at a federal level. The committee recommends the
Department of Finance and Deregulation, responsible for the competitive tendering
and contracting framework, should review the framework with a view of increasing
social procurement options.
Recommendation 8.1
8.75
The Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector identify relevant current and
future government programs, such as Enterprise Connect and the New
Enterprise Incentive Scheme, that could be extended to offer specialised support
for social enterprises. The programs should be extended to include support for
cooperatives, employee share ownership plans and employee buyouts.
Recommendation 8.2
8.76
The Department of Finance and Deregulation, Treasury and the Office
for the Not-for-Profit Sector should jointly conduct a review of the competitive
tendering and contracting framework and examine the costs and benefits of:
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social tendering to identify a social purpose business rather than a
competitive tendering process; and



including a community/social benefit criterion in the call for and
assessment of competitive tenders.

Part IV:
The role of government in promoting access to
finance for social economy organisations
and concluding comments

Chapter 9
The role for government in promoting
finance for social economy organisations
9.1
Traditionally, governments have been the central players in the social
economy sector through their grant giving. This inquiry is premised upon an
understanding that governments (and philanthropists) alone do not have the resources
to fund the sector adequately.1 Accordingly, there is an emerging role for government
to promote finance options through taxation incentives and selective spending. As
Diagram 4.1 (page 62) depicts, this emerging role for government cuts across the three
layers of a social economy capital market: mainstream financial organisations,
institutional and retail investors; financial intermediaries; and social economy
organisations themselves.
Diagram 9.1: Options for government

9.2
Diagram 9.1 is taken from the joint submission to this inquiry of the
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C). It shows a spectrum of
options for the government to assist investment for social purposes: from command
and control legislation at the far left of the diagram; to creating tax incentives and
funding support to build capacity; to combining resources, convening dialogue and

1
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engaging with stakeholders; and at the far right of the spectrum, gaining political
support.2
9.3
The final chapter of this report examines the evidence that the committee has
received during this inquiry on all these options to encourage finance for the social
economy sector. The committee has heard evidence that government should:


more tightly regulate the banks and the superannuation funds to ensure they
provide funding options for the sector;



clarify and widen eligibility for deductible gift recipient (DGR) status;



provide top-ups, guarantees and franking credits to promote investor
confidence in the sector;



innovate with new policies, such as a variant of the National Rental
Affordability Scheme (NRAS) and a pilot social impact bond;



develop a framework to measure the performance of social organisations as a
guide to potential investors of the risks and returns of an investment; and



use its convening power to establish a Social Finance Taskforce and adopt a
long-term perspective in developing strategic financing options for the social
economy sector.

9.4

The chapter has three parts:



the first part presents submitters' and witnesses' views on the current
regulatory environment and how it could be improved;



the second part of the chapter outlines submitters and witnesses' views on the
various taxation and spending arrangements that governments can employ to
encourage finance for social economy organisations; and



the final part of the chapter concludes this report, noting the most appropriate
role and mindset for government to promote access to finance for social
economy organisations.

2
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The evolving framework to oversee and regulate the sector
9.5
This inquiry has been conducted at a time of considerable change in terms of
government oversight and coordination of the not-for-profit sector (NFP). As chapter
1 of this report noted, this infrastructure of the reforms has been established under the
remit of two central departments: PM&C and Treasury (see Diagram 1.4).
9.6

Within PM&C:



the Office for the Not-for-Profit Sector was established in October 2010. The
purpose of the Office is to drive and coordinate the policy reform agenda
flowing from the recommendations of Productivity Commission (PC); and



the Not-for-Profit Sector Reform Council was established in December 2010
for a three year term to provide support to the Office and provide advice to the
Government on not-for-profit (NFP) issues, including the role and structure of
the new national NFP regulator.

9.7

Within Treasury:



the new regulator, the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profit Commission
(ACNC), will be established on 1 July 2012. It will report to Parliament
through the Treasurer and will be staffed by around 90 officers based in both
Canberra and Melbourne. The Commissioner will have sole responsibility for
determining charitable, public benevolent and other NFP status for all
Commonwealth purposes;



an advisory board to the ACNC will be established on 1 July 2012. The Board
will be chaired by Mr Robert Fitzgerald and will have legal, accounting and
NFP sector experts; and



an Implementation Taskforce for the ACNC commenced on 1 July 2011 to
ensure the ACNC is ready for operation by 1 July 2012. The Implementation
Taskforce will also engage with state agencies to negotiate use of the portal as
a 'one stop shop' for reporting to state agencies. It will be disbanded when it
has completed its role of setting up the ACNC.

9.8
In its submission to this inquiry, Treasury explained that it is responsible for
policy and law design with respect to regulation and taxation of the NFP sector. This
includes developing legislation for the ACNC, developing legislation for a statutory
definition of 'charity', reviewing fundraising legislation, implementing reforms to
better target NFP tax concessions and restating the 'In Australia' special conditions
and implementing reform of public ancillary funds. Treasury noted that as part of this
process, it is engaging with the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) and the NFP Sector
Reform Council. The ATO is currently working to separate and move its registration
function to the ACNC.3
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9.9
In terms of tax matters, the PC explained that while the ACNC, as a regulator,
will administer the law:
...all regulators provide substantial input into policy considerations, based
on their experience the reason the commission is so important, and the
notion of a one-stop shop regulator is so important, is that it will be the first
time that we can actually look at regulation from taxation, corporate
governance and perhaps potentially fundraising in a holistic way. At the
moment all of these areas are looked at separately and, of course, across the
nine governments. I think the regulator will play a role in helping to
consolidate consideration of these issues. At the end of the day, at the
Commonwealth level, Treasury and Prime Minister and Cabinet will have
central responsibility for policy, not the commission itself, but I would
imagine it would be a significant imputer into those policy considerations.4

Views on the current regulatory environment
9.10
The committee received a range of views on the adequacy and efficacy of the
current regulatory environment and how it might be improved. Some, such as
Dr Ingrid Burkett, praised the role of regulation and the positive effect it has had in
Australia. She told the committee that while there are:
...great possibilities in exploring regulatory change and opening
possibilities for innovation through such change, I do not see the current
regulation as an insurmountable barrier that is inhibiting the growth of the
not-for-profit capital market or other forms of impact investment. For me
this has been a real shift because 10 years ago I was on the board of
Foresters when it operated a superannuation fund and I truly believed that
regulatory change was the only way that such an innovative fund could
operate. But now I know a lot more about the need for social innovations to
be grounded in real structures that people recognise and trust.
This is particularly the case for those innovations involving sectors such as
finance or procurement, where regulations are ultimately designed to
protect people or public interests. In Australia I think we can be extremely
innovative within the current regulatory structures and we should not, as is
sometimes the case, use regulation as an excuse for not acting.5

9.11
Others were critical of the effect of government regulation in promoting
investment in the social economy sector. Mr David Crosbie, Chief Executive Officer
of the Community Council for Australia, has argued that while:
The not-for-profit sector is bigger than other sectors of our economy,
including tourism, agriculture and communications...it has not benefited
from the kind of strategic investment and reform of these sectors. As a

4
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26 September 2011, p. 26.
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result, there is an immense amount of wasted time, effort and energy in the
running of many charities and other not-for-profit organisations. Much of
this waste is driven by poor government administration imposing onerous
reporting and accountability requirements that serve very limited purposes.
This is compounded by the range of regulatory bodies at each level of
government, and the seemingly unquenchable thirst from bureaucracies and
others for more information about the outputs, rather than the impact, of
not-for-profit organisations. Sector reform has been on the agenda of
federal and state governments for well over a decade.6

Complexity of the regulatory framework
9.12
The 2010 PC report highlighted the need for reform in the current regulation
for the sector. It argued that the current regulatory framework for the sector is
'complex, lacks coherence, sufficient transparency, and is costly to NFPs'.7 It
recommended that a national registrar for NFPs be established to consolidate
Commonwealth regulation, register and endorse NFPs for concessional tax status,
register cross jurisdictional fundraising organisations and provide a single portal for
corporate and financial reporting.8
9.13
Several submitters and witnesses to this inquiry also commented on the
complexity of the current regulatory framework for social economy organisations. In
particular, they argued that current arrangements were not conducive to smaller
organisations gaining access to finance. For example, the National Disability Services
emphasised in its submission that:
Any initiatives to increase the not-for-profit sector's access to capital should
not unnecessarily add to the burden of red tape and regulation that already
exists in the not-for-profit sector. The Productivity Commission has
highlighted the difficulties already facing the not-for-profit sector in
effectively and efficiently delivering services on behalf of Government with
over prescriptive requirements, relatively short-term contracts and
excessive red tape.9

9.14

PILCHConnect told the committee that:
...the legal and regulatory regime for the not-for-profit sector is very
complex. It can operate as a barrier to effective participation by not-forprofit organisations, particularly those that are small or starting up, and this
includes in relation to finance options. Not-for-profit organisations are
grappling with the regulatory regime that has been acknowledged as more
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complex than for business and is often characterised by inconsistencies and
duplication.10

The need for a differentiated regulatory regime
9.15
Another aspect of the role of government discussed by the committee
concerned the possibility of a tiered approach whereby regulations vary according to
the financial instrument being used. Mr Christopher Thorn representing Philanthropy
Australia told the committee:
Our view is that, rather than trying to find one set of regulations or
structures that sits across the top, there is now with the Office for the Notfor-Profit Sector, the ability to actually have a body that has the visibility
and understanding of that and, if you like, set areas of benchmark where
someone with TCC status comes along to create a new instrument. The
office could actually determine what class or sector of investment that is to
ensure the greatest, or the widest, body of investors could invest in that
product.11

9.16
The committee asked Philanthropy Australia whether the Office for the Notfor-Profit Sector currently has the expertise to develop taxation and regulatory
regimes that offer incentives for both profit and not-for-profit organisations. Mr Thorn
replied:
No, it does not, but I think the point is...in terms of a whole-of-government
approach it is potentially the body that could coordinate that response
across government. We are arguing that if you have an instrument coming
forward that needs to be...regulated, or an appropriate benchmark targeted,
it would come to the appropriate government to coordinate that
classification, if you like, of where that investment should sit.12

Social enterprises and not-for-profits
9.17
The committee also received evidence that the current regulatory regime is
not sensitive to the different structures, motivations and capacities of not-for-profit
organisation on the one hand and social enterprises on the other. The Fundraising
Institute Australia (FIA) was one organisation that argued the need for Australian
regulation to differentiate between social enterprises and charities. The FIA suggested
a better alternative would be the UK model, which recognises this difference by
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regulating social enterprises as Community Interest Companies (CIC) (see
chapter 8).13
9.18
Mount Buffalo Community Enterprise was also critical of the 'one size fits all'
approach to regulating the sector. It claimed that currently, the federal and Victorian
governments' funding eligibility criteria regards being 'not-for-profit' as a precondition for being treated as a legitimate 'community enterprise' or 'social enterprise'.
The underlying public policy assumption, it argued, is that 'the notion profit (of itself)
and social, community and cultural goals are mutually exclusive concepts'.14
9.19
Mount Buffalo Community Enterprise described this assumption as flawed,
given that it largely eliminated the potential for socially motivated organisations to
access and raise private capital. This, in turn, has the effect of making 'the vast
majority of socially-motivated organisations forever dependent on government grants
and philanthropy'. Moreover, the enterprise warned that this policy setting runs the
risk that the sector will be dominated by social programs 'dressed up as social
enterprises in order to access government funding programs'.15
Tighter regulation of the private sector
9.20
Other submitters argued that government should be more prescriptive in its
approach to encouraging the private sector to invest in the social economy. This
approach was raised in two contexts: stricter investment obligations on banks and
mandating superannuation funds' product offerings.
Regulating the banks
9.21
Currently, there is no statutory requirement for Australian banks to invest in
the social economy sector: their investments are made voluntarily. Dr Ingrid Burkett,
Managing Director of Knode (and formerly of Foresters), told the committee that
there is a need to 'obligate structural, commercial interest in a social capital market'
rather than relying on the goodwill of companies. Dr Burkett noted that while
Australia is 'extremely lucky' to have some financial institutions that are 'deeply
committed' to contributing to a social capital market:
...this commitment is subject to commercial shifts so that when the
commercial environment shifts or the CEO changes, for example, then
those commitments can alter. This does not always happen and one or two
have built up long-term brand and financial commitments that would make
it hard to pull out, but the danger is always there.
That is why I would be in favour in the longer term of structural incentives
or obligations such as we see, for example, in the US through the
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Community Reinvestment Act and the new market tax credit program that
enable the commercial sector, alongside government and not-for-profits, to
take their place permanently and structurally in addressing issues such as
building our social capital market.16

9.22
As discussed in chapter 5, the United States Community Reinvestment Act of
1977 (CRA) requires lenders to meet the credit needs of all communities they are
operating in. Lenders are given a CRA rating, which is then taken into account by the
regulators when approving new branches and mergers and acquisitions.
9.23
Amendments to the CRA in 1995 explicitly recognised loans and investments
to CDFIs as CRA activity. These changes 'served as an incentive for banks to provide
low-cost loans and investments to CDFIs, which were able to leverage these resources
to finance activities that mainstream institutions found too risky'.17 These measures, as
well as the establishment of a government fund to provide grants to the CDFI sector in
1994, promoted rapid growth in the sector.18
9.24
In evidence to the committee, Mr Ian Gill, Chief Executive Officer of
EcoTrust Australia, reflected on some of the benefits and drawbacks of the CRA in
the US. He noted that while the Act was key to establishing the CDFI movement and
ShoreBank in the US, the fact that banks' contributions were legislated—rather than
made on a voluntary basis—was unpopular. Mr Gill suggested that:
[T]here could be a community reinvestment initiative where banks, who are
certainly profitable, would voluntarily put aside a portion of their profits in
some sort of structure that actually provides that ongoing subsidy to the
operation of CDFIs, because there are two things: where does the capital
come from and how do you pay for the operations going forward? Paying
for those operations is a problem, especially the further out you get, the
more remote you are and the further the distance is between your loans and
servicing those loans. Usually the further that is the higher the risk goes. So
that spread becomes the kind of spread that a bank does not want to talk
about, but it is something that needs to be paid for in some way.19
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Committee view
9.25
The committee notes the apparent success of the Community Reinvestment
Act in the US in promoting investment in intermediaries. However, it is wary of
copying this approach. Australia's social economy sector is quite different to that in
the US both in terms of scale and the culture in which it operates. Australia's banking
system is also different, with the US system having many more competitors. The
committee believes it would not be appropriate for Australia's competition regulator to
take into account a bank's loans and investments in CDFIs when considering merger
proposals. The current merger guidelines address the issues that are of direct
significance to determining mergers in the banking sector and the Australian economy
at large.20
Regulating the superannuation funds
9.26
The other suggested area for tighter regulation of the private sector to promote
investment in the social economy is to require that superannuation funds offer a social
investment portfolio. The idea is that, among the various portfolios offering varying
levels of risk in the open commercial market, funds would also be required to offer an
investment package weighted to social investments. The return on this portfolio could
potentially be at a lower than commercial rate.21
9.27
This idea was put to the committee by Mr Toby Hall, Chief Executive Officer
of Mission Australia:
What I am talking about is a significant change. I do not pretend it is easy.
It is a question of saying to the super funds, 'We think there is a requirement
for you to invest in this kind of infrastructure environment and, if you are
not going to create the tool, then we would look at legislation which would
require you to do that.' Realistically you are probably only talking about
four to five per cent of superannuation funds being invested in that way.
Add to that that the type of returns I am talking about would have
outperformed every Australian super fund in the last 15 years, you would
have to question why they would not look at investment.
...
If we are serious we have to create a way to free up the capital and, unless
the super funds of their own volition start to do it, I think the only way we
will get change is through good tax instruments and then a requirement that
they invest in a certain proportion of their funds, or are free to put a certain
proportion, into social infrastructure, which actually in the end benefits all
of their members anyway.22
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9.28
Chapter 4 of this report discussed the issue of superannuation funds and the
sole purpose test. The sole purpose test, legislated under section 63 of the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993, requires superannuation funds to
have regard only for maximising the financial returns for their members. They cannot
consider potential social benefits.
9.29
The Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia (ASFA) told the
committee that within the industry, there is universal support for the sole purpose test
and any attempts to require the funds to invest in a particular asset class would not be
supported.23 Chapter 4 also noted that superannuation funds can invest in social
projects that produce a return that is comparable to commercial rates of return.
Foresters Community Finance, for example, noted that it was able to operate a
superannuation fund with investments of a social nature (see paragraph 4.81).
9.30
Christian Super also downplayed the obstacle that the sole purpose test poses
to superannuation funds investing in social investments. Mr Tim Macready told the
committee that the fund carefully considers its values while ensuring adequate riskadjusted returns in making investment decisions. These values are carefully
communicated to its members (see paragraph 4.83).24
9.31
However, other witnesses noted that engaging fully commercial
superannuation funds to finance the social economy may require a review of the sole
purpose test. Ms Kylie Charlton told the committee that from anecdotal evidence,
genuine engagement of superannuation funds:
...will require a rethink of the application of the sole purpose test or an
introduction of a mechanism that effectively levels the financial return for
such investors, recognising that the delivery of impact typically carries a
cost.25

9.32
Ms Charlton added that being able to engage superannuation funds, which
need to be able to measure their investments and benchmark them against something
commercially acceptable, is 'probably going to be very difficult under the current
rules, the fiduciary duties and responsibilities they operate under'. She also noted that
superannuation funds are not currently asking for more flexibility under the sole
purpose test because social capital markets in Australia remain nascent and there are
not many products being developed which may challenge the sole purpose test.26
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Committee view
9.33
The committee underlines the imperative for government to encourage
product innovation in the superannuation industry so as to cater for diverse retirement
needs. This innovation will not be encouraged by mandating a particular product or
products. The committee therefore agrees with recommendation 6.18 of the 2010
Super System Review that the government should not mandate superannuation fund
trustees to participate in any particular investment class or vehicle.27
9.34
In terms of the sole purpose test, the evidence that the committee has received
is that there is universal support for the test and that funds can currently make social
investments that are consistent with this test. The committee's evidence, moreover, is
that the social economy investments that may challenge the sole purpose test have not
as yet been developed for the superannuation funds to trial.
9.35
That said, the committee does believe that there is a need for liaison between
government and superannuation funds to monitor any emerging issues in terms of
social investments that may require legislative or regulatory solutions. This type of
dialogue occurs currently between government and superannuation industry
representatives on issues relating to infrastructure investment. The committee
underlines its recommendation in chapter 2 that a representative of the superannuation
industry should be on the Social Finance Taskforce and that the Taskforce should
consider measures to encourage superannuation funds to offer social investment
products (see chapter 4).

Taxation and spending arrangements to support social economy investment
9.36
The committee has received considerable comment from submitters and
witnesses to this inquiry on the importance of the government's taxation and spending
arrangements to promote finance opportunities for the social economy sector in
Australia. This section presents some of these comments as they relate to deductible
gift recipient status (DGR), tax concessions for investments into CDFIs, the use of
'top-ups', government guarantees and franking credits, the National Rental
Affordability Scheme (NRAS) and the recent Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT)
legislation.
9.37
Tax incentives are the main tool that governments have to encourage investors
into underinvested or disadvantaged communities.28 They are used to good effect
overseas. Ms Kylie Charlton told the committee that the New Markets Tax Credit in
the US and the Community Investment Tax Relief in the UK are good examples of tax
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incentives used internationally to encourage investment in the social economy (see
chapter 5). She argued that the Australian government should give consideration to
this type of initiative which 'would structurally encourage investors to engage'.29
9.38
Ms Charlton also drew the committee's attention to the report by the Canadian
Task Force on Social Finance, released in late 2010. The Task Force recommended
that consideration be given to similar incentives and raised the possibility of tax
supported debt instruments similar to the tax-free municipal bonds in the US.30
Deductible gift recipient status
9.39
A key issue raised during this inquiry is the need for government to address
confusion and inconsistency around the issue of deductible gift recipient (DGR)
status.31 DGR status is given by the government to certain NFPs to promote
philanthropic giving to these organisations. Donations of $2 or more to organisations
with DGR status receive a tax deduction. This status also allows NFPs to receive
grants from the majority of philanthropic intermediaries.
9.40
In Australia, the scope of eligible activities is narrow relative to that in
comparable overseas communities. Only 40 per cent of all tax concession charities in
Australia are DGRs.32
9.41
There are two ways in which a NFP organisation or fund can obtain DGR
status: being listed by name in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 which requires
legislative amendment for inclusion (Item 1); and by being endorsed as a DGR by the
ATO (Item 2).33
9.42
Importantly, failing to qualify for DGR status does not mean that people
cannot donate or invest in that organisation. The donor or investor will not receive a
tax deduction, but there is nothing stopping the donation or investment.34
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9.43
Only certain charities and NFP entities are granted DGR status. A recent
report noted that as at July 2010, there are 24 290 organisations that are DGRs.35
Based on Treasury estimates, the total value of the concession is over $1.1 billion in
2009–10 revenue forgone and almost $2.1 billion in income tax deductions claimed by
taxpayers in 2008–09.36
9.44
Private ancillary funds (PAFs) cannot provide funds to an organisation that
does not have DGR status. As Mr Michael Hardy of the ATO explained to the
committee:
The reason is that when a person makes a donation into a private ancillary
fund it is a deductible gift recipient organisation and so the donor receives a
tax deduction. If it was then allowed to reinvest its funds into some other
charitable or socially desirable organisation that was not a gift deductible
organisation you would have circumvented the intention that gift to that
organisation directly will not be tax deductible, but if you pass them
through a PAF you would have received a tax deduction for it. It is just an
integrity arrangement.37

9.45
Philanthropy Australia told the committee that in contrast to a PAF, a private
charitable trust receives 'no tax deduction for the money going in'.38 Accordingly,
these trusts can distribute to a much wider range of solely charitable purposes because
they are not constrained by the requirement to meet the DGR rules.39
9.46
There are several categories of DGR status.40 The main categories are: a
public benevolent institution; a harm prevention charity; a health promotion charity;
an animal welfare charity; an arts or cultural organisation; an environmental
organisation; an approved research institute; and an overseas aid fund. For each of
these categories, there are various conditions that must be satisfied if DGR status is to
be granted.41 Most of these categories require an assessment by the ATO. The
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categories related to overseas aid funds, environmental, harm prevention and cultural
organisations require an approval by relevant Ministers and the Assistant Treasurer.42
9.47
The PC report considered the issue of DGR status in some detail. It noted that
access to DGR status is a major concern to NFPs where philanthropy is or could be an
important source of funding. In this context, it argued that the use of public benefit
interest (PBI) status is no longer an appropriate basis for determining DGR eligibility
for charitable endeavour.43
9.48
The PC argued that the current DGR system distorts philanthropic giving
towards organisations with DGR status. It added: 'when all charities aim to provide a
community benefit and potentially provide spillover benefits for the community, this
raises questions as to the appropriateness of limiting DGR status to less than half of all
registered charities'.44
9.49
The PC recommended that gift deductibility be widened to include all tax
endorsed charities in the interests of equity and simplicity. It recognised the likely
financial impact of this proposal noting that if all new eligible donations were
claimed, the impact on tax expenditures in 2006–07 would have been an additional
$577 million. The PC concluded that given the revenue implications could be
'substantial', a progressive approach is warranted such as incorporating each 'head of
charity' separately.45
9.50
The PC also observed that while widening the scope of DGR eligibility
increases the potential for rorting, this could be monitored through increased reporting
requirements for endorsed organisations.46
Submitters' views of DGR status
9.51
This inquiry has also received various submissions that DGR status should be
widened as a key initiative to promote finance for the social economy sector. The
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
(FaHCSIA) told the committee that the main legislative barrier to NFP entities
accessing capital is the limitations on DGR status which restricts the entity's ability to
attract philanthropic capital.47
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9.52
Mr Benny Callaghan, the Chief Executive Office of the School for Social
Entrepreneurs, told the committee that there is a:
...challenge...around DGR status for early-stage entrepreneurs and
innovators. It is a difficult thing to achieve, especially when some of them
do not necessarily fit within the PBI constraints, but also because in order to
attain DGR status you need to be operating as an established entity and
oftentimes in the early stages they are operating as sole traders or under the
auspices of other organisations or they are really grassroots community
programs. We are talking about 'mumpreneurs', mum-to-mum businesses,
grandparents or young people trying to do things at a very local level. DGR
status is very important because entrepreneurship is inherently risky.
Government funding will not be appropriate for a lot of the students that we
support and philanthropy is the most logical way for them to obtain
funding. It is beyond logic, though. Philanthropy is telling us all the time
that they are interested in funding early ideas but they are unable to because
the people that we support do not have DGR status. That is particularly
around community foundations. They are the group that are particularly
interested in funding early stage ideas. Also, other funds such as SEDIF are
not appropriate for very small entities. In order to participate in programs
like SEDIF, you would need to have a far stronger cash flow base and risk
history to be able to convince those entities to take on such a small
initiative.48

9.53
The FIA supported the recommendation in the PC's submission to this inquiry
of 'exploring options to allow philanthropic foundations and trusts to invest in social
enterprises, which is currently not allowed under the current rules for deductible gift
recipients'. It argued:
These foundations and trusts would have an interest in supporting activities
that have community objectives that they support, but would also have the
incentive and skills to monitor the investment. They may also provide
additional expertise, or assist in linking business philanthropists with an
NFP they invest in. Government support is indirect, but still considerable,
as the funds invested were exempted from taxation in the accumulation
phase for the foundation or trust.49

9.54
Another perspective was put by Mr Nicholas Cox of YMCA Australia. He
told the committee that there is some confusion as to which organisations are eligible
for Item 1 DGR status and which are not. By way of example, he noted:
[W]e have a YMCA in Katherine that was providing direct relief of young
offenders through diversionary programs. The ATO deemed that it was not
providing direct relief of poverty, sickness or destitution, according to the
status, and was not able to obtain the DGR status, yet the YMCA up the
road, which was the Darwin YMCA, was quite able to provide evidence
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that the service that it was delivering was in fact benevolent and therefore
was entitled to the DGR status. Perhaps just using that as a case study,
internally as part of a YMCA family one was deemed to be benevolent and
therefore was able to access the DGR status; another YMCA was not, even
though the objects and the intent behind what they were doing was very
much the same. I offer that as a bit of a case study whereby there is
confusion even internally within our own organisation let alone in various
markets or various organisations across the spectrum.50

9.55
Further, Mr Andrew McLeod, the Chief Executive Officer of the Committee
for Melbourne, argued that Australia's tax arrangements discourage philanthropic
investment in Australia from international sources. He gave the example of BHP
Billiton which:
...currently has a philanthropic fund worth about $60 million at the moment,
which they had to place in London. They would have preferred to have
placed it in Australia, but the geographic limitation on DGR status
prevented them.51

9.56
Indeed, Mr McLeod told the committee that the main policy change that he
would recommend to government is to remove the geographical limitation of DGR
status.52
9.57
Philanthropy Australia told the committee that there are 'a lot of organisations'
(175) operating overseas with DGR status to which Australians can donate.53
However, it was critical of the system for granting DGR status noting 'there
are...seven different DGRs' with 'restrictions on which...you can make grants to'. It
also noted that less than half the tax concession charities are DGRs. Philanthropy
Australia suggested that in its view:
...part of the role of the ACNC hopefully will be to sort out this distinction
between DGRs, charitable status and eventually come up with a much more
coherent package. For instance, less than half the tax concession charities—
so charities that the ATO have said, ‘You do not have to pay income tax’—
are DGRs. Sometimes there is no logic.54
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9.58
Mr Callaghan of the School for Social Entrepreneurs suggested that given the
pace of change in early-stage innovation and social entrepreneurship, there may be a
system created whereby an applicant for DGR status does not necessarily have to
apply through the ATO.55
9.59
In June 2011, the Australian National Audit Office released a report on the
ATO's administration of DGRs. The report made two recommendations, one aimed at
improving the ATO's decision-making in the DGR applications process, the other
focussed on improving the effectiveness of risk assessments of DGRs. 56 The ATO
agreed with both recommendations and noted that it will implement them as part of
the required structural changes in the ATO prior to the commencement of the ACNC
from July 2012.57
Committee view
9.60
The committee supports the PC in its 2010 recommendation that the federal
government should progressively widen the scope for gift deductibility to include all
endorsed charitable institutions and charitable funds. However, it believes that this
should be done in a systematic and measured way. To this end, it is important that in
seeking to widen DGR status, the government considers the proposed statutory
definition of charity and carefully considers the impact of extending DGR on federal
government revenue. The committee agrees with Philanthropy Australia that there is
an important role for the ACNC to clarify the distinction between DGRs and charities
with charitable status.
Tax concessions for investments into financial intermediaries
9.61
Chapter 5 of this report noted that the US and UK both operate tax incentive
schemes to promote private sector investment into community development
intermediaries, and that similar incentives could be utilised to promote investment in
CDFIs in Australia. In the US, the New Markets Tax Credits program has attracted
over US$29 billion in private investment to the sector, while the Community
Investment Tax Relief program in the UK has also attracted significant capital to
CDFIs operating in the UK. The main difference between these schemes and the DGR
system (which operates to offset the cost of making donations to particular
organisations) is that the tax concessions are available to those making debt and equity
investments rather than pure donations. This means that investors receive their
principle and interest back in addition to receiving a tax credit, thus creating a strong
incentive for private investors.
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9.62
The committee recommended in chapter 5 that the proposed Social Finance
Taskforce investigate whether or not tax incentives are an appropriate means of
encouraging investment in CDFIs in Australia.
Franking credits
9.63
Another taxation-related option to promote finance for the social economy
sector is through the use of franking credits. Chapter 6 of this report discussed this
option in some detail. The idea is that a franked credit returned to investors in a social
economy organisation would bridge the gap between a social and commercial bond
offering. In addition to providing a commercial return, the appeal of franking credits is
that they are an established form of tax relief and recognised by the ATO.
9.64
Chapter 6 noted the support of The Chris O'Brien Lifehouse and the
Benevolent Society for franking credits as a component of certain social bonds for the
acquisition of social purpose infrastructure. Lifehouse noted that a neutral tax rate
would not improve the return for the self-managed super funds and the PAFs and that
a return of six per cent is inadequate. It argued that a franking credit would increase
the return to about nine per cent, which would be enticing to investors.58
9.65
Chapter 6 also noted that Lifehouse and the Benevolent Society estimate that
the opportunity cost to government for the franking credit would be $122 million per
annum for five years, and that the proposed bonds could inject $4.1 billion into social
infrastructure.59
Committee view
9.66
The committee believes that the franking credit option is one that government
should examine. Treasury, in collaboration with the proposed Social Finance
Taskforce, should conduct its own cost-benefit analysis to verify the appeal of a three
per cent higher return to investors in social bonds as against the estimated opportunity
cost to government. This analysis should inform a decision by government whether or
not to pursue a system of franking credits to catalyse a social infrastructure market.
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Guarantees and top-ups
9.67
The issue of a government guarantee for the social economy sector was raised
as an option by several organisations. Chapter 6 of this report noted the support of The
Chris O'Brien Lifehouse for a government guarantee or a system of franking credits to
provide a catalyst to develop the social bond market in Australia. 60 The Benevolent
Society supported a government guarantee on the basis that if potential investors could
be completely confident of the return of their principal, then there would be
'significant additional demand'.61
9.68
Christian Super envisaged that a government guarantee 'drastically improves'
the risk profile of both the CDFI and the community sector organisation. 62 In its
submission to this inquiry, it noted:
As a keen potential investor in the social economy sector, we have realised
the importance of government involvement especially through direct
funding and loan guarantees as well as heavy participation of CDFIs as
conduits to most of the government's efforts. Such collaborations between
CDFI and the government and the resultant innovation have allowed
Christian Super to seriously consider investments in the sector.63

9.69
Another possible way that government can facilitate finance for the social
economy sector is through 'top-ups'. The idea is that government could provide a
payment to investors to supplement the finance they have already received. By so
doing, the financial return on social investment becomes more attractive and viable.
Indeed, in some cases, the investment may not be viable without this additional
government assistance.
9.70
The PC told the committee that the merit of a 'top-up' should be considered on
a case-by-case basis. Mr Robert Fitzgerald argued that if a particular activity or
program was in the public interest, 'it may well be that on a cost-benefit analysis the
government [may] determine that it would be more cost effective for it to top up the
initiatives of another party'. Indeed, Mr Fitzgerald noted that a number of
philanthropists are currently making their payments conditional on pro rata
government and NFP financial contributions. While describing these arrangements as
'very exciting', he added:
We think the government has to be very careful about not crowding out
other initiatives. This is a term that people use very dangerously, so let me
be very careful. If it is the case that people believe that the government will
intervene and take all of the risk, then human nature says that is exactly
what they will allow to happen. We would not be supportive of that in these
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initiatives. We believe that genuine collaboration between government,
philanthropists, for profit and not-for-profit is a very appropriate way
forward, each of those playing a discrete and important part. What part that
is will depend on the actual circumstances. Our report is open. It does not
say that you should and it does not say that you should not. It says that you
should look at it on a case-by-case basis.64

Committee view
9.71
The committee believes there is a role for government to offer top-ups,
guarantees and franking credits to encourage investment in the sector. Chapter 6
recommended that the proposed Social Finance Taskforce examine the use of
government top ups on coupons and the use of government guarantees to incentivise a
social bond market in Australia. The committee also believes these options could
encourage the superannuation funds to invest in the social economy sector.
9.72
The committee agrees that there is an important role for government to
facilitate financing opportunities in the social economy sector through the tax system
and its own payments. While government is well-placed to recognise these
opportunities, it must be careful not to crowd-out these opportunities through its own
involvement and subsidies. It agrees with the PC's view that wherever the market is
responding, the role of government is not to overly intervene.
Unrelated business income tax (UBIT)
9.73
On 12 May 2011, as part of the 2011–12 federal budget, the government
announced its intention to tax retained unrelated business income for not-for-profits.
This decision follows on from the High Court's recent Word Investments case:65
This measure will tighten tax concessions for charities that run businesses
unrelated to their charitable work. This means that from July 1, they will
have to pay income tax on the profits they retain in any newly created
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businesses that do not go back into their charity work. The move won't
affect op shops or small-scale fundraisers such as lamington drives.66

9.74
The Government considers the reform 'an integrity measure to ensure that the
valuable tax concessions provided to NFPs are being used to further the altruistic
activities of NFPs'.67 The Government's consultation for the measure was announced
on 27 May 2011 and closed on 8 July 2011. The consultation paper sought views on
approaches to implement the reform.68 Government intends to begin consultation on
an exposure draft of the legislation shortly. In addition, the government is consulting
with States and Territories to negotiate a coordinated approach to the reform.69
Minister Shorten outlined that 'the reforms to NFP tax concessions will not affect the
use of tax concessions that support a charity's related commercial activities'.70
Concerns raised about the unrelated business income tax
9.75
A number of submitters to the inquiry have expressed concern that the
recently announced budget measures will reduce incentive for development of new
and existing social enterprise and reduce the ability for the sector to borrow against its
own equity. In addition, there are concerns that the measure will act as a disincentive
for investment in the sector and cause lenders to take a more restrictive approach.71
9.76
The final report of the inquiry Australia's Future Tax System noted that the
Word Investments decision has 'significantly increased the scope for NFP
organisations to undertake commercial activities'. The report noted that the income tax
and GST concessions generally 'do not appear to violate the principle of competitive
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neutrality'. However, it observed that in some cases, the rationale for exempting
activities from income tax is weakened, such as where NFP clubs operate large trading
activities in the fields of gaming, catering, entertainment and hospitality.72
The National Rental Affordability Scheme and engaging superannuation funds
9.77
This inquiry has received some evidence on the federal government's National
Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS). The Scheme seeks to address the shortage of
affordable rental housing by offering financial incentives to the business sector and
community organisations to build and rent dwellings to low and moderate income
households.73 The federal government aims to create 50 000 homes and apartments
under the NRAS.
9.78
NRAS provides an annual tax free incentive called the National Rental
Incentive to businesses and community organisations that build and rent dwellings to
low and moderate income households. The rate is 'at least 20 per cent below the
prevailing market rate'. In July 2011, the annual income tax-free incentive was $9524
per dwelling, and is indexed each year to the rental component of the Consumer Price
Index (CPI). The incentive comprises a federal government contribution of $7143 per
dwelling per year paid as a refundable tax offset or payment, and a state or territory
government contribution of $2381 per dwelling per year in direct or in-kind financial
support.74
9.79
Submitters praised aspects of the scheme. Mr Andrew Tyndale from Grace
Mutual, for example, told the committee that it is:
...a generous incentive, it is a generous indexation and it is very flexible. It
was not too prescriptive, which provides a lot of innovation and I think all
of those are good factors.75

9.80
However, the committee also heard that the NRAS had several flaws and
shortcomings. Mr Tyndale argued that the scheme has a 'design flaw' in that it is a tax
based program for which superannuation funds have no use. He emphasised that the
15 per cent tax offers no incentive for wholesale institutional funders to get
involved.76
9.81

Similarly, Christian Super told the committee that from its perspective:
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The structure of the National Rental Affordability Scheme provides a lot of
the return to investors in the form of a tax rebate. As an investor who is
taxed at 15 per cent, we feel that we are not competitive against investors
who are getting a much more significant benefit. Retail investors get a 30
per cent or a 40 per cent benefit from that tax rebate. We have looked at a
number of structures to seek to split the income and the tax rebate.77

9.82
Mr Murray Baird, Director of the Australian Charity Law Association and
Chair of the National Housing Company, told the committee that there is a need for
government to provide more incentive for charities to participate in NRAS. He
criticised the ATO's approach arguing that when charities and PBIs intended to get
involved in NRAS, the ATO effectively said that 'their tax concessions would be
under threat because the beneficiaries of housing under the scheme would not be poor
enough to deserve charity'.78 He elaborated:
The challenge for housing associations generally is that they enjoy tax
concessions, because they have a social program. Often they enjoy public
benevolent institution concessions. However, should they show initiative in
projects such as NRAS, they are criticised for going outside the area where
the tax office considers them to be benevolent. So, should they help people
who are not abjectly poor, that is said to be no longer a benevolent activity
and then they have to argue to justify their concessions. It means that they
are always looking over their shoulder in doing anything that is
entrepreneurial lest they lose their concessions. I think that is an unhealthy
way to be working. There is a technical interpretation of matters that means
that they constantly have to get rulings on whether they can do the next
thing they wish to do. That takes time, it slows down the activity and it adds
expense.79

9.83
Mr Gregory Peel from Community Sector Banking also noted that NRAS
failed to garner support from institutional investor markets. He told the committee that
this was partly due to uncertainty in these markets about what NRAS would look like
as an investment proposition.80
9.84
Mr Toby Hall from Mission Australia suggested that government needed to
develop a mechanism to encourage the participation of the superannuation industry
and the major banks in schemes like NRAS.81 Mr Baird noted that the National
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Housing Company intends to use social bonds to raise capital for constructing
dwelling under the Scheme. He told the committee that while the NRAS incentive will
assist with cash flow in the long term, there is a difficulty in attracting investors to the
first layer of the bonds.82
Other criticisms of NRAS
9.85
Mr Tyndale also criticised NRAS for its non-standard indexation. He argued
that an investor in the Scheme cannot hedge rental CPI. In other words, an investor
cannot bear the interest rate risk between the CPI and rental CPI. As a result, investors
cannot get bank finance against the rental incentive because they cannot hedge the
rental CPI.83
9.86
A more fundamental criticism is that NRAS requires community housing
providers to secure substantial amounts of capital to build to become eligible to
receive the incentive. Mr Tyndale told the committee that raising $16 billion worth of
capital in the sector 'is just not feasible' and as such represents a structural flaw with
the NRAS.84
9.87
Grace Mutual's suggestion to the committee was that the government should
provide an interest free loan funded by government bond issues. Further, it argued that
superannuation funds would buy those bonds, thereby providing indirect funding for
NRAS. The loan process would be outsourced to a series of approved professional
lenders and paid for by the borrowers. In this way, Mr Tyndale argued that the cost to
government of NRAS would be significantly less.85
Committee view
9.88
The committee believes that while NRAS is a worthwhile initiative, there are
several lessons to be learned from the way the scheme was structured. In particular,
the committee emphasises that consideration of future schemes along the lines of
NRAS must better structure taxation incentives to encourage both charities and
superannuation funds to become involved.
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The best approach for government to promote finance for the sector
9.89
During the course of this inquiry, the committee has received evidence on the
best approach for government is to assist social economy organisations to access
finance. Specific proposals to this end have been canvassed in Parts II and III of this
report. The final section of this chapter presents the key elements of what the
committee considers to be the best approach for government to promote finance
options for the social economy sector. There are five planks:


a general mindset of encouraging the market to develop its own financing
mechanisms rather than stepping in to regulate or to mandate a market
response;



a long-term perspective, supported by stable administrative arrangements, to
work constructively with the various stakeholders;



a commitment to educating and creating partnerships with stakeholders,
recognising that in this role governments can, over time, develop a culture of
developing and accessing innovative financing options;



a commitment to developing a common measurement framework that will
allow social economy organisations to recognise their performance and
investors to recognise their risk and reward; and



a need for governments to design and implement innovative policies to
challenge both social economy organisations and investors to take up new
financing options.

Facilitating the market
9.90
Several submitters to this inquiry commented that the best policy approach for
government is to offer incentives for social economy organisations and the private
sector to build partnership opportunities. The role for government, they argued, should
be to facilitate this cooperation rather than actively control this process.
9.91
Mr Robert Fitzgerald, the Commissioner with oversight of the 2010 PC report
into the contribution of the NFP sector, identified an important supporting role for
government to develop a capital market for social economy organisations. In terms of
the PC report, he told the committee that:
...there is a fundamental theme to our recommendations, and that is that
wherever possible the market should be able to be developed to provide
some of these financial inputs. We have not taken an approach where the
government should be the principal funder of the sector. We have certainly
been very clear that the sector must be the controller of its own destiny and,
thirdly, that wherever possible emerging market responses should be
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encouraged, but in so doing we recognise that there may be a role for
government.86

9.92
Mr Fitzgerald identified Community Development Financial Institutions
(CDFIs) as a particular area that needed government support. He noted that in the PC's
view, government should provide CDFIs with access to capital as a short-term
arrangement in their establishment phase. Importantly, however, the PC does not
believe that government should provide an ongoing or permanent pool of funding for
the CDFIs.87
9.93
In terms of social housing, Mr Fitzgerald similarly identified an important role
for government in collaboration with the private sector and the NFP sector. He noted
the PC report's case study on social housing which made the point that if a model is to
develop, it is critical that there is collaboration between government, the private sector
and the NFP sector.88
9.94
Abbeyfield Australia, a community housing not-for-profit company, told the
committee that there is an important role for government to put funds into the
community housing sector. Residents of Abbeyfield Houses pay 70 per cent of their
pension or disability support pension, plus federal rent assistance. The CEO of
Abbeyfield told the committee that:
...the house generates quite little income. An Abbeyfield House today will
generate a surplus at the end of the financial year of about $10,000 to
$20,000...That is not much return on a capital investment of about $2.5 or
$2.6 million.
...
That is our dilemma and that is why, amongst a whole range of responses
that the government has to finance in the community housing sector,
Abbeyfield Australia would argue that within that whole broad range of
solutions there is a niche where we would argue that the government needs
to maintain some scheme to put government capital funds into the
community housing sector.89

9.95
Christian Super told the committee that government has a crucial role in
ensuring that there are investible structures that provide a good risk-adjusted return. It
envisaged a stabilising role for government:
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As this would be a new asset class for most investors, ensuring some level
of stability in the sector will go a long way in getting private investors
comfortable enough to participate. In our view, the government is in the
best position to take on the task of stabilising the sector. We have seen the
government use its balance sheet to great effect, with minimal real cost, in
the guarantee provided to approved deposit-taking institutions. The deposit
guarantee increased the competitiveness of smaller ADIs, ensuring a better
outcome for consumers by providing downside-risk protection. A similar
use of the government balance sheet in the not-for-profit sector through
investing, rather than just spending money in the sector and taking on the
riskier parts of the investment, will increase the competitiveness of the
sector and ensure an acceptable risk-adjusted return for investors. Again,
drawing from our experience in the SEDIF program, the government's
commitment to be a long-term subordinated co-investor significantly
improved the risk profile of the investment and made it investable for
Christian Super.90

Committee view
9.96
The committee emphasises that government has an important role to play in
managing the shift from a sole emphasis on grant funding to creating finance
opportunities for the social economy sector. This role may encompass a range of
measures including tax incentives and concessions, top-ups and government
guarantees. Whatever mix of these measures is adopted, the committee emphasises
that the role of government must be to assist the market in the direction it is moving,
rather than intervene to control the market. The role of government should not be to
regulate the banks to require that they invest in the social economy sector, nor require
that superannuation funds offer social economy products.
The need for a long term perspective
9.97
Another issue raised by various submitters was the need for government to
think less in terms of short-term grant funding, and more in terms of offering
long-term strategic financing options for the social economy sector. In its submission
to this inquiry, for example, New Models New Money, a coalition of organisations
focused on creating financing opportunities for the arts, noted the 'constant uncertainty
about future funding and [the] considerable effort expended in chasing support from
government'.91
9.98
Christian Super emphasised the need for long term funding of CDFIs to assure
community sector organisations that the CDFI will be able to perform its duties
throughout the investment. Its submission emphasised the importance of CDFIs
having 'reliable sources of funding in order to invest in long term assets as well as
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meet short term operating costs to ensure overall business viability'. In particular, it
identified a role for government to:


subsidise staffing costs to ensure that CDFIs concentrate on providing the
services to community sector organisations; and



assist with the capital raising costs for CDFIs with funding in the form of
grants, performance based payments or loan guarantees.92

9.99
Mr Gill of EcoTrust Australia also impressed the need for government to
adopt a long-term view to promote social economy projects in indigenous
communities. He emphasised to the committee the need for financing mechanisms and
government assisted social economy projects to outlive the political cycle. Mr Gill
noted his frustration at this short-term thinking from his experience working in
Canada:
...we had a CDFI running there that was provided loan-loss reserves by the
federal government, which was really the first time the government did
something constructive for us. They said, 'You're running a good portfolio,
we'll give you a loan loss reserve so you can go to investors and say "80 per
cent of any one deal you are doing will be guaranteed by this up to 15 per
cent of your total portfolio."' It was a very useful mechanism. It ran for
three years. The government changed and a new minister came in and
swiped that away not because of performance issues but because of a
political change in the wind. It is impossible to set up long-term economic
structural change in communities if you are still subject to the vagaries of
political change.93

9.100 Social economy organisations themselves face a long-term challenge of
shifting their mindset to embrace different financing options. Mr Kevin Robbie, the
Director of Employment at Social Ventures Australia, told the committee that based
on the UK experience, the government has a long-term task of working with specialist
intermediaries and social economy organisations:
It is how you create a culture within the nonprofits themselves so that they
are willing to take on debt or take on different types of finance. That was a
10- to 15-year job in the UK working through specialist intermediaries to
actually create that culture. Part of it is about managing expectations,
because even after a 10- to 15-year period in the UK there is still only, a
recent report said, 16 per cent of ideas coming forward that are actually
investment ready, and it is bearing the cost of educating the market and
having a long-term vision about what you want to do with this market and
where you want it to be.94
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Committee view
9.101 The committee agrees that there is a need for governments to have a longterm view to assisting the development of the social economy sector in Australia. It
believes that recent developments, such as the creation of the Office for the Not-forProfit Sector and the ACNC, provide a good platform for successive governments to
develop mechanisms for the development of a robust capital market for social
economy organisations. To this end, the committee also highlights the long-term focus
of the proposed Social Finance Taskforce (see chapter 2).
Educating and collaborating
9.102 A major theme of this inquiry is the important role for government to educate
and connect stakeholders to the opportunities for investment in the social economy
sector. Clearly, if social economy organisations are to gain access to finance, it is
important that banks, superannuation funds, private ancillary funds and other financial
intermediaries understand these organisations' needs and investment opportunities. It
is equally important that social economy organisations have an understanding of the
investment products that the private sector can offer. In both respects, government has
an important role.
9.103 Mr Peter Quarmby, the Executive Director of Community Sector Banking,
emphasised in his evidence to the committee the importance of developing
partnerships between the NFP sector, the private sector and government. As he told
the committee:
We believe that the non-profit sector has a role to play in its own destiny, in
managing its own capital. It has a huge amount of capital running through it
and by aggregating its demand we can create greater efficiencies. But we
also understand that there needs to be a partnership relationship between the
sector, the private sector and government. In a sense, part of the reason for
setting up community sector banking was not so much about setting up a
bank but changing the way in which the non-profit sector saw itself and saw
capital. I believe that this sort of initiative changes the relationship between
the sector and government from what potentially can be a master-servant
relationship to one of a partnership.95

9.104 PM&C emphasised the importance of governments' collaborative efforts in
engaging social economy organisations and the private sector. Mr Paul Ronalds, First
Assistant Secretary of the Office of Work and Families, stressed that:
...government must become much better at using its convening power to
catalyse, promote and to encourage the private and not-for-profit sectors as
well as individual citizens to become active agents of a change that we
would like to see in our society. In our view, the work of this committee
can play a very significant role in assisting this change. A policy
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environment that encourages more collaboration, like that achieved in the
establishment of initiatives such as the GoodStart Childcare initiative, the
Social Enterprise Development Investment Fund and the National Rental
Affordability Scheme are all very welcome beginnings to this.96
...
The government has very significant convening power to get different
sectors to the table. You have heard evidence from a range of different
speakers about the need for these complex policy problems that we face to
have all three sectors there working them through. You essentially get
policy failure when any one sector, particularly government, thinks that
they have the full understanding and puts in train a solution without
sufficient consultation and engagement to get the perspective that it needs.97

9.105 In this context, Mr Ronalds noted three particular initiatives that could have
particular merit: a social finance taskforce charged with leading a national dialogue on
social investment (along similar lines to that recommended in chapter 2 of this report);
social impact bonds; and measuring return on investment.98
9.106 The challenge of developing social purpose superannuation investment
products is a good example of where government can and must assist learning and
collaboration. Mr Fitzgerald of the PC told the committee that if government is not
going to mandate that superannuation funds invest a set percentage in social
investments, it has a role to assist the superannuation industry to identify and develop
appropriate social purpose products. He added:
This is why government is so essential. It can bring the relevant parties
together, identify the appropriate opportunities and then work out those
implementation pathways. I cannot give you advice as to how that will
happen. The fact is that it has not happened today....
The not-for-profit sector has not been completely dormant in this area, but
if you really want to get movement my suggestion is that a proposal that
involves at least the Commonwealth government is the first step.99

Committee view
9.107 The committee envisages that the role of government in promoting access to
finance for the social economy sector must at its core be focussed on convening and
encouraging collaboration. As chapter 2 of this report emphasised, one of the main
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initiatives to this end should be for government to establish a Social Finance
Taskforce. As this report's various recommendations make clear, this Taskforce will
have an important role advising government and the social economy sector at large of
the best way to promote long-term finance opportunities for the sector.
Measuring performance
9.108 Government also has a crucial role to play in ensuring that social returns on
investment are measured accurately, consistently and transparently. Chapter 7 of this
report noted the particular importance of measurement and evaluation in the context of
developing market social impact bonds. The government recognises the importance of
evaluating the work of the social economy sector:
Better measurement of social return on investment is critical for
establishing the transparency and accountability of social initiatives for
building credibility with investors, funders, donors and the like.100

9.109 The PC report devoted two chapters to some of the challenges that NFPs face
in producing an evaluation of their activities that are meaningful, comparable and
cost-effective. It recommended that Australian governments should adopt a common
framework for measuring the contribution of the NFP sector. During this inquiry, the
PC returned to this theme of evaluation. Mr Fitzgerald told the committee that:
In programs like social housing and others where they are long term we
need to have good evaluation processes that allow you to adapt the program
as the evidence warrants the adaptation. One of the difficulties when you
have the private sector involved is that they want certainty. One of the
issues with social policy is that often you have to adapt as you learn. Not
only do you need early intervention by the government in terms of bringing
the right parties together, you need good-quality evaluation frameworks
designed at the beginning. You need them to be used to inform and then
you need an ability to adapt as you go forward.101

Innovating to catalyse the market
9.110 Finally, the committee believes that in seeking to develop a mature capital
market for social economy organisations, governments must be innovative and should
be encouraged to develop pilot programs that unlock the potential for investment. It
commends the federal government for its recent NRAS, Social Enterprise
Development and Investment Fund (SEDIF) and CDFI pilot initiatives. The
departments' joint submission noted that:
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Such measures can only be seen as interim steps in market development to
provide a ‘buffer’ to early stages of development and test the market.
Succinctly put by the Monitor Institute, ‘someone needs to go first’.102

9.111 The committee agrees. Government does have an important role in catalysing
the market and the NRAS, CDFI pilot and SEDIF initiatives are exemplars of this
'going first' approach. Not only have these programs had a direct impact on investors
and social economy organisations, they have—and will continue to—encourage the
type of collaborative, longer-term approach that the sector needs to develop a capital
market. As Ms Belinda Drew, Chief Executive Officer of Foresters, told the
committee:
...in the last 18 months to two years of our organisational life, it would be
very silly to underestimate the power of government intervention. I mean
that in a positive sense. As we have seen government come to the party, if
you like, by not just providing funding but actually endorsing the work, that
step change has been very significant. In the not-for-profit work that we
have been doing in Victoria and Queensland, just by virtue of the fact of the
state government funding that front-end work speaks to those sectors that
this is something that government actively encourages them to get involved
with. That has an enormous and positive impact on how organisations then
behave.103

9.112 Certainly, there are more opportunities for pilot programs, most interestingly
in the area of social impact bonds (see chapter 6). The committee emphasises that with
all these new initiatives, it is crucial that outcomes and performance are properly
measured and where mistakes are made in program design or implementation, lessons
are learned and heeded.

Senator David Bushby
Chair
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APPENDIX 1
Submissions
Submission
Number

Submitter

1

YMCA Australia

2

Social Ventures Australia

3

Corney and Lind

4

Foresters Community Finance Ltd.


Supplementary Submission

5

DF Mortimer and Associates

6

Productivity Commission

7

Social Traders Ltd

8

Chris O'Brien Lifehouse at RPA

9

Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet;
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations

10

Community Sector Banking

11

Catherine Brown and Associates Pty Ltd

12

Christian Super

13

New Models New Money

14

Social Business Australia

15

Community Council for Australia


Supplementary Submission

16

Social Finance Ltd

17

The Archerfish Foundation

18

SENTECH (Social Enterprise Technologies)

19

JBWere

20

Hepburn Community Wind Park Co-operative Limited

21

Social Finance Pty Ltd
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22

SoFA (Social Firms Australia)

23

Fundraising Institute Australia

24

Mt Buffalo Community Enterprise

25

The Benevolent Society

26

Many Rivers Microfinance

27

The Centre for Social Impact

28

Australian Catholic Bishops Conference

29

The Salvation Army

30

National Disability Services

31

Cape York Institute for Policy and Leadership

32

Knode Pty Ltd

33

Life Without Barriers

34

Lutheran Church of Australia

35

The Treasury, Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission
Implementation Taskforce

36

Dr Richard Seymour, The University of Sydney Business School


Supplementary Submission

37

Australian Employee Ownership Association Inc; Social Business
Australia; Australian Employee Buyout Centre Ltd; IYC 2012 Secretariat
Ltd

38

Not-For-Profit Sector Reform Council

39

Confidential

Additional information


Additional information received from the Department of Education, Employment
and Workplace Relations, at a public hearing in Canberra on 12 August 2011:
Social Enterprise Development and Investment Funds (SEDIF) Frequently Asked
Questions; Foresters Community Finance profile; and Social Enterprise Finance
Australia Ltd (SEFA) profile.
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ACIL Tasman report from July 2009, prepared for The Benevolent Society.
An assessment of economic and budgetary implications of The Benevolent Society’s
proposed model for some housing developments for older people in Australia.



Additional information provided by Mr Peter Botsman, Secretary, ISX:
New Thinking from the ISX on Remote Area Transport, Plant for Indigenous
Contractors, Office Space, Homelands Enterprises and Housing Infrastructure.



Additional information provided by the Australian Taxation Office on 26 September
2011, regarding Private Ancillary Funds.



Received from the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
on 10 August 2011; answers to Questions on Notice taken at a public hearing
in Canberra on 1 August 2011.



Received from the Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs on 23 August 2011; answers to Questions on Notice taken at
a public hearing in Canberra on 1 August 2011.



Received from the Treasury on 18 November 2011; answer to a Question on Notice
taken at a public hearing in Canberra on 26 September 2011.

Tabled documents
CANBERRA, 1 August 2011


PowerPoint presentation "Capital Market for Social Investment" tabled by the Centre for
Social Impact.



Social Investment Case Studies tabled by the Centre for Social Impact.



Document "10 Principles" tabled by Foresters Community Finance.



Article from London Times from 29 July 2011, tabled by Sir Ronald Cohen, "Funding the
Big Idea: Big Society Capital will help to fund a revolution in social enterprise."



Press release from 28 July 2011, tabled by Sir Ronald Cohen, Big Society Capital:
"Big Society Bank launched."

MELBOURNE, 9 September 2011


Four page document of additional comments presented to the Committee, tabled by
Mr Murray Baird on behalf of the Australian Charity Law Association.



"Abbeyfield

Australia in profile," document tabled by Abbeyfield Australia.
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Submission "Giving people a place to call home - Abbeyfield Australia group housing,"
tabled by Abbeyfield Australia.



Presentation in form of a booklet tabled by Grace Mutual.



Samples of financial literacy resources for community groups produced in cooperation
with Westpac, tabled by Mr Denis Moriarty from Our Community: Guide to Investing
Money for Community Organisations; Guide for Community Treasurers; Guide for
Community Board Members.

SYDNEY, 23 September 2011


Social Enterprise Terminology, one page document tabled by Mr Alan Greig, President of
the Australian Employee Ownership Association.



Opening statement tabled by Ms Julie White, Global Head, Macquarie Group Foundation.



Role of the Australian Employee Buyout Centre, tabled by the Australian Employee
Buyout Centre.



Co-operatives Australia Statement from April 2011, tabled by Ms Melina Morrison,
Director, Social Business Australia.

CANBERRA, 26 September 2011


Opening statement tabled by Ms Kylie Charlton, Impact Investment Professional.

APPENDIX 2
Public Hearings and Witnesses

CANBERRA, 1 AUGUST 2011
ADAMS, Ms Sarah, NAB Research Fellow, Centre for Social Impact,
Australian School of Business, University of New South Wales
ADDIS, Ms Rosemary, Social Innovation Strategist,
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
CASELEY, Miss Louise, Operations Manager, Employment,
Social Ventures Australia
COHEN, Sir Ronald, Private capacity
CROSBIE, Mr David, Chief Executive Officer, Community Council for Australia
DREW, Ms Belinda, Chief Executive Officer,
Foresters Community Finance Limited
HARTWICH, Ms Tamara, Senior Adviser,
Philanthropy and Exemptions Unit, Department of the Treasury
HEMS, Mr Les, Director of Research, Centre for Social Impact,
Australian School of Business, University of New South Wales
JACOBS, Mr Martin, Acting Principal Adviser,
Personal and Retirement Income Division, Department of the Treasury
KERNOT, Associate Professor Cheryl, Director of Social Business, Centre for
Social Impact, Australian School of Business, University of New South Wales
LEARMONTH, Mr Ian, Director of Social Finance, Social Ventures Australia
LEGGETT, Mr Chris, Manager, Philanthropy and Exemptions Unit,
Personal and Retirement Income Division, Department of the Treasury
LEWIS, Mr Evan, Group Manager, Community Engagement and Development
Group, Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous
Affairs
MANCE, Ms Paula, Section Manager, Money Management Branch,
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
McINERNEY, Mr Dallas, Group Manager, Government Affairs and Public Policy,
Group Corporate Affairs, National Australia Bank
MOES, Ms Louise, Policy Director, Community Council for Australia
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NICOL, Ms Annemarie, Assistant Section Manager, Money Management Branch,
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
OSWALD, Ms Robyn, Branch Manager, Money Management Branch,
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
ROBBIE, Mr Kevin, Director of Employment, Social Ventures Australia
RONALDS, Mr Paul, First Assistant Secretary, Office of Work and Families,
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
THORN, Mr Christopher, Executive Director, Philanthropic Services, JBWere
TRAILL, Mr Michael, Chief Executive Officer, Social Ventures Australia
WILSON, Ms Therese, Chairperson, Foresters Community Finance Limited
MELBOURNE, 9 SEPTEMBER 2011
BAIRD, Mr Murray, Director, Australian Charity Law Association
BOWMAN, Ms Susan, Social Firms Australia
BROOKES, Mr David, Managing Director, Social Traders Ltd
BROWN, Ms Catherine, Director/Principal Consultant,
Catherine Brown & Associates Pty Ltd
BURKETT, Dr Ingrid, Managing Director, Knode
COX, Mr Nicholas, Chief Operations Officer, YMCA Australia
LEWIS, Mr Simon, Head of Strategic Partnerships, Communications & Community,
The Trust Company
MACDONALD, Mr Nathan, Senior Lawyer,
PilchConnect, Public Interest Law Clearing House (Vic) Inc.
MACLEOD, Mr Andrew, CEO, Committee for Melbourne;
Chairman, United Nations Principles for Social Investment
MAY, Mr Martin, Director and Treasurer,
Hepburn Community Wind Park Co-operative Limited
McKENZIE-McHARG, Mr Mark, Executive Director,
Mt Buffalo Community Enterprise
McKERN, Mr Cameron, Executive Director,
Mt Buffalo Community Enterprise
MORIARTY, Mr Denis, Our Community
NASH, Mr Stephen, Chief Executive Officer, Home Ground Services, Grocon
NETTELBECK, Ms Nerida, Managing Director, Matrix on Board
ORGAN, Mr Colin, Group Manager, Finance, YMCA Australia
PFAHLERT, Mr Matthew, Board Member, Mt Buffalo Community Enterprise
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POPE, Ms Juanita, Senior Lawyer, PilchConnect,
Public Interest Law Clearing House (Vic) Inc.
RESIDE, Mr Chris, Chief Executive Officer, Abbeyfield Australia Ltd
ROSSHANDLER, Mr Ashley, Founder and Chief Executive Officer,
Karma Currency Foundation
SAUNDERS, Mr Glen, Director, Triodos Bank
THOMPSON, Mr David AM, Director,
National Roundtable of Nonprofit Organisations
THORN, Mr Christopher, council member, Philanthropy Australia
TYNDALE, Mr Andrew, Director, Grace Mutual
WALDREN, Mr David, General Manager, Carlton Brewery Redevelopment
WALES, Ms Nonie, Managing Director for People and Culture, Matrix On Board
WARD, Mr David, Treasurer, Philanthropy Australia
WARD-CHRISTIE, Ms Libby, Investment and Growth Manager, Social Traders Ltd
SYDNEY, 23 SEPTEMBER 2011
ADDIS, Ms Rosemary, Social Innovation Strategist,
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
BOTSMAN, Mr Peter, Voluntary Secretary, Indigenous Stock Exchange
CALLAGHAN, Mr Benny, Chief Executive Officer,
School for Social Entrepreneurs Australia
CALMA, Dr Thomas, Director, Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre; Patron,
Poche Centres for Indigenous Health Network
CAMERON, Mr Sandy, Manager, Policy, Research, Think Tank and Evaluation,
Cape York Institute for Policy and Leadership
COLEMAN, Mr Leigh, Chief Executive Officer, Many Rivers Microfinance
CUBIS, Mr Brent, Chief Finance Officer and Company Secretary,
The Chris O'Brien Lifehouse at RPA
GILL, Mr Ian, Chief Executive Officer, Ecotrust Australia
GOSS, Ms Sarah, Consultant, Cape York Institute for Policy and Leadership
GREIG, Mr Alan, President,
Australian Employee Ownership Association Inc.
HALL, Mr James (Toby), Chief Executive Officer, Mission Australia
HAWKINS, Mr Stephen, Executive, Social Initiatives, The Benevolent Society
HERBERT, Rev. Harry, Executive Director, Uniting Care NSW/ACT
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HUNTER, Mr Nolan, Chief Executive Officer, Kimberley Land Council
JOSEPH, Father Brian, General Secretary, Australian Catholic Bishops Conference
KIRILLOVA, Ms Elena, Chairman, Australian Employee Buyout Centre
MACREADY, Mr Timothy, Chief Investment Officer, Christian Super
MAREKERA, Mr Simba, Research Analyst, Christian Super
MEIN, Mr James, Acting Executive Director, Uniting Resources,
UnitingCare Australia
MINNETT, Mr Ian, Chief Financial Officer, Australian Eastern Territory,
The Salvation Army
MORRISON, Ms Melina, Director, Social Business Australia;
Committee Member, National UN International Year of Cooperatives Steering
Committee
MURPHY, Mr Peter, Chief Executive Officer, Christian Super
NEWLAN, Mr Daniel, Committee Member, National UN International Year of
Cooperatives Steering Committee
NICHOLLS, Mr Michael, Business Manager, General Synod,
Anglican Church of Australia
PEEL, Mr Gregory, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director,
Community Sector Banking
POWER, Mr Duncan, Chief Executive Officer, Social Enterprise Finance Australia
QUARMBY, Mr Peter, Executive Director,
Community Sector Banking
RUTHENBERG, Mr Trevor, Executive Officer, Lutheran Church
STRONG, Mrs Rosalind, Chair, Sydney Community Foundation
VENZ, Ms Deborah, Business Manager, Lutheran Church
WHITE, Mrs Julie, Division Director, Global Head Macquarie Group Foundation,
Macquarie Group
CANBERRA, 26 SEPTEMBER 2011
CHARLTON, Ms Kylie, Impact Investment Professional
FITZGERALD, Mr Robert, Commissioner, Productivity Commission
HARDY, Mr Michael, Assistant Commissioner, Australian Taxation Office
NOBLE, Mr Gordon, Director, Government Relations and Strategy,
Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia
RONALDS, Mr Paul, First Assistant Secretary, Office of Work and Families,
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet

